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Abstract
This research project aims to develop an instrument that can measure the ability of
people with low vision and/or mobility problems to use public transport. Focus
groups were used to design a self-assessment instrument to help identify and
measure existing problems with public transport navigation. Rasch analysis, an
analytical technique used to convert ordinal difficulty ratings into interval
measures, was used to validate the questionnaire. Difficulty ratings were calculated
for each transport item and Transport Ability was calculated for each participant to
develop a Transport Ability scale.

The first survey included 22 public transport items and was applied to 414 people
with various combinations of visual ability and mobility problems. The second
survey included a further 24 transport items related to accessible transport modes
and was applied to a further 308 participants, who had a combination of different
visual ability levels and mobility aid requirements. The second validated instrument
was then applied to three different case studies to investigate whether Transport
Ability and Life Space score, which measures the extent and frequency of travel,
could help to assess the effectiveness of transport schemes and skills training.

The self-reported transport instrument developed in this study has demonstrated
sufficient internal and construct validity to reliably measure the effect of Transport
Ability for people with a combination of vision and mobility impairments.
Principle Component Analysis of the residuals indicated that there were no other
significant dimensions being measured.

Overall, people with low vision and mobility aid users were found to experience
lower Transport Ability and Life Space scores. However, the combination of both
mobility aid use and low vision was not found to have a compounding effect on
Transport Ability. Application of the instrument to transport accessibility schemes
indicates that Transport Ability can be used to measure the benefit of schemes to
individuals.
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Impact Statement
This study was the first to apply Rasch Analysis to develop a Transport Ability
scale. Using a multidisciplinary approach has allowed this study to develop an
interval scale to measure both Transport Ability and Item Difficulty, in order to
investigate the ability of mobility and visually impaired people to use public
transport, and how this affects the extent and frequency of travel, as measured by
Life Space score.

Rasch analysis is relatively commonplace in the study of education and health, but
there has been limited application of this analytical technique in transport studies in
general, or in transport accessibility more specifically. This is the first transport
accessibility study to use Rasch analysis as its primary analytical tool and has
shown that it is a viable technique to use in this field.

The study evaluated changes in Transport Ability, at both an individual and
aggregate level, and the instrument developed has the flexibility to be applied to a
number of different transport schemes that aim to improve transport accessibility
by either improving a person’s ability to use transport, providing a mobility aid or
making a transport task easier to perform. The measure has been validated against
a scale that is currently used by a London Borough, denoted as Council A in this
study, to measure mobility as a vital tool in its decisions to allocate valuable
transport concessions.

The finding that different mobility aids and different accessibility schemes have
different effects on Transport Ability could have implications for policy. It is
possible that simpler and cheaper interventions can still provide many benefits
relative to more expensive, labour intensive or hi-tech solutions. This focus on value
for money in accessibility policy is only likely to grow in importance over time.

The fields of ophthalmology and transport have rarely been studied in combination
in the past, however the multidisciplinary approach taken in this study has shown
that the two fields must work in combination to ensure that the accessibility issues
4

faced by people with low vision are robustly analysed. Doing so will allow
ophthalmological expertise to inform transport design, helping the public realm to
complement clinical intervention to the benefit of people with low vision.

This study adds to the growing body of research in mobility and low vision transport
studies and has the potential to be one of the first steps of a wider project to develop
and evaluation methodology for transport accessibility projects. Having
demonstrated the viability of using Rasch analysis to measure accessibility benefits,
future studies could build on this to convert the interval measures produced into
tangible units, and particularly monetary values. This would allow the full benefits
of each potential intervention to be weighed against cost, allowing the best value
approach to be taken. It would also mean that the benefits and costs to mobility and
visually impaired people of any changes to the transport system could be taken into
account alongside the needs of other groups on a monetary equivalent basis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Introduction
Thesis Background
Transport is vital for accessing key activities. Indeed, it seems that “[a]ccessibility
is a central requirement of society” (Tyler, 2002: xi). However, people whose
mobility is impaired are placed at an ever-increasing disadvantage.

Transport accessibility and the ways in which we can evaluate it have gradually
become more important in recent years due to the ageing population present in
many developed countries worldwide. This places an increasing demand on
transport infrastructure to be made more accessible. This is especially important as
the ability of elderly and disabled people to access facilities and services
dramatically increases their chances of having a good quality of life (Tyler, 2006).
However, as transport accessibility improvements can be costly and may only
benefit a minority of the population, changes to transport infrastructure are often
only in line with mandatory requirements. Statutory guidelines that state the
minimum general requirements that make facilities and services accessible to all
are outlined in the UK by the Equality Act (2010). This succeeds the regulatory
guidelines placed in the Disability Discrimination Act (2005), which set basic
guidelines for public transport accessibility. The Disabled Persons Transport
Advisory Committee (DPTAC) was also established by the Transport Act 1985 as
an independent body to advise government on the transport needs of disabled
people, advocating the promotion of an accessible transport system in the advice
given to government. In addition to this, the Rail Vehicle Accessibility Regulations
(DfT, 2013) help transport service providers with accessible design.
It is important that accessible design focuses on the areas of public transport that
need to be improved, in order to maximise user benefits. Consequently, if a new
instrument was developed that was able to measure the difficulty of the task and the
ability level required by an individual to complete various transport related tasks,
this could be used to measure the change in difficulty of the transport scheme itself,
whilst simultaneously measuring the change brought about on an individual level.
This could eventually be used to help ensure that scarce government funds
21
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dedicated to transport accessibility improvements are spent in the most effective
way. This research will focus on the beginning steps of this project; identifying a
way to measure Transport Ability for those with visual and/or mobility impairments
and developing an instrument that can capture this ability accurately.

This study focuses on analysing the ability to use public transport at an individual
rather than an aggregate level because many aspects of accessibility are subjective
and specific to the circumstances of individuals, given their unique set of
capabilities, constraints and needs. Accessibility instruments are designed to
measure the extent to which the transport network provides access to various
opportunities in urban areas so that people can meet their daily needs
(Brömmelstroet, 2016). Titheridge et al. (2010) argued that many of the most
commonly used accessibility indicators relating to distance, time, transport transfers
and cost between origins and destinations of various opportunities do not
adequately measure older and disabled people’s perception and experience of
accessibility because they do not take into account the places that individuals can
actually access. Instead such indicators tend to use aggregate measures, such as
number of people living within a certain travel time of a place, or in some cases a
subjective concept that a journey can be made “with reasonable ease”, which will
clearly vary between individuals. The conclusion drawn by Titheridge et al. (2010)
was that “…a one-size-fits-all approach to developing indicators has led to a
situation where what is measured is a far cry from what is experienced or what is
important to many of those that the use of such indicators is supposed to help”. This
study will therefore attempt to develop an accessibility indicator that is based on
the individual experience of accessibility.

Research Setting
According to the Office for Disability Issues (ODI) there are over eleven million
people with a limiting long-term illness, impairment or disability in Great Britain
(ODI, 2010). Among this population, the most commonly reported impairments are
those that affect mobility, lifting or carrying. Statistics also show that the prevalence
of disability rises with age; around 6 per cent of children are disabled, compared to
16 per cent of working age adults and 45 per cent of adults over the state pension
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age in Great Britain (ODI, 2010). The ODI also estimates that a fifth of disabled
people report difficulties in accessing transport related to their impairment or
disability (ODI, 2011). Additionally, in many countries where the older population
is growing, it is predicted that the number of elderly passengers with age-related
disabilities will increase.

As this project aims to develop an instrument that can be applied to people who
have either or both of mobility and visual impairments, it is important that this study
includes people who experience a wide variety of vision loss and who may
experience a range of mobility problems. This study first focuses on developing an
instrument to measure the effect of low vision and/or mobility problems on a
person’s ability to use public transport. The visual conditions AMD and glaucoma
were chosen for specific analysis because they are conditions that predominantly
affect older people’s central and peripheral vision respectively, with varying
severity (Quigley and Broman, 2006 and Bressler, 2004). As AMD and glaucoma
are more prevalent among older people, this research focuses on elderly people,
who may additionally have mobility problems or have limited mobility. This allows
comparisons to be made between the two visual conditions. Consequently, this
study includes the views of people who have age related Macular Degeneration
(AMD), glaucoma, as well as people with limited and good vision, all of whom may
or may not experience mobility problems.

AMD and glaucoma were selected because these are two of the most common
causes of adult blind registration in many developed countries (Evans, 1996).
According to Duffy (2015), AMD is characterised by loss of the central visual field,
which results from degeneration of the fovea in the centre of the macula that
provides the sharp detailed vision. Damage to the macula impairs the central, or
"detail", vision that helps with essential everyday activities such as reading,
watching television and face recognition (Bullimore et al. 1991, Fine et al., 2000,
Hassell et al., 2006 and Bressler, 2004). Glaucoma is predominantly associated with
loss of peripheral vision, also called a peripheral field defect. Moderate and severe
cases of peripheral vision loss create the sensation of seeing through a narrow tube,
a condition commonly referred to as ‘tunnel vision.’ Symptoms of peripheral vision
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loss also can include difficulty seeing in dim light and decreased ability to navigate
while walking (Black and Wood, 2005, Black et al. 2011 and Ramulu et al. 2012).

Comparisons of the effect that these visual conditions have on the ability to use
public transport may reveal which type of impairment has the bigger effect on
public transport use. The prominence of AMD and glaucoma becomes a pressing
issue when we consider that these low vision conditions are associated with older
age, suggesting that the prevalence of these conditions is likely to increase over
time with the onset of an ageing population, constituting a major public health
burden, resulting in increased social isolation, depression and restriction of daily
activities (Owen et al. 2003 and Quigley and Broman, 2006).

These problems are not aided by the geographical variations in the provision and
accessibility of low vision services and as highlighted by Ryan and Culham (1999).
The Department of Health (1998 and 2000) have introduced initiatives to tackle
inequalities in social provision and access, but treatment and access may still vary
geographically. Consequently, access to services and more specifically to transport
is becoming essential for enabling fair and equal access to health care, and for
reducing levels of social isolation.

This study is primarily based on London and its specific public transport facilities.
London has an extensive and developed transport network which includes both
private and public services. Journeys made by public transport systems account for
37% of London's journeys, while private services accounted for 36% of journeys
(Transport for London, 2016). Public transport services are dominated by the
executive agency for transport in London: Transport for London (TfL). TfL controls
the majority of public transport, including the Underground (commonly referred to
as the Tube), Buses, Tramlink, the Docklands Light Railway, London River
Services and the London Overground. London also has extensive railway systems
that are franchised to train operating companies by the Department for Transport
(DfT) (Transport for London, 2016). Public transport and more specialised
accessible transport modes are the focus of the transport instrument developed in
this study due to the wide availability of these modes in London. This will enable
the instrument developed in this study to be applied to accessibility schemes related
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to public transport or accessible transport modes and services offered in and around
London. In this study overland railways will be referred to as ‘trains’, while the
London Underground will be referred to as ‘the tube’. As this study only examines
the use of public transport modes available in London, any findings may not be
directly applicable to cities elsewhere in the UK. However, the density and
availability of public transport in London make this a unique city to examine how
low vision and mobility affect a person’s ability to use public transport.

Research Aim and Objectives
This research project aims to develop an instrument that can measure the ability of
people with low vision and/or mobility problems to use public transport. This
project will do this by investigating the ability levels required to use public transport
and developing an instrument that can quantify the ability levels required to do
specific everyday transport tasks, in order to investigate the ability levels of people
with different mobility and visual capabilities.

The degree to which Transport Ability is related to the extent and frequency of
travel, as measured by Life Space patterns (see section 2.3.4), will also be
examined. This instrument will then be applied to various transport accessibility
case studies to test whether it would be feasible to use this approach to evaluate
transport accessibility schemes and projects.

Research objectives:

1. To develop and validate a new evaluation technique that can measure the
ability to use transport reliably and consistently for people with low vision
and/or mobility problems (Chapters Three, Four and Six)

2. To apply this technique to investigate the impact of low vision and/or
mobility on Transport Ability and Life Space and the overall relationship
between the Transport Ability and Life Space (Chapters Five and Seven)
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It is predicted that people with more severe vision loss and/or limited
mobility will experience lower levels of Transport Ability resulting
in more restricted Life Space patterns



It is additionally predicted that overall Transport Ability levels can
be used as a predictor for Life Space with lower ability levels
resulting in fewer journeys outside the home

3. To measure Transport Ability levels in groups of people with different
visual conditions and mobility related problems (Chapters Five and Seven)


It is predicted that mobility impairment will compound the negative
impact that low vision has on Transport Ability



It is hypothesised that AMD and glaucoma will have a similar effect
on levels of Transport Ability and Life Space patterns, despite the
two conditions having different effects on the visual field



It is also hypothesised that different types and combinations of
mobility aids (such as walking sticks and use of personal assistance)
will have different effects on Transport Ability

4. To examine whether Transport Ability and Life Space patterns can be used
to evaluate existing transport accessibility projects and schemes (Chapters
Eight, Nine and Ten)


It is hypothesised that the developed transport evaluation technique
will make it possible to analyse the effect of transport training
projects and schemes that make travelling or transport easier to
access or use.



It is also predicted that Transport Ability measures the same
underlying trait as the tools used by councils to allocate transport
concessions, such as Disabled Persons Freedom Passes, Blue
Badges and Taxicards.
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Chapter Two reviews relevant background themes, concepts and past research in
order to identify research pertaining to the main issues of this study.

Chapter Three provides the background and process for how Transport Survey I
was developed and carried out.

Chapter Four describes how Transport Survey I was validated using Rasch Analysis
and how the participant data for Transport Survey I was cleaned.

Chapter Five describes how the results from Transport Survey I were analysed.
Discussion of initial results will take a closer look at how individual characteristics
affect Transport Ability and Life Space, and how Transport Ability levels affect
overall Life Space patterns.

Chapter Six describes how Transport Survey I was re-developed and re-validated
to form Transport Survey II.

Chapter Seven analyses the results from Transport Survey II presented in Chapter
Six and compares the common transport item scores with Transport Survey I
developed in Chapter Three and re-developed in Chapter Six.

Chapter Eight, Nine and Ten will discuss how Transport Survey II can be applied
as part of a feasibility study, to assess existing transport accessibility schemes and
scenarios. This will highlight the different ways in which this instrument can
potentially be applied to assess the effectiveness of varying transport accessibility
schemes.

Chapter Eight investigates the application of Transport Survey II to the
ScootAbility Scheme operated by Camden Council.

Chapter Nine analyses the application of Transport Survey II to a wheelchair skills
training scheme operated by the Back-Up Trust in Stanmore Hospital.
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Chapter Ten compares the Transport Ability scale developed in this study with the
Mobility Matrix Scheme, which is used to allocate Disabled Persons Freedom
Passes, Blue Badges and Taxicards by Council A.

This will be followed by an overall discussion and summary in Chapter Eleven
about how this research contributes to the transport accessibility research field,
alongside suggestions for future research.

Discussion
Chapter One has outlined the background of this study regarding Transport
Accessibility and the important role it plays in improving quality of life. The
growing importance of understanding where transport accessibility improvements
need to be focused and understanding how effective governmental schemes are
regarding improved accessibility and mobility at both an aggregate and individual
level helped to justify the research. The aims of the research project and research
objectives are also presented, which are used to structure the data analysis within
each chapter of the thesis.
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Background Themes and Concepts
Introduction
This chapter reviews relevant background themes, concepts and past research in
order to identify research pertaining to the main issues of this study. These include
studies within the field of transport accessibility (section 2.2), measuring mobility
(section 2.3), visual impairment (section 2.4), transport accessibility evaluation
techniques (section 2.5), patient based visual function assessment instruments
(section 2.6) and studies that use the analytical technique of Rasch analysis (section
2.7). The electronic databases MEDLINE, Science Direct, and Google Scholar were
searched for relevant articles relating to transport accessibility, mobility, low vision,
AMD, glaucoma, vision and mobility instruments. Retrospective and prospective
reference list searches were conducted for studies meeting eligibility criteria and
relevant reviews.

Transport Accessibility
This section will provide an overview of transport accessibility and the importance
of the whole journey chain, reviewing both guidelines published by government
bodies and academic research.

Accessibility and mobility research have become an area of growing interest in
recent years due to the aging of Western societies and the necessity to anticipate
and plan for the needs of the growing elderly population (Paez et al. 2007). Mobility
gives people the opportunity to participate in tasks and routines that provide people
with valued roles. Fidler and Fidler (1978) and Llorens (1991) found that
independent mobility promotes feelings of self-efficacy and competence. Various
studies have found that people who are unable to move about freely as a result of
physical limitations and people who cannot move freely due to limitations imposed
on them by their surroundings have a lower quality of life (Breeze et al. 2005 and
Gabriel and Bowling, 2004).

Sugiyama and Thompson (2007) state that better environments encourage people
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to perform outdoor activities as activity levels are affected by both personal and
environmental characteristics. Out-of-home mobility is critical to numerous aspects
of elderly people’s quality of life, since outdoor mobility is a prerequisite for
partaking in social, commercial, and cultural activities (Mollenkopf et al. 2005).
Mobility is therefore especially important when considering access to transport
modes, meaning that many academics have focused research on pedestrian mobility
and the walkability of environments. This access is often limited for older people
and/or those with physical impairments that affect mobility, which will now be
explored.

There have been a number of policy, guidance and research areas investigating the
transport needs of older people and disabled users. It is widely recognised by many
academics, including Tyler (2002), Church and Marston (2003), Metz (2003) and
Casas (2007), that transport provides an essential link to friends, family and the
wider community; a vital lifeline to maintaining independence. Lack of mobility
can prevent older people from participating in social activities and lead to low
morale, depression and loneliness, as well as restricting access to essential health
care services, such as carers, social services and health agencies (Alsnih and
Hensher, 2003, Lucas, 2012 and Shergold and Parkhurst, 2012).

In 2001 the UK Department for Transport (DfT) published ‘Older people: Their
transport needs and requirements’ (DfT 2001). The report identified a number of
factors that restricted the use of public transport by older people. One of the larger
barriers to mobility was found to be physical difficulties associated with walking
and accessing public transport. Limited access to transport information and a lack
of awareness of special transport schemes such as Dial-A-Ride, a free door-to-door
minibus service operated by TfL for disabled people unable to use public transport,
and Shopmobility, a mobility scooter rental service, meant that those with the
greatest need often failed to benefit from services that have been specifically
implemented to help them. For those with more severe mobility impairments,
community transport provided a valuable service. However, these were identified
as having barriers of their own, such as long advance booking times, a restricted
choice of destinations, limited operating hours and anxiety over completing the
return trip. One of the most important recommendations was that transport planners
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and service providers should take a more holistic approach to address concerns
associated with every element of the journey. Furthermore, when new or improved
services are introduced, they should be given sufficient time to become established.
Short-term pilots could be implemented to test new practices, which, if successful,
should be used to implement longer-term projects.
The Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee (DPTAC) published a report
in 2002, ‘Attitudes of Disabled People to Public Transport’ (DPTAC 2002), which
included a large-scale survey of disabled people regarding their views on public
transport matters. The survey covered approximately 1,000 disabled people living
in urban and rural areas, whose disabilities included a variety of mobility, visual
and hearing impairments and learning difficulties. The aim of the survey was to
understand which transport modes were used by disabled people; determine the
transport priorities of disabled people; assess how disabled people currently rate
public transport provision; determine disabled peoples’ priorities for improving
public transport and to determine the factors that deter disabled people from using
public transport. The results showed that 52% of disabled people were frustrated
that they could not make spontaneous journeys, and this percentage rose to 82%
among wheelchair users. The same research also indicated that 23% of disabled
people encountered problems traveling to visit friends and relatives, and 23%
encountered problems traveling to work. The DfT published its draft Accessibility
Action Plan in 2017 (DfT 2017). This set out measures to improve the physical
accessibility of transport for disabled people; to provide better information for the
disabled traveller; and to improve attitudes and behaviour towards disabled
passengers.
Improving the accessibility of public transport would go some way towards meeting
the needs of older and disabled users within mainstream transport. However, it is
important to consider the accessibility of every step in the journey chain in order to
make a journey seamless and there is a need to identify ways to overcome specific
barriers in order to increase the accessibility of streets.

Litman (2003) identified a scale of accessibility that affects transport at four
different levels: local, neighbourhood, regional and inter-regional. This was
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supported by Maynard (2009), “[f]or disabled and older people, the details of the
interface are crucial, and that level of detail is not always considered in mainstream
transport planning”. Lavery et al. (1996) believed that travel for older people could
only be increased through an interdisciplinary approach, linking ‘friendly buses’
with ‘friendly streets’. The Employers’ Forum on Disability (2008) identified that
fear of not being able to complete journeys due to barriers experienced on journeys
can result in disabled and older people experiencing fear of failure and lack of
confidence when travelling. This in turn seriously impacts the journeys that they
decide to make which affects their quality of life. It is therefore extremely important
that accessibility research considers the entire journey chain and not just specific
transport modes.

This section has outlined the importance of transport accessibility to enable
everyone equal access to public transport, in order to improve personal mobility.
The importance of addressing the whole journey chain has also been raised; which
justifies the holistic approach addressed in this research, as every step in the journey
chain is addressed.

Measuring Mobility
To understand more about how to measure mobility and improvements in mobility,
a number of researchers have investigated a wide range of approaches. Section 2.3.1
will outline some of the tools and techniques that measure a person’s mobility
adopted by academics, including pedestrian shadowing, gait analysis and
opportunity measures. Section 2.3.2 will cover software tools, while sections 2.3.3
and 2.3.4 respectively will give an overview of mobility questionnaires and the Life
Space model that have been developed to measure mobility and access to
opportunities and services.

2.3.1 Overview of Measuring Mobility
There are various techniques and instruments that have been used in clinical and
accessibility studies to quantify a person’s mobility by measuring everyday
routines, task analysis and essential mobility tasks. Common methods for gathering
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information on human time–space patterns include the manual travel surveys and
time–space diaries or interviews (Palmer et al. 2013). This method provides a
systematic record of the way in which individuals occupy their time in space over
a limited period, be it a few hours, a day, or a week (Anderson, 1971). While time–
space diaries have been used to great effect by academics such as Doherty and
Miller (2000) and Axhausen et al. (2002), they have several disadvantages as
research tools. In particular, time–space diaries require participants to record in
detail, their activities throughout the entire experiment (Thornton et al. 1997). Since
participants often fail to record their actions faithfully, the data obtained are often
of questionable credibility (Murakami and Wagner, 1999).

There have been some attempts to develop better approaches to recall the
participant’s activities with computerised and internet-based diaries (Doherty and
Miller, 2000). However, as a result of these limitations, time–space diaries are
generally used to collect data on time periods of up to 1 week. In addition, data
regarding the pace of walking, number of stops, and exact locations of stops and
places of activity are not generally recorded in travel diaries. These pieces of
information are crucial for fully understanding mobility and are especially
interesting when studying a population that might be experiencing physical
difficulty when moving about, such as elderly people.
Basic tracking techniques include direct observations that focus on investigating
and interpreting human mobility and behaviour. Participatory observation
techniques involve the observer taking part in the participant’s activities, in order
to identify the main purposes influencing the subject’s decisions. Similar to inquiry
methods, participants are aware of the fact that they are being under observation
and may tailor their behaviour to the researcher’s expectations. In nonparticipatory, unobtrusive observations the researcher follows the subject at a
distance, recording their movements by drawing a line corresponding to the
subject’s activities on a map of the investigation field. Resolving the problem of
“observer effects”, this method provides detailed information about the “natural”
behaviour of pedestrians (Hill, 1984 and Keul and Kühberger, 1997). Yet, this
technique is very time-consuming and labour intensive, and findings are limited to
the visible activities of pedestrians.
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Consequently, tools to describe older adult mobility, so as to better understand the
influence of neighbourhood on their health and mobility, have been developed.
‘Life Space’ is a term frequently used by academics such as Baker et al. (2003),
May et al. (1985) and Peel et al. (2005) to describe the extent and frequency of
travel among older adults, and greater Life Space has been positively associated
with reduced cognitive decline (Crowe et al. 2008) and reduced frailty (Xue et al.
2008). This self-reported measure describes the extent of recent travel using
thresholds or zones such as: within the home, into the local neighbourhood, or
beyond, to understand how frequently and far a person travels outside their home
(see section 2.3.4 for more detail). Global Positioning Systems (GPS) technology
has been applied to this Life Space measure means to calculate the geographic range
of mobility and to detect outdoor physical activity (Kerr et al. 2012).

The development of sensors that capture movement information in real time and at
detailed spatial and temporal scales (e.g. GPS trackers) has changed our ability to
collect movement data (Kwan and Neutens 2014). GPS devices have given
researchers the means to collect continuous and intensive time-space data for long
periods of time. To represent daily mobility, neighbourhood studies of physical
activity have used GPS-based “activity spaces” as an individual-based measure of
spatial behaviour that focus on neighbourhood (out of home) behaviour, rather than
mobility both within and beyond the home as measured by Life Space (Matthews
and Yang, 2013 and McCormack et al. 2008). This has provided additional insight
into the community factors and resources that shape neighbourhood activity. Hirsch
et al. (2014) found that older adults deemed the most mobile for their age, had the
largest activity spaces, after controlling for the walkability of their neighbourhoods,
and whether or not they drove. This finding was supported by previous studies that
found that an older adult’s ability to drive will influence the size of their activity
space (Shah et al. 2012 and Zeitler and Buys, 2014) and that the activity spaces of
older adults are smaller those of younger adults, on average (Snih et al. 2012).
However, limitations of GPS-based activity spaces are that they do not reflect the
duration of time spent in any area or give insight into the locations individuals visit
most frequently or how they travelled there (Hirsch et al. 2016). They also are not
able to provide specific detail about how specific difficulties a person experiences
that may affect their overall mobility.
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Wearable sensors have been used to investigate aspects concerning detailed
mobility. Tracking techniques undertaken in laboratory tests and assessments
include gait analysis and the ability to transfer the body from one situation to
another, as demonstrated by Wolfson et al. (1990) and Podsiadlo and Richardson
(1991). Wearable sensors have the ability to measure mobility directly. Pedometers,
foot-switches and heart rate measurements can measure a person’s level of dynamic
activity and energy expenditure, although they do not provide information on a
person’s static activities. Accelerometer and gyroscope-based tracking devices can
be used to distinguish between individual static postures and dynamic activity
(Mathie, 2004).

Most mobility, gait, and posture wearable applications are accelerometer and/or
gyroscope based as these are low-cost, flexible, and accurate methods for the
analysis of posture and movement, with applications in fall detection and gait
analysis (Celler et al. 2001 and Mathie, 2001). Gait disorders are highly frequent in
adults aged 65 years (Verghese et al. 2006). Bridenbaugh and Kressig (2010)
analysed the gait and motor control required to walk and believed that older adults
were less able to walk automatically due to the fact that they required more
concentration and motor control when walking. Their study identified that early
detection of gait disorders would reduce the risk of falling in elderly people.
Herman et al. (2005) also identified that fear of falling resulted in changes in gait
performance in elderly people, resulting in mild-to-moderate slowing, reduced
mean stride length, and widening of the base of support.

Another measure that has been used to measure mobility is the ‘Timed Up and Go’
(TUG). This is a clinical test that has been extensively used to assess functional
disability and mobility, mainly in frail older people (Lee et al. 2016, BenaventCaballer et al. (2016) and Podsiadlo and Richardson (1991). These studies observed
the time taken to stand up, walk 3 metres, turn, walk back to the chair and sit down
again and the level of difficulty experienced by participants while doing so.
Mobility measures such as these require no special equipment or training and could
easily be included as part of a routine medical examination. However, the mobility
measures produced by studies such as these are very specific and have limited
applicability when measuring real world independence and mobility. Furthermore,
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Kubicki (2014) stated that gait speed tests should be preferred over the TUG, and
that clinical measurements such as gait speed are more relevant when assessing
functional capabilities.

Other academics have focussed on understanding the effect of training and
interventions on a person’s physical mobility. De Vries et al. (2012) conducted a
meta-analysis to investigate the effect of physical exercise therapy on the mobility
of physically disabled elderly patients; identifying that both short and longer-term
intentions improved mobility, with higher intensity exercise therapy improving
mobility more than low intensity exercise. However, De Vries et al. (2012) also
found that a large number of studies in this area did not report sufficient data to be
included in the meta-analysis and, furthermore, that there was a large variation in
the measurement instruments used in the studies that were included, going on to
advise that their results should be interpreted with caution.

Hardy (2004) proposed the use of the Occupational Performance Model (Australia)
as a framework to examine the extent to which powered wheelchairs and mobility
scooters allow disabled people to enhance their performance of tasks and routines
in valued life roles. Hardy (2004) outlined how the framework can be used to
ascertain whether an individual is able to utilise a powered wheelchair or scooter to
fulfil their specific life role or roles. However, the model is a qualitative assessment
tool that lacks any substantial quantitative measure of ability, so cannot easily be
used to compare abilities between individuals.

Indeed, there are many different measures of accessibility that vary in terms of
detail, parameters and perspectives, which have been addressed by studies such as
Geurs and Eck (2001); Geurs and Wee (2004); Halden et al. (2005). Studies that
attempt to measure accessibility often use the shortest route between the origin and
destination of an individual journey. This is a technique has been adopted by
academics using Geographical Information System (GIS) techniques to analyse
spatial patterns, in order to calculate the shortest path between two points on a
network (O’Sullivan et al. 2000 and Achuthan et al. 2007). However, as shown by
Church and Marston (2003), some individuals may not be able to use the same path.
Pavlovskaya (2006: 2016) claimed that GIS is neither quantitative nor qualitative
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but has the potential to represent and understand “complex relationships, nonquantifiable properties, unprivileged ontologies, and fluid human worlds”. Tools
commonly included in commercial GIS software offer interactive and rapid
calculations on simple networks but are insufficient for a rich understanding of
urban accessibility (e.g. inclusion of scheduling information or the monetary costs
of journeys).

Improvements to these basic GIS functions have been presented in recent years; Liu
and Zhu (2004) developed an accessibility toolkit for ArcView GIS, which
measured accessibility by different modes and to various destinations; Lei and
Church (2010) included walking times and transit frequencies in their assessment
of accessibility; Benenson et al. (2010) introduced an ArcGIS-based toolkit to
calculate service areas and travel times including transfers and timetable
information for public transport; and Mavoa et al. (2012) calculated accessibility
scores by public transport for 17 different destination types. In addition, more
advanced analysis of accessibility using graph-theoretical approaches have been
developed (Chen et al. 2014 and Curtis and Scheurer, 2010). These studies are
especially useful for local authorities that are legally required to have accessibility
strategies in local transport plans (DfT, 2006).

Other accessibility measurement methodologies include opportunity measures
describing the level of accessibility to spatially distributed activities, such as the
number of people within 30 minutes travel time of a destination, which are widely
used in practice in the UK (DfT, 2004). The popularity of these types of measures
may be because they can be implemented using GIS, allowing measures and results
to be better visualised and hence more easily understood and interpreted by planners
and policy makers. GIS tools have been developed by Mackett and Titheridge
(2004) and Accession (see Brown and Wood, 2004), which is the software
commissioned by the DfT to help planners to analyse accessibility.

Titheridge et al. (2010) compared accessibility as measured by planners with the
experiences of older people and people with disabilities, as identified through
interviews. Titheridge et al. (2010) suggested that these groups perceive and
experience accessibility in a way that is not adequately captured by the indicators
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commonly used by transport planners and policy makers. The study highlighted the
need to measure accessibility as it is actually experienced by individuals, as
opposed to the aggregate indicators mentioned above, such as the number of people
within 30 minutes travel time of a place (DfT, 2004), or benchmarks relating to the
ability to make certain journeys “with reasonable ease” (Titheridge and Solomon,
2007).

2.3.2 Software Tools
In order to identify accessibility gaps and monitor progress towards closing these,
various indicators of and targets for accessibility are used. The Department for
Transport uses a range of indicators based on journey times by public transport
(DfT, 2009). However, work carried out in the context of the AUNT-SUE
(Accessibility and User Needs in Transport in Sustainable Urban Environments)
project found that these indicators did not reflect the travel patterns of older people
and those with disabilities, their perceptions, or their aspirations (Titheridge and
Solomon, 2007). According to Titheridge et al. (2009), one way to assess whether
a policy action is effective is to use benchmarks representing a ‘reasonable’ level
of access.

AMELIA (A Methodology for Enhancing Life by Increasing Accessibility) is a
software tool that examines the extent to which transport policies can improve
social inclusion, as part of the aforementioned AUNT-SUE project. In contrast to
other tools and methodologies that focus on the parts of the journey that are
completed by public transport modes and private vehicles, this software takes
account of the whole journey chain, using a more holistic approach. Specifically,
the software allows analysis of the effect of removing barriers to improve pedestrian
access, including details such as steps, slopes, access to individual buildings and
obstructions on the pavement, in order to make street more accessible (Mackett et
al. 2008a and Mackett et al. 2008b). This software has been applied to investigate
the effect that the closure of services has on the wellbeing of elderly and disabled
people relative to the general population (Mackett et al. 2012) and can also be used
to compare the effect of different accessibility improvements, with regard to both
the number of people who would benefit from the removal of a barrier and the cost
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of each policy (Mackett et al. 2010). This allows value for money comparisons to
be made between policy options, which can help to decide expenditure priorities.
However, this aggregate approach still relies on a number of assumptions about the
capabilities of the affected population.

Titheridge et al. (2010) also highlighted the difficulties inherent in incorporating
the experience of the individual into measures of accessibility, by looking at how
the AMELIA tool (see Mackett et al. 2008a and Mackett et al. 2008b) attempts to
incorporate the concept of making journeys with reasonable ease with data on the
capabilities of individuals. Titheridge et al. (2010) described how the AMELIA tool
treats barriers in absolute terms, in that they make areas permanently inaccessible,
whereas in reality some barriers are transient and many others are an annoyance
that can become easier to traverse as familiarity grows rather than an
insurmountable obstacle.

Titheridge et al. (2010) concluded that an ideal methodology would be one that
could model each and every person separately, taking into account an individual’s
capability at a particular moment in time. Whilst doing this is not possible in
practice, any steps taken towards this ideal methodology would help to improve
measures of accessibility. This justifies the approach adopted in this study to
investigate whether a technique can be developed that enables individual capability
levels to be addressed, based on the self-reported day-to-day difficulty experienced
by those individuals. If an individual’s ability level could be measured and
compared with the ability level required to complete a specific transport related
task, it may be possible to calculate the probability of a person completing a task.
This could then be used to assess the effectiveness of transport interventions and
improvements to make sure the correct accessibility issues are being addressed in
the most effective way.

2.3.3 Mobility Questionnaires
Disability in older people can be assessed based on their ability to carry out the
‘activities of daily living’, which are the activities people need to do every day in
order to live independently and be integrated with their environment (WHO, 2001).
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To date, the measurement of disability has principally been built using 2 types of
information: self-reported measurements and observation of performance. Both
methods have their own merits and disadvantages.

Self-reported measurements of disability have a long history and wide application
and have the benefit of being low-cost and easy to use (McDowell, 2006). However,
self-reported measures can be either overestimated or underestimated as they are
based on respondents’ perceptions of what they can and cannot do. Furthermore,
Daltroy et al. (1995) believe that results may be affected by other personal factors
such as depression, language, education, and culture. Conversely, performancebased measurements test the actual, not perceived, ability of respondents and are
sensitive to change. However, such measurements depend on the cooperation of
respondents, may require special equipment and may need to be conducted by
clinicians or other health professionals, making them more time and money
intensive (Daltroy et al. 1995 and Reuben and Siu, 1990). Nevertheless, Rozzini et
al. (1997) believed that performance-based measures could detect a functional
limitation before it became measurable by self-reported questionnaires.
Furthermore, a more recent systematic review completed by Coman and Richardson
(2006) found moderate to large correlation coefficients between self-reported and
performance-based measures when they assess the same area of disability.
Consequently, measures reported in self-assessment questionnaires can produce
meaningful results when investigating a specific physical function.

When focusing on activities and participation, Activites of Daily Living (ADL) and
Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL) have been given widely used in
self-assessment mobility questionnaires. This may be because academics such as
Jette (2006) state that ADLs and IADLs are designed to assess the ability of a person
to live independently. Graf (2008) identifies there to be over 200 questionnaires that
measure physical function, including approximately 50 for assessing ADLs. Health
practitioners or clinicians normally conduct these, but ADL and IADL
questionnaires can also be self-assessed. Most self-assessed questionnaires used an
ordinal 5-point scale, as used in the World Health Organisation Disability
Assessment Schedule (WHODAS) (Üstün et al. 2010), Physical Self-Maintenance
Scale (PSMS) (Lawton and Brody, 1969) and Pepper Assessment Tool for
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Disability (PAT-D) (Donald, 1997).

Both ADLs and IADLs outline a specific list of essential daily tasks aimed at
understanding individual mobility and ability levels, as supported by Granger and
Gresham (1993) and Lawton et al. (1982). The International Classification of
Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) (WHO, 2001) established the difference
between the ADL and IADL. ADLs are defined as those activities essential for an
independent life such as bathing, dressing, toileting, transferring, continence, and
feeding (Katz et al. 1963). IADLs are more complex and require a higher level of
personal autonomy and these include shopping, food preparation, housekeeping,
laundry, medication administration, transportation and ability to handle finances
(Lawton and Brody, 1969). These IADL-scores refer to tasks requiring enough
capacity to make decisions about the tasks, as well as a greater interaction with the
environment. Based on these differences, deficits in the IADL normally precede
deficits in the ADL (Judge et al. 1996).

In addition to instruments that measure ADLs and IADLs, some scales have
measured advanced ADLs (known as AADLs), including exercise, leisure
activities, work, travel, hobbies, volunteering, or participation in religious or social
activities. ADLs and IADLs are not only used to measure independent living with
people with mobility impairments but have also been used to assess the effect of
vision loss on everyday life. There have been many studies that have shown a
relationship between vision loss and limited mobility, with an increase in difficulty
in performing ADLs and IADLs shown by Brennan et al. (2005), Laitinen et al.
(2007) and Portegijs et al. (2016). Hochberg et al. (2012) investigated the effect
that visual acuity loss from AMD and peripheral vision loss from glaucoma would
have on a person’s ability to perform IADLs.

Mathew et al. (2011) and Hochberg et al. (2012) found that 39–45 percent of AMD
patients required help with at least one activity of daily living. Cruess et al. (2007)
and Lotery et al. (2007) suggested that between two and eight times as many AMD
patients required assistance with activities of daily living compared with those
without AMD. Mangione et al. (1999) found that the severity of AMD was
associated with difficulty in completing ADLs, unless visual function was
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unaffected. People with severe AMD have been found to have particular difficulty
in completing ADLs such as meal preparation, travelling, cleaning, grooming,
shopping, going out, navigating steps and pavement curbs, noticing objects,
hobbies, watching TV and reading (Hochberg et al. 2012, Hassell et al. 2006 and
Backman and Williams, 2002). Ability to carry out activities requiring visual
resolution, such as reading, can distinguish those who are capable of self-care only
with those who are able to care for themselves and others. Similarly, Stevenson et
al. (2004) found that ability to carry out household chores, such as preparing food,
can distinguish those who are capable of self-care and those who are not.

Hochberg et al. (2012) identified that more severe visual acuity and visual field loss
made IADL disability increasingly likely. The study found that AMD patients with
more severe visual acuity loss and glaucoma patients with more severe peripheral
vision loss experienced particular difficulty in the mobility related tasks. People
with vision loss due to AMD found the reading related IADL tasks more difficult
in in comparison to people with glaucoma-related vision loss. Hochberg et al.
(2012) briefly looked at the effect of different kinds of vision loss on everyday tasks
but did not investigate in detail the effect on wider accessibility or ability to use
transport, both of which are important for a good quality of life.

The relationship between ADLs and IADLs has been researched and attempts to
validate it have been made by academics such as Spector et al. (1987). However,
the validity of using ADLs and IADLs was also questioned by Thomas et al. (1998),
who stated that assumptions regarding ADL/IADL unidimensionality and hierarchy
were not always valid, and that ADL and IADL items should be considered in
combination with other models to capture a greater range of functional disability
prevalence. Graf (2008) supported this, stating that many instruments lack
information on reliability and validity and have not been formally tested, making
comparison difficult. When investigating the validity of the psychometric
properties of ADL and IADL questionnaires for dementia patients, Sikkes et al.
(2011) found that improvements to the survey and more data were necessary in
order to justify their use.
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In addition to the validity of ADL and IADL instruments being questioned, these
instruments do not take into account overall mobility or the frequency with which
a person accesses areas within their home, local community and the surrounding
area. If a person’s weekly routine could be analysed, it would be possible to gauge
how frequently and how often they travel in order to identify trends. This would
help to understand how living with visual and/or mobility impairment may affect
levels of independent mobility and travel. ADLs and IADLs will therefore not be
used to measure mobility in this study.

2.3.4 Life Space Model
As previously discussed in section 2.3.1, another technique that measures mobility
on an individual basis is the Life Space model. The Ageing Life-Space Assessment
is an instrument used to measure how a person’s mobility varies on a weekly basis,
and how frequently they travel within their home and community (Peel et al. 2005).
The study identified 6 concentric zones ranging from within the bedroom to beyond
a person’s home town or city, see Figure 3.2 in section 3.3.1, and participants were
interviewed about how frequently they had been to each area in the past four weeks.

Peel et al. (2005) found that the Life Space measure was associated with physical
capacity and well as other factors that may limit a person’s mobility. This could be
successfully used in combination with other tests and assessments in order to
illustrate mobility patterns and deficits (Peel et al. 2005). This was supported by
Barnes et al. (2007) who believed that the Life Space measure was a more
comprehensive measure of mobility than other previously established measures;
taking into account the broader dimensions of social integration and community
participation. Consequently, the Life Space Assessment is seen as a reliable index
to measure the extent and frequency of individual travel behaviour.

The first measurement of Life Space, the Life-Space Diary was conceived by May
et al. (1985). Five separate concentric zones were identified: the bedroom, the
surrounding habitual area, the garden, courtyard and surrounding grounds, the
residential “block”, and the area across a busy street. Participants recorded the
number of times that they visited each area every day for a month. The value in the
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study by May et al. (1985) was that the data recorded showed what the participants
actually did on a regular basis, as opposed to what they were capable of doing. This
method of measuring a person’s mobility also makes it easier to understand a
person’s mobility over a specific time period. This makes Life Space a particularly
useful tool in understanding the effect of training, interventions and treatment on
changing mobility levels, as mobility comparisons can be made before and after a
treatment or intervention.

Baker et al. (2003) used the Life Space assessment to compare the validity and
reliability of standardised approaches for assessing life space mobility and its ability
to detect changes in life space over time in community-dwelling older adults.
Baseline data collected during in-house interviews was compared to Life Space
assessments made two weeks after the interview and again 6 months later.
Correlations were found between the baseline Life Space and measures of physical
and mental health (physical performance, activities of daily living, instrumental
activities of daily living, a global measure of health (the short form-12 question
survey), the Geriatric Depression Scale, and comorbidities), which established
validity. Follow-up Life Space assessments established short-term test-retest
reliability and the ability of the Life Space assessment to detect change. This study
found that the Life Space assessment scoring method had the highest correlation
with measures of physical performance and function. It also correlated with
observed physical performance and self-reported function. Life Space scores were
found to be stable over a two-week period but showed changes over a 6-month
period. Life Space scores were also reported by respondents and were found to
generally change by around 10% in 50% of the subjects, whereas their ADL and
IADL scores remained relatively unchanged. This study therefore showed that Life
Space scores were a way of measuring overall changes in mobility patterns that may
not be picked up by other indicators.

Individuals with AMD have been found to travel less and be less likely to drive than
those with other eye diseases (Popescu et al. 2011). Curriero et al. (2013)
investigated travel patterns as part of real-world routines to determine whether
decreased visual acuity from AMD and visual field loss from glaucoma are
associated with restricted travel patterns in older adults. Curriero et al. measured
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the distance participants travelled outside their homes by tracking their location
every 15 minutes between 7am and 11pm for 7 days using a tracking device. The
study found that loss in visual acuity from AMD, but not loss in visual field from
glaucoma, was associated with a reduction in travel to nearby locations. Being
married or living with someone and younger age were also associated with more
distant travel, while less-distant travel was noted for older individuals. Sengupta et
al. (2015) also investigated excursions and time spent away from home among
patients with late AMD. Patients with late AMD generally walked less due to lower
visual acuity and contrast sensitivity. However, the time spent away from home on
excursions did not differ between patients with AMD and a control group.

Curcio et al. (2013) found that Life Space scores were higher among people with
better functional performance and those who reported better mobility. Low levels
of education, insufficient income, depressive symptoms, and low scores of
cognitive function were all significantly related to lower Life Space scores. The
study also found that women were more likely to be restricted to their
neighbourhood and had lower Life Space scores in comparison to men. Older age,
being female, and having physical limitations have been associated with reduced
Life Space, as was having had a stroke, high depressive symptoms, and being obese
by Snih et al. (2012) and Byles et al. (2014). Curcio et al. (2013) therefore
concluded that Life Space scores are a good measure of mobility that reflect the
interplay of physical functioning with gender and the social and physical
environment.

Portegijs et al. (2014) studied the seasonal variance in Life Space scores of
community-dwelling older men and women aged 75 to 90 years in central Finland.
Participants in this study were found to have a median life-space mobility score at
baseline of 64. Participants that experienced a decline in health or mobility over the
one-year study period demonstrated a significantly larger decrease in life-space
mobility score than those reporting no or positive changes over the year. Snih et al.
(2012), who studied factors associated with life-space mobility in Mexican
Americans aged over 75 years of age, found their participants to have an average
Life Space score of 41.5. Their study also found that older age, being female,
limitations in Activities of Daily Living, stroke and high depressive symptoms were
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significantly associated with lower Life Space scores. Byles et al. (2014) also
identified that higher education, better lower extremity function and muscle
strength were associated higher Life Space scores. These studies illustrate that Life
Space scores vary according to individual studies and participant samples. Physical
factors such as geographic location, urban density, availability of public transport,
weather and seasonal changes, in addition to personal factors such as mobility, age,
gender, financial situation and level of education, may help to explain how Life
Space scores will vary between different academic studies and participant study
samples.

The Life Space model has also been used to by DeCarlo et al. (2003) to examine
how driving related status affected the Life Space patterns of people with agerelated maculopathy. Drivers reported driving an average of 4 days and 10 miles
per week. Over 50% of drivers reported that because of their vision, they had
difficulty with or did not drive at all in rain, at night, on freeways or interstate
highways, in heavy traffic areas, or during rush hour. However, the study found that
Life Space scores to be similar regardless of whether or not they drove, implying
that non-drivers were able to compensate with other transport modes. This study
showed that the Life Space model can be used as part of self-assessment instrument
to help understand the relationship between individual ability levels and mobility
patterns.

A number of academics, including Harada et al. (2010), James et al. (2011) and
Crowe et al. (2008), have also Life Space scores to examine differences in lifespace between individuals, rather than simply using the Life Space score attained.
This shows that the Life Space model could be used by physical therapists as an
outcome assessment of mobility, complementing traditional methods that measure
impairments or functional limitations, helping to understand how patients are
recovering from illnesses or operations during the rehabilitation process (Peel et al.
2005). If Life Space patterns were monitored on a regular basis, declines in Life
Space patterns could show health professionals that something may be wrong with
the patient, assuming that other changes to environment and transport options were
controlled for. However, comparisons of absolute scores between individuals would
be less useful depending on how similar their circumstances were, because the
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difficulty of travelling between the different zones may vary significantly
depending on where a person lives. Nevertheless, changes in Life Space scores are
a strong indication that person’s transport behaviour has changed.

Although this study is not a longitudinal study, the Life Space assessment has been
shown to be a simple but effective way of gauging the extent to which people travel
on a regular basis. While Life Space scores may not be especially meaningful in
absolute terms, they are a good indicator of real-world travel behaviour, so are a
valuable crosscheck for a new measurement tool; unless a difference is found in
both the new tool and Life Space score it will be difficult to definitively conclude
that there is a significant impact on quality of life. This method for measuring
mobility will therefore be adopted in this study in order to gauge how mobility
levels vary between individual participants and over time.

2.3.5 Summary of Measuring Mobility
Various mobility measurement techniques have been covered in this section. While
pedestrian shadowing and laboratory-based assessments can provide detailed and
precise results, they are very labour intensive and do not necessarily replicate real
life situations, as discussed in section 2.3.1. Furthermore, De Vries et al. (2012)
found such large variation in the measurement instruments used in mobility studies
that it prevented their meta-analysis from producing robust results. This suggests
that there is no consensus within the field that any previously used instrument is
demonstrably the most appropriate for measuring mobility.

Titheridge et al. (2010) argued that opportunity measures, such as the DfT’s
Accession tool and AMELIA (see section 2.3.2), which generally provide aggregate
measures of the number of people notionally able to access a location within a
certain timeframe, do not accurately measure accessibility as experienced by
individuals. An ideal measurement tool, according to Titheridge et al. (2010),
would model each person separately and account for their capability at that precise
moment, which, while impossible in practice, is a useful benchmark to work
towards.
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The Activities of Daily Living instruments, discussed in section 2.3.3, are not a
holistic approach to mobility, so are not suitable for this study, whilst the Life Space
model, discussed in section 2.3.4, is shown to potentially be a useful tool against
which to compare a new mobility measurement technique.

Visual Impairment
As this study aims to analyse the effect of both visual and mobility impairment, it
is necessary to provide some context around specific visual conditions. In
particular, how low vision affects general mobility levels, transport accessibility,
and how visual ability can be measured. In section 2.4.1 an overview will be given
of the most common types of visual impairment; section 2.4.2 will outline how
visual impairment affects mobility; and section 2.4.3 will look at how this affects
transport accessibility. In section 2.4.4 an overview is given of the various methods
used to categorise visual impairment.

2.4.1 Overview to Vision Loss
When investigating the relationship between transport use and navigation for blind
and low vision users it is important that a wide range of conditions that can lead to
low vision are considered.

Significant differences between different visual

conditions and the loss in visual field experienced at an individual level mean that
the effect of specific visual conditions should be investigated. There have been a
number of studies that have addressed how tunnel vision, with reference to Retinitis
Pigmentosa in particular, affects how people navigate and experience outdoor
environments, such as Turano and Schuchard (1991) and Turano et al. (2002).
However, visual conditions that are characterised by central field loss, such as
Macular Degeneration, and the peripheral field loss associated with glaucoma have
had slightly less attention within this research field. Consequently, this presents a
research area that requires further development in order to better understand how
vision loss associated with AMD and glaucoma affects navigation and mobility.
The different characteristics of AMD and glaucoma make a useful comparison of
the effect that loss of the central and peripheral visual field have on mobility, and
in particular, ability to use transport.
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AMD is a highly prevalent condition that causes loss of central vision (Berdeaux
and Nordmann, 2005). Central visual field loss typically leads to problems with
reading, watching television and face recognition (Bullimore et al. 1991, Fine et
al., 2000, Hassell et al., 2006 and Bressler, 2004). It is the most common cause of
blindness in developed countries and is labelled a ‘priority eye disease’ by the WHO
(Lamoureux et al. 2008). In the UK, an incidence of 71,000 new cases of late AMD
per year has been estimated (Owen et al. 2012), and both the incidence and
prevalence of AMD are set to rise as the population ages. Wong et al. (2014)
estimate the projected number of people with AMD in 2020 to be 196 million
globally, increasing to 288 million in 2040.

Glaucoma is another leading cause of visual loss in older adults that affects visual
field, reducing peripheral vision (Ramrattan et al. 2001 and Hochberg et al., 2012).
This loss of peripheral vision has been shown by academics to affect mobility more
significantly than reading related tasks that require central vision, in contrast to
AMD (see section 2.4.2 below). According to Quigley and Broman (2006),
glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness worldwide, disproportionately
affecting women and Asian people. It is estimated that by 2020, 80 million people
will have Open Angle Glaucoma (OAG) and Angle Closure Glaucoma (ACG), and
of these, 74% will have OAG. Tham et al. (2014) estimate that bilateral blindness
will be present in 6 million people with OAG and 5 million people with ACG in
2020, and the number of people with glaucoma worldwide is forecast to increase to
112 million in 2040.

There is a significant amount of research by academics into new treatments and
genetic risk factors for AMD and glaucoma, such as Kolko (2015), Jung et al.
(2014) and Garway-Heath (2013). However, the effect of vision loss related to
AMD and glaucoma on mobility has had less attention. This has led to some
academics believing that clinicians do not fully understand the impact of the vision
loss on mobility, particularly vision loss related to AMD (Stein et al., 2003 and
Stein 2004). This is especially pressing given the rapid ageing of the population
worldwide, as the numbers of individuals affected by glaucoma and AMD are
projected to rise significantly by 2020 (Friedman et al., 2004 and Quigley and
Broman, 2006). There is therefore a need to understand how function and quality
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of life are affected by these conditions, so that the correct issues are tackled
(Hochberg et al. 2012).

A number of studies have also looked at AMD and its limiting effect on quality of
life, level of independence and social interaction (Klein et al. 1998, West et al. 1997
and Slakter, 2005). The relationship between AMD and depression has also been
covered in a number of studies including Williams et al. (1998), Rovner et al.
(2002) and Rovner et al. (2014) to name a few. There have been a number of
publications investigating quality of life for people with glaucoma, with a total of
660 papers related to the topic published in 2009 alone as demonstrated by Glen et
al. (2011). The recent increase in studies using self-reported questionnaires may be
because they provide valuable insight into the patient’s personal experiences and
point of view outside the clinic, allowing questionnaires to gain information that it
is difficult to capture during the limited time constraints of clinical appointments
(Glen et al. 2011). However, performance-based studies specifically of people with
glaucoma seem to be rare. The small number of mobility related papers focusing on
people with glaucoma is surprising considering the large number of papers
published relating to quality of life. This may be a missed opportunity as
performance-based tasks may capture unconscious difficulties that individuals fail
to report in questionnaires due to the asymptomatic nature of glaucoma in the early
stages of the disease (Rozzini et al. 1997).

2.4.2 Visual Impairment and Mobility
There is a large body of academic work that has used a range of techniques to
analyse how visually impaired people perceive space. Examples include spatial
cognitive mapping, orientation and mobility skills in Kitchen and Jacobson (1997)
and Lahav and Mioduser (2000). Additionally, there is a wealth of literature
focusing on the walkability of pedestrian environments for both visually and nonvisually impaired people, such as Molen et al. (1981) and Kelly et al. (2011). These
predominantly involve testing various methodologies in real life such as on-street
surveys, pedestrian shadowing and pedestrian mapping.
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A number of academics have attempted to understand the relationship between
central vision loss associated with AMD and mobility issues. Kuyk and Elliot
(1998) attempted to recreate ‘real world’ navigational courses by scattering the
courses with obstacles for participants to navigate around in order to try and
replicate everyday situations. This study concluded that visual field and contrast
sensitivity were the best indicators for predicting the time taken to complete the
course and the number of times contact was made with the obstacles. Brown et al.
(1986) used indoor obstacle courses to examine the effects of mobility on
participants with AMD, findings that suggested that visual acuity and central visual
field accounted for 86% of the variance in mobility in AMD participants (Brown et
al. 1986). Other early research investigated relative luminance levels and differing
complexity levels of specific mobility courses. Wilcox and Burdett (1989) used a
simple mobility course design to test relative luminance levels on AMD
participants. The study found that under high illumination levels participants with
AMD had no more difficulty with mobility than people of a similar age with good
vision. Kuyk and Elliot (1998) found that AMD patients performed worse on an
obstacle course in dim lighting compared to well-lit conditions. Subjects with
AMD walked faster on simpler mobility courses than on more complex ones.

However, limiting methodologies and variables measured during these early
experiments limit the reliability of these studies. For instance, Kuyk and Elliot
(1998) did not measure visual acuity or contrast perception. Similarly, Brown et al.
(1986) and Wilcox and Burdett (1989) did not assess many vision and perceptual
functions when examining the mobility of AMD participants. Studies such as
Hassan et al. (2002) attempted to improve methodological techniques and sampling
strategies to review past conclusions identified by previous academics researching
within the field of navigation and visual field loss. As a result, they found that the
height of the obstacle and illumination levels did not affect the likelihood of people
with AMD making contact with obstacles on the course, in contrast to studies by
Wilcox and Burdett (1989) who found different results under different illumination
environments. They also found that only 29%-35% of the variance of the mobility
of AMD participants can be accounted for by visual field and contrast sensitivity
measures, instead concluding that as the size of the binocular central scotoma
increases, mobility performance decreases.
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Spaulding et al. (1994) found that people with AMD walked slowly and cautiously
during light and dark adaptation, while fully sighted people only behaved in this
way during dark adaptation, indicating that those with good vision respond during
dark adaptation as though their vision were impaired. People with AMD walk more
cautiously, make more gait modifications while walking on altered surfaces
(Spaulding et al. 1994). Alexander et al. (2014) also found people with AMD
experienced difficulty with stepping on low contrast targets and found kerb
navigation particularly challenging in dim lighting and during dark adaptation.

Hassell et al. (2006) identified mobility problems as a significant concern for people
with various different severities of AMD. Peripheral vision was identified to be
sufficient to be able to identify obstacles, however a lack of confidence experienced
by participants was found to limit their overall mobility. This study recommended
that training in orientation and mobility would be beneficial to rehabilitation
programmes for people with AMD. This was built upon by Hooper et al. (2008)
who identified an unmet need in determining the correct types of orientation,
mobility programs and visual devices required to help people with AMD.
Subhi and Sørensen (2016) investigated physical activity patterns in Danish patients
with early and late AMD. They found that patients with late AMD may still be
physically active and that the degree of visual impairment plays a significant role
in determining the type of physical activity in which the patient engages. The
intensities of some physical activities (working up a sweat and climbing many
steps) were correlated with visual acuity but being physically active or walking
regularly were not correlated. Patients with late AMD with tended to engage in
controlled activities that do not to the necessarily require a sharp central vision such
as gardening or walking. Neither early nor late AMD were associated with a lower
level of physical activity. The findings of this study also correlated with similar
observations seen in patients with AMD in other populations. Loprinzi et al. (2015)
investigated daily movement patterns and intensity of activity levels in patients with
early and late AMD compared with healthy control individuals. Patients with late
AMD were significantly less physically active and engaged in less moderate-tovigorous physical activity, which was explained by a lower visual acuity.
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Nguyen et al. (2015) found that patients with AMD spend less time on moderateto-vigorous physical activity than control groups due to an increased fear of falling,
a finding that Van Landingham et al. (2014) also supported. Popescu et al. (2011)
investigated mobility limitations in patients with late AMD and found that these
patients had poor balance, an increased frequency of falls within the past year and
lower Life Space scores. Willis et al. (2013) compared balance measures with
visual impairment and found that reduced visual inputs may weaken the vestibuleocular system that maintains balance.
The relationship between glaucoma and mobility related tasks have also been
addressed by a number of academics. Ramulu et al. (2012) found that patients with
glaucoma walk more slowly than people the same age who do not have glaucoma.
Black and Wood (2005) found that people with glaucoma to bump into objects more
frequently, while Ivers et al. (1998) found a relationship between vision loss and an
increased risk of falling. Glaucoma has been found to be associated with higher
rates of injurious falls and fractures (Black et al. 2011). Ramulu et al. (2012)
investigated the relationship between the fear of falling and visual field loss due to
glaucoma. This study identified a greater fear of falling in participants with severe
visual field loss than among those whose vision loss was less severe.

Wood et al. (2011) explored the specific relationship between AMD, fall risk and
other injuries and visual risk factors. Amongst older adults with AMD, increased
visual impairment and reduced contrast sensitivity were found to increase the
frequencies of falls and other injuries. Szabo et al. (2008) specifically identified
older women with AMD to have impaired balance, slow visual reaction times, and
poor vision, which resulted in a significantly greater risk of falling than population
norms. These findings have important implications for the assessment of visually
impaired older adults. However, these studies do not identify or examine the
specific mobility issues that are experienced by people with AMD and glaucoma.
Additionally, these studies do not investigate the effect of mobility in real life
environments.

Developments in technology have allowed navigation techniques to be closely
examined. Improvements in eye tracking and video analysis technologies have
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enabled better understanding of how gaze and observation vary as everyday tasks
are performed. Turano et al. (2002) found that participants with central field loss
navigate using the expected position of features and the general direction and
location of their target. When comparing the navigational behaviour of a central
field loss participant with a participant with good vision they found a wide range in
the degree of similarity between the two subjects, depending on the severity of the
vision loss. This showed that visual field loss, navigation and gaze tendencies were
closely related.

These findings are also consistent with the small number of performance-based
research projects specifically designed to measure mobility in glaucoma patients.
Reduced mobility in patients with advanced glaucoma is expected due to their
reduced peripheral vision identified through visual field tests (Lovie-Kitchin et al.
1990 and Crabb et al. 2013). However, the effects of early stage glaucoma on
mobility are largely unaddressed. Turano et al. (1999) found that glaucoma was
associated with decreased mobility performance, with patients with glaucoma
found to be 10% slower in completing an established travel path in comparison to
the good vision group. Additionally, the number of people who experienced bumps,
stumbles or orientation problems was almost twice as high in the glaucoma group
compared to the good vision group.

Research from the Salisbury Eye Evaluation Project, which investigated the
relationship between visual field loss and mobility within a population-based
sample of older adults, also supported this finding (Turano et al. 2004 and Friedman
et al. 2007). Visual field loss was found to be closely correlated with a decline in
mobility performance, leading to an increase in the number of collisions with
obstacles and a decrease in walking speed, even after adjusting for use of a mobility
aid (Friedman et al. 2007). A glaucoma study by Noe et al. (2003) also identified
that participants’ mobility was especially affected when moving independently
outside their home. This warrants further specific research to investigate the impact
of central and peripheral field loss on of everyday mobility related tasks in outdoor
environments.
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The association of visual field loss with mobility performance in older adults is
growing and a small number of academics have started to investigate this
relationship more closely. However, these studies do little to try to understand how
mobility related problems are experienced in transport environments for people
with AMD and glaucoma. This issue is becoming more pressing due to the growing
prevalence of macular conditions among the aging populations in most developed
nations. This constitutes a major public health burden and may result in increased
social isolation, depression and restriction of daily activities.

2.4.3 Visual Impairment and Transport
Transport accessibility among people with low vision is a growing field of study.
This was supported by Montarzino et al. (2007) who believed that mobility plays a
vital role in the quality of life of visually impaired people, with a lack of mobility
usually leading to a lack of self-sufficiency, recreational activities and employment.
Indeed, there are many studies that have been commissioned by low vision charities
in order to improve knowledge of how low vision users use public transport. These
primarily focus on how transport systems can be improved in order to allow fair
and equal access and improved quality of life for visually impaired people.

Pavey et al. (2009) looked at travel, transport and mobility issues of people in the
UK who are blind and partially sighted as part of a study commission by the Royal
National Institute for the Blind (RNIB). This study aimed to gain a clear
understanding of the opinions and individual circumstances of registered blind and
visually impaired people in the UK, relating to travel, transport and mobility. The
study highlighted that people who are less mobile, who are often older or have
additional disabilities, find it especially difficult to travel outside of the home.

Montarzino et al. (2007) also focused on understanding the factors behind the
restricted levels of mobility within a range of transport modes and environments.
The study revealed that the main contributory factors to the mobility of visually
impaired elderly people included factors such as: age, with lower mobility levels
found in those over 77 years old; the level of vision in the better eye; and the feeling
of personal safety. This group tended to use fewer transport services and did not see
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them as being valuable or useful. It is therefore important that individual needs and
difficulties are addressed in order to allow people with reduced mobility to use
public transport. Consequently, there has been a drive in academic research to
investigate the barriers to transport and how changes to infrastructure can be made
in order to enable a greater amount of independent living among visually impaired
people.

Marston and Golledge (2003) identified five types of spatial information points that
are difficult for visually impaired people to identify in unfamiliar areas. These
included directional cues and identification of locations, self-orientation and
position, spatial information and an understanding of the model of the space.
Marston and Church (2005) addressed how walking environments could be
improved for low vision transport users to navigate successfully. This paper
concentrated on the time taken to complete simulated transport transfers between
modes. They found that more complicated tasks where the position of objects could
not be predicted, such as inconsistently placed amenities, crossing a street and
finding unmarked doors, were difficult and time consuming. However, more simple
tasks such as crossing a smaller road or walking down the street were relatively
easy to achieve. The study concluded that the careful placement of additional cues
in order to specify direction and providing auditory signage may help eliminate
navigational problems. Uniform positioning of facilities and services also may help
address personal orientation around street environments especially when in
unfamiliar locations.

The impact of mobility and public transport on visually impaired people has been
addressed by some academics. Cook et al. (1997) addressed how colour and
contrast can be best implemented within urban design to help people with a range
of different visual abilities to navigate. Golledge and Marston (1999) found that
some of the most difficult transport problems faced by visually impaired people
include identifying the locations of bus stops, boarding areas, station amenities and
facilities such as ticket offices, in addition to the correct identification of specific
bus numbers, train destination boards and modal interchange points.
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Montarzino et al. (2007) specifically investigated the personal, environmental, and
transportation factors that have an impact on visually impaired people’s mobility
and independence. The built environment and transport systems, such as controlled
road crossings and the location of bus stops, play an important role in determining
the travel and behaviour of visually impaired people. However, Montarzino et al.
(2007) also identified a personal factor, involving a combination of age and vision
in the better eye, that best explained the travel behaviour patterns of visually
impaired people.

2.4.4 Categorising Visual Impairment
Vision tests administered by trained technicians can measure visual acuity, contrast
sensitivity, glare sensitivity, stereo acuity and visual fields (Rubin et al. 1997).
However, getting accurate visual acuity information for self-assessment
questionnaires is challenging. Meadows (2011) argued that important information
about a person may be missed if a person’s visual ability is measured by visual
acuity alone, as psychological status, physical health, social relationships and the
surrounding environments also influence a person.
A number of patient reported outcome measures have been developed and used to
investigate the effect of AMD on patient-reported general vision function. These
include the Visual Functioning index, VFI (Bernth-Petersen, 1981), Activities of
Daily Vision Scale, ADVS (Mangione et al. 1992), Visual Function Index-14, VF14 (Steinberg et al. 1994), Visual Function and Quality of Life, VF&QOL (Fletcher
et al. 1997), Quality of Life and Visual Function, QOLVFQ (Carta et al. 1998),
Visual Disability Assessment, VDA (Pesudovs and Coster, 1998), Cataract
Symptom Scale, CSScale (Crabtree et al. 1999), Impact of Cataract Surgery, ICS
(Monestam and Wachtmeister, 1999), Houston Vision Assessment Test, HVAT
(Prager et al. 2000) and the National Eye Institute-Visual Function Questionnaire,
NEI-VFQ (Mangione et al. 2001).
As will be discussed in more detail in section 2.6, these instruments ask patients to
rate the impact their vision has on completing specific daily tasks. The NEI-VFQ is
a widely used patient reported outcome measure in AMD (Mangione et al. 2001
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and Mitchell and Bradley, 2006). Average scores are reported to be poorer among
people with AMD compared to those without and, unsurprisingly, worse among
those with more severe disease (Clemons et al. 2003 and Lamoureux et al. 2011).
However, as discussed in more detail in section 2.6, in order to measure visual
function ability from patient responses to items on a visual function questionnaire
accurately, an explicitly defined statistical item response model such as the Rasch
model should be applied (Massof and Rubin, 2001 and Hambleton and Cook, 1997).
A simpler instrument is therefore required to assign an approximate vision level to
each participant that can be included in a self –assessment questionnaire.
The visual analogue scale is a psychometric response scale, which can be used in
questionnaires to measure characteristics or attitudes that cannot be directly
measured. According to Dauphin et al. (1999), it has often been used in
epidemiologic and clinical research to measure the intensity or frequency of various
symptoms. When responding to a visual analogue scale item, respondents specify
their level of agreement to a statement by indicating a position along a continuous
line between two end-points. Studies such as Gould et al. (2001) have used the
visual analogue scale to measure the amount of pain that a patient feels, ranging
across a continuum from none to an extreme amount of pain. However, there is little
evidence to suggest that this scale can effectively be applied in questionnaires to
measure visual ability.

Grundy et al. (1999) used a Vision Level scale between 1-10 to measure the visual
ability levels of participants, with Level 1 representing the worst vision and Level
10 being the best vision. Each Vision Level was associated with an everyday
recognition task, with the worst levels of vision being classified by: ‘Cannot tell by
the light where the windows are’; ‘Cannot see shapes of furniture in a room’;
‘Cannot recognise a friend if close to his/her face’ and the better levels of vision
being classified by: ‘Has difficulty recognising a friend across the road’, ‘Has
difficulty reading ordinary newspaper print’; and ‘full visual ability’. Participants
were asked to read down the list and mark the Vision Level ability that best
described the limit of their vision when using their usual vision aids. A visual ability
score could then be allocated to each participant through a self-assessment survey.
As this technique could be easily and implemented in a paper based self-assessed
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questionnaire, this methodology was therefore included in the overall study
questionnaire. This would allow an approximate vision level to be assigned to each
participant, based on everyday activities, and would not require each participant to
be examined individually.

Dalke and Conduit (2010) used groups of people across the visual ability range of
V1 to V10 to validate a prototype measurement tool and contrast guide that could
be used in the design, manufacture and planning of products and buildings. Groups
of 10 people in each vision level category were used to test their prototype
measurement tool. This allowed them to ensure that they were testing their
prototype measurement tool across a wide range of people with different visual
abilities.

A similar technique was also used by Douglas et al. (2006) in their study, which
surveyed 1000 visually impaired people aged 18 and over about the changing needs
of visually impaired people. The survey used six questions to score the functional
level of participant’s vision on a seven-point scale (0-6) as used in the 1991 RNIB
Adult Needs Survey (Bruce et al. 1991). Participants were asked six questions
regarding how much they could see. These categories included: No light perception;
Can tell by the light where the windows are; Can see the shapes of furniture in a
room; Can recognise a friend if close to their face; Can recognise a friend at arm’s
length away; Can recognise a friend across a room; and Can recognise a friend
across a road. Douglas et al. (2006) also found that self-reported levels of vision
correlated with registration status. As would be expected, partially sighted people
were more likely to be able to see well enough to recognise a friend across a road
(functional vision score 6) than people who were registered blind (16% and 2%
respectively).

2.4.5 Summary of Visual Impairment
In section 2.4.1 the different effects of AMD and glaucoma related visual
impairment were described, with the former affecting the central field and the latter
affecting peripheral vision. While numerous studies were shown to have studied the
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effect that these conditions have on quality of life, there is relatively little research
on their impact on mobility or transport use.

Section 2.4.2 showed that previous studies of visual impairment and mobility have
focused on the ability to traverse obstacles, and the risk or fear of falling, but there
has been limited research relating to travel in real world transport environments.
Visual field loss generally has been found to reduce mobility, but there is little
research on whether loss of central or peripheral vision has a greater effect.

Transport accessibility was shown in section 2.4.3 to be key to independent living
among visually impaired people, with lower mobility and lower use of public
transport found by Montarzino et al. (2007) to be correlated with both low vision
and age. Marston and Golledge (2003) and Marston and Church (2005) found that
travel in unfamiliar areas was particularly difficult for visually impaired people,
whereas more simple tasks were easy to achieve, and that locating certain facilities
proved especially hard, highlighting how the individual experience and the whole
journey chain must be taken into account when assessing accessibility.

Various methods of categorising visual impairment were summarised in section
2.4.4. Clinical measurements of visual acuity would require each participant to be
examined individually. However, as the study questionnaire is a self-reported postal
questionnaire, the assessment used to measure a person’s approximate vision level
must be simple to understand and administer on paper, but accurate enough to
reliably determine visual ability. A Vision Level scale of the type developed by
Grundy et al. (1999) was shown to be an appropriate technique for this study and
has been successfully employed by other studies, such as Dalke and Conduit (2010).

Transport Accessibility Evaluation Techniques
Having outlined the main issues surrounding transport accessibility in section 2.2
and summarised current research around measuring mobility and categorising
visual impairment in sections 2.3 and 2.4 respectively, it is necessary to look at the
ways in which measures to improve accessibility for mobility and visually impaired
people are traditionally evaluated.
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This section will give an overview of two prominent techniques used to evaluate
improvements to transport accessibility. Section 2.5.1 will summarise the current
research around applying the economic tool of cost benefit analysis to accessibility
projects, whilst section 2.5.2 will cover the capability approach, which attempts to
measure changes to quality of life.

2.5.1 Cost Benefit Analysis
The importance of transport accessibility evaluation techniques has been increasing
in recent years, exacerbated by the ageing populations found in many developed
countries today. However, as there is intense competition for the limited public
funding available for transport infrastructure, it is important that both current and
future transport accessibility projects are properly evaluated to ensure that
investment is directed towards the schemes that provide the best value for money.
An example of evaluation of different projects using a unilateral index is cost
benefit analysis, in which benefits are converted into monetary values, allowing
different types of benefit and cost to be compared.

While transport projects are generally evaluated using cost benefit analysis,
accessibility transport projects cannot be evaluated in the same way. Reduced travel
times are measured as the main benefits of transport projects, which can be
converted into monetary values using established estimates of the value of time, but
benefits cannot be measured in the same way for accessibility projects (Metz,
2008). The AMELIA tool, discussed in section 2.3.2, can be used to compare the
number of beneficiaries from a policy with the cost of the policy (Mackett et al.
2010), but is not capable of precisely quantifying the benefits brought in monetary
terms.

The difficulties in converting the benefits of accessibility interventions to monetary
values are because the benefits of accessible transport schemes are mainly social,
as found by Lucas et al. (2009). As indicated by Suzuki et al. (2007) and Maynard
(2009), transport improvements may not only benefit those with limited mobility,
so it is important that all benefits, including those to visually impaired people, are
captured. Having access to transport enables people to have better access to
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employment and services and gives people the ability to socialise and integrate with
society. However, it is difficult to measure these intangible benefits.

When considering transport accessibility evaluation techniques, it is important to
consider how important a transport facility is and how important it is for an
individual to complete a task. This viewpoint contradicts the set guidelines
produced by the Department for Transport (DfT, 2005) and evaluation tools that are
used to identify barriers within street and transport environments (TRL, 2006). This
is because it is necessary to identify and quantify the benefits of transport
accessibility with regards to cost. Additionally, it could be argued that infrastructure
and transport improvements should be completed with respect to the importance
they are given by those who are meant to benefit from the scheme. This neglected
question within accessible transport evaluation was raised by a study by University
College London that investigated the acceptable level of barriers within street
environments, which had previously been neglected in previous studies (Thoreau
and Tyler, 2008). By investigating how a barrier or environmental condition
contributes to the completion of a transport related task it would be possible to
investigate the importance of weightings of barriers and conditions within transport
environments. Consequently, the evaluation of mobility and transport accessibility
tasks needs further investigation.

Additionally, traditional transport cost benefit analysis addresses large scale
projects and aggregate data analysis instead of looking at the ability levels of
individuals, the disadvantages of which are discussed in section 1.1. The potential
drawback to this utilitarian approach is that a small benefit to a large number of
generally more able people may be valued more highly than a significant
improvement in accessibility for a small number of people, who currently have little
to no access to the facilities in question. Consequently, traditional transport
evaluation techniques are not suitable for evaluating transport accessibility projects.

2.5.2 The Capability Approach
The capability approach has increasingly been used as a framework within the
transport discipline to measure the quality of life of individuals. This aims to capture
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the effect of transport policies on an individual basis. The capability approach
addresses aspects of a person’s abilities that allow them to participate in society.
Although Nussbaum (2000) developed a list of functions, the capability approach
is a broad enough concept for it to be necessary to develop new models during the
operational process. This is illustrated by a study developed by Inoi and Nitta (2005)
who evaluated local bus networks using this methodology. In this study the list of
functions was based in terms of the International Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health (WHO, 2001), and gave a weight to each function based on a
survey. However, as this study did not base utility values on existing established
utilities, values cannot be compared with those outside of the study. The capability
approach is increasingly being used in health economics, in the allocation of
resources for health-related interventions. Furthermore, Coast et al. (2008) and
Cookson (2005) have attempted to integrate the capability approach with general
wellbeing in addition to health.

Cepolina and Tyler (2004) proposed a new framework for the evaluation of
transport, which takes into account the capability of individuals in addition to
activity and environmental requirements. Each person has an individual set of
capabilities, which means that different people interact differently with
environments. Jenson et al. (2002) developed a model to assess public bus
environments, taking into account the functional capability of people and the
physical environment taking a new approach by using predetermined scores.
However, this study is also limited as it is unclear how these scores were determined
and how it could be applicable in other contexts. Nevertheless, the capabilities
approach appears to be the most appropriate framework to use to analyse transport
accessibility.

2.5.3 Summary of Transport Accessibility Evaluation Techniques
Cost benefit analysis is the most common tool used to evaluate transport schemes,
but, as discussed in section 2.5.1, is not well suited to assessing transport
accessibility because it generally uses travel time savings, converted into monetary
values, to measure the benefits that accrue to individuals. The benefits of transport
accessibility schemes tend to primarily be easier participation in society for specific
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groups, alongside a host of other intangible benefits, which cannot easily be
converted into monetary values in the way that cost benefit analysis requires. In
addition to this issue, cost benefit analysis is generally used at an aggregate level,
rather than taking individual experiences in to account, so is not suitable for use in
this study.

The capability approach, discussed in section 2.5.2, can be used in transport studies
as a framework with which to measure changes in quality of life for individuals
based on their ability relative to the ability required by the transport environment.
This framework is more appropriate for this study than cost benefit analysis, so will
inform the approach taken.

Patient Based Visual Function Assessment Instruments
In order for visual impairment to be incorporated into the development of a new
instrument to measure Transport Ability from the perspective of the individual, it
is necessary to find a simple way to measure visual function that relates to the way
that individuals experience vision loss and how it affects their day-to-day life. This
section will therefore give an overview of self-reporting visual function
questionnaires.

As mentioned in section 2.4.4, more than twenty self-reported visual function
questionnaires have been developed over the last 30 years. This could be justified
by an increased emphasis on practical applications in ophthalmology, leading to
health care insurers and research funding agencies to developing and using their
own visual function questionnaires (Massof and Rubin, 2001). Clinicians also
perceive measures such as visual acuity to not fully explain specific aspects of
visual function from a patient’s perspective (Massof and Rubin, 2001). These
include Visual Activities Questionnaires, Activities of Daily Vision Scale and the
National Eye Institute Visual Function Questionnaire (Szlyk et al. 1990, Sloane et
al. 1992, Mangione et al. 1992, Frost et al. 1998 and Gothwal et al. 2009).
According to Meadows (2011), patient reported outcomes assess different aspects
that are influenced by a person’s health, measuring the impact of their condition on
their ability to function on an everyday basis.
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The developers of visual function questionnaires typically divide the items into
several different subscales, with the average of the ordinal patient ratings across
items for each subscale and/or for the total instrument being used as the overall
patient score (Massof and Rubin, 2001). These instruments typically include items
relating to specific everyday activities, which participants are asked to rate on a
numeric scale, between 1 and 5. These questions were typically rated according to
difficulty (with 0 = no difficulty at all to 5 = extreme difficulty), frequency (0 = not
at all to 5 = all the time), severity (1 = none to 5 = very severe), and global ratings
(1= very good to 4 = poor). The number of categories with ‘difficulty’ questions
ranged from three to five. These comprised a simple question format (e.g. “do you
have difficulty recognising people’s faces because of trouble with your eyesight?”
These varied in length with QOLVFQ (Carta et al. 1998) only consisting of 3
questions to the NEI-VFQ (Mangione et al. 2001), which consisted of 39 questions.
In some cases, these instruments are scored by taking an average of the subscales
to generate a total score for the instrument (Balkrishnan et al. 2003) or overall score
(Labiris et al. 2008). However, unless participant responses can be transformed to
an interval scale, psychometric visual function assessment instruments provide little
more than descriptive explanations, rather than measurements (Massof and Rubin,
2001). This is because clinicians require measurement tools to measure the clinical
state of their patients. According to Mallinson (2007), essential measurement
features include unidimensionality, hierarchical order and equal interval scaling. In
the case of optometrists, unidimensionality is important so that measuring
instruments capture a single construct such as intraocular pressure; hierarchical
order is required, so that measuring instruments are arranged in order from less to
more consistently across patients; and equal intervals are useful so that steps on a
measuring instrument are the same size at all points on the instrument. These
features are essential so that measurement tools can make meaningful comparisons,
to compare between patients and to make comparisons over time. For such
comparisons to be meaningful, the measuring instruments optometrist use must
demonstrate the essential features of measurement. Traditionally, Likert-type items
are summed to produce a total score and traditional evaluations of test functioning,
such as Cronbach’s alpha, make the underlying assumption that all items are of
equal difficulty (Massof, 2002 and Garamendi et al. 2006). These methodologies
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can therefore be misleading, particularly when some items are easier to complete
than others, making it particularly crucial for us to understand how individual
people responded to individual items (Merbitz, 1989). Results from these
instruments therefore cannot be interpreted in terms of a functional ability variable.

In order to measure visual function ability from patient responses to items on a
visual function questionnaire accurately, Massof and Rubin (2001) stated that an
explicitly defined statistical item response model such as the Rasch model should
be applied, as previously done by Hambleton and Cook (1997). Rasch analysis of
item responses in self-assessment questionnaires allow the development of a valid
interval visual function scales to be estimated for patients with visual impairments
(Mallinson, 2007).

In summary, self-reported questionnaires are a well-established technique within
the study of visual impairment. However, in order for the ordinal scores give more
meaningful results, an item response model, such as the Rasch model, must be
applied. Rasch analysis can be used to validate new functional assessment
instruments in order to provide meaningful results.

Rasch Analysis
This section gives an overview of Rasch analysis, with section 2.7.1 summarising
some relevant studies that utilise the technique and section 2.7.2 justifying why it
is more appropriate to use in this study than the available alternatives.

Rasch Analysis is an analytical technique used to convert ordinal difficulty ratings
into interval measures by converting scores into logits (Turano et al. 1998). Initially
developed by George Rasch (1980), the Rasch model is now recognised as an
appropriate methodology in health and ophthalmology studies for the development
of new questionnaires, revising of existing questionnaires and test equating. Pallant
and Tennant (2006) stated that Rasch analysis addresses important methodological
characteristics associated with scale development and construct validation, as well
as providing a transformation of the ordinal raw scores to a linear interval scale
permitting the use of parametric statistical techniques.
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calculates item difficulty in relation to person difficulty and assesses the scale
validity, in particular the item and person fit to the overall construct (Pesudovs et
al. 2003). Whilst there are numerous questionnaires dedicated to measuring visual
ability, their scores cannot be simply compared directly to one another. Rasch
Analysis allows scores from different questionnaires to be compared as they all
measure the same underlying trait, allowing them to be modelled on the same latent
variable (Pesudovs, 2006).

There are several different circumstances in which Rasch analysis is an appropriate
analytical method to use. These include patient-reported outcomes for clinical trials
and questionnaire items where total scores are provided, the development of new
scales, reviewing the psychometric properties of existing scales and when
examining hypothesis about the dimensional structure of ordinal scales (Tennant
and Conaghan, 2007). Rasch analysis was seen as the most appropriate analytical
technique for this study as it involves developing a new transport difficulty
questionnaire and scale, in which items are set to fit the model expectations.

Rasch analysis is completed in this study by analysing the relative Transport Ability
(Rasch score) and item difficulty (Rasch Measure) using a computer program called
Winsteps, as in Linacre (2007). Item difficulty estimates and Transport Ability
levels are expressed in values, referred to as logits, which can range from negative
infinity to positive infinity. The logit scale is an interval scale in which all logits are
of the same size. Each item and person is located along the logit scale according to
its estimated value. Higher values are located at the top of the scale and lower values
are located at the bottom of the scale (Fox and Bond, 2007). The size of the
difference between Transport Ability and item difficulty is central to the Rasch
model: the larger the Transport Ability level is compared to the item difficulty the
larger the probability of a successful response to the transport item. Thus, the
probability of a person finding a task easy to complete is large for persons that are
much more able than the difficulty of the item, whereas the probability is small for
persons for which the reverse is true.

The value of a linear scale is that valuable comparisons can be made that reflect
differences in patient ability over time, or before and after an intervention. In this
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case, the difficulty of a specific transport task and can also be measured allowing
us to see the benefit of interventions, in particular how much easier a task is to
complete.

2.7.1 Existing Studies using Rasch Analysis
Rasch analysis has been used in many ophthalmological studies as a way to measure
the outcome of interventions such as cataract surgery or blind rehabilitation as
shown by studies by Pesudovs et al. (2003), Kuyk et al. (2004) and Gothwal et al.
(2009). Rasch analysis has also been used in the modification of existing scales or
the development of new scales in areas such as rehabilitation medicine (Hart and
Wright, 2002), gerontology (Jette et al. 2002) and overall health related quality of
life (Prieto et al. 2003 and Vijaya et al. 2009).

Rasch analysis is also being increasingly applied to understand the effect of visual
impairment and specific eye conditions aspects on mobility. The self-assessment
questionnaire developed by Turano et al. (1998), where independent mobility was
assessed for persons with Retinitis Pigmentosa, was adjudged to be the most
relevant instrument to this study. It was used to determine whether patient-based
assessment is valid for measuring perceived visual ability for independent mobility
in patients with Retinitis Pigmentosa. The questionnaire asked subjects to rate on a
scale of 1 to 5 how difficult they would find 35 different hypothetical situations if
they had no assistance. Each task described a different mobility situation (e.g.
moving about in the home, moving around in social gatherings, walking at night).
The interval scale developed through Rasch analysis was used to compare the
perceived difficulty of items and the perceived ability of individuals. Walking at
night was found to be the most difficult task as it required the most visual ability.
Moving about in the home was identified to be the least difficult task, requiring a
lower level of visual ability. The study also established that the person measure
calculated through Rasch Analysis could be used to discriminate between patients
who limited their travel and/or had a fear of falling, from those who did not,
significant at the 2% level (Turano et al. 1998).
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Rating categories could relate to the level of difficulty, frequency of problems, level
of disability or level of agreement with a statement. Lamoureux et al. (2006) used
Rasch analysis to measure the impact of vision impairment on restriction of
participation in daily activities relating to mobility, the household, personal care,
consumer and social interactions, leisure, work and emotional reaction to vision
loss. The self or interview administered 32 item Impact of Vision Impairment scale
(IVI) questionnaire was based on a five-category Likert scale: ranging from (0) not
at all and (5) can’t do because of eyesight. Participants were asked if their vision
impacted on items such as; Reading a street sign; Getting outdoors; Travelling or
using transport; and going downs steps, stairs or curbs. These studies by Turano et
al. (1998) and Lamoureux et al. (2006) show how Rasch analysis has been used to
examine the impact of vision on general accessibility and transport related tasks.

Other studies that briefly touch on mobility related issues include Weih et al. (2002)
and Gothwal et al. (2009). These instruments incorporated a few transport and
mobility related items when using Rasch analysis to analyse mobility. The list of
items in their questionnaire included: the perceived difficulty of using stairs;
stepping off kerbs within street environments; the ability to read signs across the
street; and the ability to use public transport in a general sense. These focus on a
narrow range of mobility problems primarily on the walkability of street
environments. Nevertheless, the fact that a mobility related self-assessment
questionnaire had already been successfully validated and used through using
Rasch analysis, shows that a modified transport related questionnaire could also be
developed. The public transport focused self-assessment questionnaire developed
in this thesis will therefore be the first study that uses Rasch analysis to investigate
the relationship between vision and/or mobility problems when using public
transport.

A few studies have been completed on other transport modes, such as driving.
Massof et al. (2007) investigated self-perceived driving ability to examine if the
difficulty of driving increased with the magnitude of visual impairment. In the study
21 different driving related tasks were ranked on a scale between one and five and
visual acuity and visual contrast were accurately measured in order to investigate
the relationship between visual ability and perceived difficulty in driving. Massof
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et al. (2007) identified the most difficult driving tasks to be navigating in parking
ramps, parking in correct spaces, seeing lane markings and reading signs. Despite
that fact this this study focuses on driving instead of public transport modes, this
has shown that Rasch analysis can be used to construct and validate survey
instruments. This approach shows that the interval scale developed through using
the Rasch model can be used to identify benefits from particular interventions or
scheme improvements.

It is important to consider the rating scale used in patient reported outcome
instruments as any loss of measurement quality would degrade the quality of
clinical studies. Some researchers argue that more reliable and precise measurement
can be obtained with more response categories (more than seven) (Preston and
Colman, 2000). Whereas others such as favour a small number of response
categories based on the theory that fewer response options offer minimum
respondent confusion and reduce respondent burden (Viswanathan et al.1996).
Khadka et al. (2012) used Rasch analysis to explore the characteristics of rating
scales and developed guidelines for formulating rating scales. Seventeen existing
patient reported outcome instruments designed to measure vision-related quality of
life dimensions were mailed for self-administration, in sets of 10, to patients who
were on a waiting list for cataract extraction. Khadka et al. (2012) found that patient
reported outcome instruments with a simple and uniform question format,
comprising four or five labelled categories, were most likely to be functional and
often demonstrate characteristics such as hierarchal ordering (indicating categories
are distinct from each other and follow a logical transition from lower to higher
value), even utilisation of categories and a good range coverage of the latent trait
being measured (indicating that the rating scale was able to measure a wide range
of item difficulty and participant ability levels).
Khadka et al. (2012) used these findings to develop evidence-based guidelines for
rating scale design, which included a maximum of five categories for most ratings
(e.g. difficulty, frequency, severity), use of short non-overlapping category
descriptors, use of non-overlapping categories and use of a simple question format
with the same response category format for all questions in a domain, as far as
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possible. These guidelines were followed in the development of the self-assessment
instrument in this study to examine if low vision and limited mobility affect the
ability of a person to use public transport.

2.7.2 Alternative Methodologies and Justification
An alternative methodology that performs analysis similar to that of Rasch Analysis
is Classical Test theory. Classical Test theory is similar to Rasch analysis in that it
is used to predict outcomes of psychological testing such as the difficulty of items
or the ability of individuals; aiming to understand and improve the reliability of
psychological tests. Classical Test Theory was developed by Spearman (1904), who
argued for the decomposition of an observed score into a true score and an error
and estimated the reliability of observed scores. The premise was that items can be
summed (without weighting or standardization) to produce a total score (Lord and
Novick, 1968). Limitations of Classical Test Theory are that participants and test
characteristics cannot be separated as each can only be interpreted in the context of
the other. Additionally, it cannot make predictions of how well an individual or
even a group of participants might do on a test item (Hambleton et al. 1991). By
contrast, Rasch Analysis is able to predict the probability of a person with a
particular ability level being able to perform tasks with a certain difficulty level.

The validity of scores that are calculated through questionnaires has always been
difficult to justify. As previously explained in section 2.6, if ordinal response scores
are simply added up, as in Likert scores, with items given equal rating, it is difficult
to justify the accuracy of the scores and conclusions that are made (Likert, 1932).
However, Rasch analysis, assumes that different items within a questionnaire vary
in difficulty, calculating item difficulty in relation to Transport Ability and
weighting overall scores accordingly. Rasch analysis is also useful in the
development of scales as scores are linear, allowing the easy comparison of
measures before and after interventions. Additionally, a necessary strength of Rasch
analysis is that it is able to investigate instrument validity; fitting items to the overall
construct to allow direct comparison between the perceived difficulties of each item
to the ability of individual patients.
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2.7.3 Summary of Rasch analysis
The major advantage that Rasch analysis has over other techniques is that it allows
ordinal responses, such as self-reported ratings given as questionnaire answers, to
be converted into logits, which are interval measures. As discussed in sections 2.7
and 2.7.1, Rasch analysis is an established technique in health and ophthalmology
studies but has yet to be widely applied to transport studies.

Nevertheless, as discussed in section 2.7.1, there are a small number of studies, such
as Turano et al. (1998), that have used Rasch analysis in a transport context,
demonstrating that this is a feasible approach to use in this field. The most
prominent alternative technique, Classical Test theory, is very limited compared to
Rasch analysis so is not an appropriate approach to use in this study.

Summary
A research gap has been identified through investigation of existing studies and
methodologies within the transport study fields involving mobility, low vision and
current transport accessibility evaluation techniques. This research gap is within the
field of transport accessibility, where there is an identifiable need to develop an
accessibility indicator that is based on the capability of individuals, and that takes
into account the views and experiences of older people and people with vision
and/or mobility related problems. Closer analysis of background themes and
concepts has also identified a methodological technique, Rasch analysis, that can
be applied within a transport context to develop a tool that can be used to measure
a person’s ability. Additionally, a number of other important characteristics have
also been identified, through close analysis of research studies within the field of
transport accessibility, mobility, visual impairment, transport accessibility
evaluation techniques, patient based visual function assessment instruments and
studies that use Rasch analysis.

To enable fair and equal access to public transport, it is essential that Transport
Accessibility takes a holistic approach with every part of the journey chain taken
into account, as identified in section 2.2. Using public transport in a complex task
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and the inability of a person to complete one part of the journey chain will prevent
the entire journey from being completed.

Analysis of the field of mobility in section 2.3 identified a number of techniques
that have been used to measure pedestrian mobility in real and laboratory
environments, which were each found to have a number of limitations. However,
the approach that was found to encapsulate a holistic approach and found to be most
applicable to this study was the Life Space model. This will therefore be used
alongside the instrument developed in this study, in order to compare the frequency
and the extent of each participant’s travel with their ability to use transport and selfassessed vision level.

Various methods of categorising visual impairment were summarised in section 2.4,
which each have many advantages and disadvantages. Clinical measurements of
visual acuity were found to be time consuming and labour intensive, but selfreported measures have to be simple to understand and administer, but accurate
enough to reliably determine visual ability. A Vision Level scale of the type
developed by Grundy et al. (1999) was identified to be the most appropriate
technique for this study and has been successfully employed by other studies, such
as Dalke and Conduit (2010).

Analysis of visual impairment studies in section 2.4 also revealed that visual field
loss has generally been found to reduce mobility, but there is little research on
whether loss of central or peripheral vision has a greater effect. Also, relatively little
research has been completed that compares the impact of AMD and glaucoma on
mobility or transport use. This study will therefore initially focus the development
of the transport instrument to help understand the impact that AMD and glaucoma
has on the ability to use public transport; contributing to the field of central and
peripheral field loss and navigation.

The capability approach was identified in section 2.5 to be the most appropriate
approach to evaluating transport accessibility for this study. The benefits of
transport accessibility schemes tend to primarily be that the barriers to participation
in society are reduced for specific groups, alongside a host of other intangible
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benefits that cannot easily be converted into monetary values in the way that
traditional cost benefit analysis would require. In addition to this issue, cost benefit
analysis is generally used at an aggregate level, rather than taking individual
experiences in to account, so is not suitable for use in this study. In contrast, the
capability approach can be applied within the field of transport studies as a
framework with which to measure changes in quality of life for individuals based
on their ability relative to the ability required by the transport environment.

Self-reported questionnaires are identified as being a well-established technique
within the study of visual impairment in section 2.6. However, when developing
new functional assessment instruments, it is important to consider how
measurements will be validated in order to provide meaningful results. For the
ordinal scores generated by self–assessment questionnaires to be give more
meaningful results than a simple ranking, an item response model, such as the Rasch
model, must be applied.

Rasch analysis appears to be the most appropriate analytical technique for this study
as it involves developing a new transport difficulty questionnaire and scale in which
items are set to fit the model expectations. As summarised in section 2.7, the
production of a linear logit scale through Rasch analysis will enable valuable
comparisons to be made that reflect differences in patient ability over time, or
before and after an intervention. In this case, Rasch analysis will allow the difficulty
of a specific transport task to be measured; allowing the benefit of interventions to
be measured, in particular how much easier a task is to complete. The public
transport focused self-assessment questionnaire developed in this thesis will be the
first study that uses Rasch analysis to investigate the relationship between vision
and/or mobility problems with the difficulty of tasks required to use public
transport.

This research project will now focus on the development an instrument that can
measure the ability of people with low vision and/or mobility problems to use public
transport on both a disaggregate and aggregate basis. If an individual’s ability level
could be measured and compared with the ability level required to complete a
specific transport related task, it may be possible to calculate the probability of a
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person completing a task. This could then be used to assess the effectiveness of
transport interventions and improvements to make sure the correct accessibility
issues are being addressed in the most effective way.
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Development of Transport Survey I
Introduction
Self-assessment instruments have increasingly been used to develop vision related
questionnaires, in order to capture specific aspects of visual function from a
patient’s perspective, as described in section 2.7. Therefore, a self-assessment
instrument that could be administered on a large scale was thought to be the most
effective way of reaching a large audience about specific transport related
problems. This would allow investigation into whether an underlying latent trait of
Transport Ability exists, and a better understanding of how to measure such a trait
among a group of people with a range of low vision and/or mobility problems.

One of the benefits of using a self-assessment tool is that the data is provided by
the individual participants themselves, meaning that differences in ability between
individuals can be measured based on their personal day-to-day experience and
opinion, rather than by assessment by another person. Furthermore, it is possible to
go beyond aggregate analyses to drill down to the level of the individual in order to
examine which individuals are most affected by specific accessibility interventions
and why. This allows equity to be taken into consideration, so that barriers to
accessibility that have a large effect on a small number of people can be highlighted.

The transport related tasks that would need to be completed in order to successfully
complete various forms of whole journey chain when using public transport were
examined in this study, reflecting the holistic approach recommended by the DfT,
as discussed in section 2.2. The aim was to understand the relative difficulty of
these transport related tasks, as experienced by people with the central vision loss
associated with AMD and peripheral vision loss associated with glaucoma. As
previously discussed in section 2.4, because AMD and glaucoma predominantly
affect older people with varying severity (Quigley and Broman, 2006 and Bressler,
2004), this research focuses on elderly people and mobility aid users. Mobility
issues are also investigated alongside vision related problems in order to gauge how
using a mobility aid affects a person’s Transport Ability. This will help to
understand whether mobility and vision can be measured in the same way;
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contributing to research relating to how people with low vision and/or mobility
problems travel within transport environments.

The goal of the self-assessment instrument is to determine the perceived level for
independent mobility within a group of subjects with varying severity levels of
visual and mobility impairment. In addition to Transport Ability ratings, the
questionnaire also recorded personal characteristics for each participant, including
age, gender, whether they live alone, visual ability, visual condition, number and
type of mobility aids used and their Life Space patterns. As discussed in section
2.3.4, Life Space patterns are used to assess how a person’s mobility varies on a
weekly basis and how far and how frequently they travel within and outside their
home and neighbourhood (Peel et al. 2005). The Life Space score calculated for
each participant in the study will allow investigation of the extent to which each
characteristic influences individual travel behaviour, helping to understand how
living with visual and/or mobility impairment affects independent mobility and
travel.

As described in section 2.6, in order to measure visual ability from responses to
items on a visual function questionnaire accurately, statistical item response models
such as the Rasch model should be applied (Massof and Rubin, 2001). This will
allow participant responses to be transformed into an interval scale in order to
produce validated measurements that can provide meaningful results. This chapter
will now discuss how the transport instrument was developed and validated using
Rasch Analysis.

Methodology for the Development of Survey I
This study underwent and successfully passed the research ethics procedure of the
Department of Civil, Environmental and Geomatic Engineering, University College
London. Figure 3.1 summarises the main stages in the development of the survey
instrument.

The objective of using the instrument was to investigate the transport related
problems that exist for people with low vision and/or limited mobility. The survey
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developed was loosely based on a patient assessment questionnaire developed by
Turano et al. (1998) and Lamoureux et al. (2006) who both developed
self/interview assessed questionnaires to investigate the impact of low vision on
mobility. As explained in section 2.7.1, these studies were adjudged to have the
most relevant instrument to this research. The questionnaire used by Turano et al.
(1998) asked participants to rate on a scale of 1 to 5 how difficult they would find
35 different hypothetical situations if they had no assistance. Each task described a
different mobility situation (e.g., moving about in the home, moving around in
social gatherings, walking at night). Whereas Lamoureux et al. (2006) measured
the impact of vision impairment on restriction of participation in daily activities
relating to mobility; household; personal care; consumer and social interactions;
and leisure and work and emotional reaction to vision loss. The style of the
questions used in these studies were adopted but tailored to a transport related
context. These were based on results from focus groups conducted in the second
stage of the study, as shown in Figure 3.1. The whole public transport journey chain
was also taken into account in the development of the transport items for Survey I,
the importance of which was previously discussed in section 2.3.

In order to organise a number of focus groups with people who had AMD, area
leaders who organised monthly coffee mornings for the Macular Society in different
parts of London were contacted and gave permission for this study to be discussed
at a series of meetings across London. Informal focus groups were held during these
coffee mornings that took place in local community centres in Richmond, Enfield,
Croydon, Camden and West Hampstead. Members of the AMD society who wished
to take part in these focus groups spoke about the challenges they experienced when
using public transport. Approximately 5-6 people took part in each of the 5 focus
group sessions, most of whom were women above the age of 60. During these
sessions participants deliberated about the aspects of public transports that they
found most challenging and difficult, and discussed particular difficulties
experienced with specific transport modes and navigation more generally. These
informal discussions highlighted that individuals used a range of public transport
modes, but some experienced more difficulty than others depending on the severity
of their AMD and level of mobility. It was therefore concluded that the study
questionnaire should include a range of different London transport modes and
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include questions about all parts of the journey chain, in order to understand the full
effect that AMD and mobility limitations had on the ability to use public transport.

The subsequent pilot survey consisted of 4 sections: Part 1 asked participants to rate
on a scale of 1 (“no difficulty”) to 5 (“extreme difficulty”) the level of difficulty
they experienced in specific transport related tasks; Part 2 asked a series of multiplechoice and open-ended questions on transport; Part 3 comprised the Life Space
questionnaire, described in section 3.3.1, used to identify how far afield a person
reported that they travelled in an average 7-day period, and part 4 of the
questionnaire was used to ask personal information, such as age, type of AMD and
whether they lived alone. The pilot questionnaire was sent to participants who
attended the Macular Society coffee mornings in order to make sure that the survey
was easily understood and addressed the full range of transport modes. After
reviewing the results of the 50 participants who returned the pilot study, over half
of the participants had commented in the comments section that they particularly
found travelling at night and in large crowds intimidating and difficult. These tasks
were not previously included in the questionnaire, so questions were therefore
added into part 1 of the questionnaire, so as to include some general navigational
related questions that affected an individual’s ability to use public transport. The
instrument was then ready to be applied to a larger sample.

The third stage was to recruit participants to take part in the study to test the
developed instrument. The questionnaire was also sent out by the Macular Society
to 1000 of their London-based members. The survey was administered by post,
although the Macular Society also conducted some interviews by phone if contacted
by individuals wishing to take part. The aim of this was to capture people who have
low vision and/or mobility problems, who may or may not attend local support
group centres. This was seen as a way to include people who were active but also
those who felt less comfortable travelling outside the home. Participants were also
recruited through an advertisement in the Glaucoma Association newsletter, in
addition to being conducted at a Community Centre in Borough A and with
participants over the age of 65 on the PAMELA (Pedestrian Accessibility Mobility
Environment Laboratory) University College London research facility participant
list.
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The returned survey data was then analysed using Rasch analysis in Winsteps
(version 3.75.1) in order to validate the questionnaire, as shown in stage 4 of Figure
3.1. Regression analysis was then carried out to help explain the variance in
Transport Ability and Life Space score, as well as examining how Life Space
patterns varied with Transport Ability levels.

Total
Sample
(414)
AMD (326)
Glaucoma
(30)
Normal
Vision
(58)

Figure 3.1

Main stages in the development of Survey I

Structure of Questionnaire
The developed questionnaire was structured into four different parts as shown
below. A copy of this questionnaire can be found in the Appendix 1.


Part 1 participants were asked to rate on a scale of 1 (“no difficulty”) to 5
(“extreme difficulty”) the level of difficulty they experienced in each of the
25 transport and navigational related tasks when they did not have an
accompanying person or mobility aid to assist them.



Part 2 participants were asked to answer a series of multiple-choice and
open-ended questions on transport.



Part 3 comprised the Life Space questionnaire, described in section 3.3.1,
which was used to identify how far afield a person reported that they
travelled in an average 7-day period.



Part 4 of the questionnaire was used to ask personal information such as age,
type of AMD and whether they live alone. Information about their vision
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was also collected through the use of visual ability statement categories as
applied by Grundy et al. (1999), as described in section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Life Space Questionnaire
As discussed in section 2.3.4, in order to gauge the extent to which people travel, a
Life Space questionnaire formed part of the self-assessment instrument. The Life
Space questionnaire used in this study was taken from a Life Space instrument
developed by Peel et al. (2005). Six separate concentric zones were identified, as
shown in Figure 3.2, and participants were asked to estimate the number of times
that they visited each zone during an average week.

A Life Space score was generated for each participant by assigning a value to
each of the 6 different levels (0-5) and then summing the scores. The level scores
were obtained by multiplying the level number (0-5) by a value for independence
(2 = no assistance, 1.5 = use of equipment only, 1 = use of another person and/or
equipment) times a value for frequency of movement (1 = less than once a week,
2 = 1–3 times each week, 3 = 4–6 times each week, and 4 = daily). The Life Space
scores ranged from 0 (bed-bound) to 120 (travelled out of town every day without
assistance). The sum of these scores produced an overall Life Space score for each
participant. The more frequently and further afield a person is able to travel, the
higher their Life Space score.
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Conceptual levels in a Life Space Model (Peel et al. 2005)

The below equation summarises how Life Space scores were calculated for each
individual in this study.

LSS = Level × Independence × Frequency

Where:

Level =

0-5

(see Figure 3.2 above)

Independence =

1

(use of another person or
equipment)

Frequency of movement =
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1.5

(use of equipment only) or

2

(no assistance)

1

(less than once a week),

2

(1–3 times each week),

3

(4–6 times each week), and

4

(daily)
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3.3.2 Measuring Visual Acuity
As discussed in section 2.4.4, the vision level table used in Grundy et al. (1999)
was adjudged to be the best way for participants to assess their visual ability level
alongside the self-assessment instrument developed in this study.

Table 3.1 denotes the visual ability categories as used by Grundy et al. (1999) to
allow an approximate visual ability level for each participant to be recorded.
Participants were asked to read down the list and mark the Vision Level that best
described the limit of their vision when using their usual vision aids. An
approximate visual ability score could then be allocated to each participant in order
to assess how Transport Ability varies with Vision Level (V Level) and whether
this affected the extent and frequency of their travel (Life Space score).

Table 3.1

Vision Level table (Grundy et al. 1999)

V Level

Vision

V1

Cannot tell by the light where the windows are

V2

Cannot see the shapes of furniture in a room

V3

Cannot recognise a friend if close to his/her face

V4

Cannot recognise a friend who is at arm’s length away

V5

Cannot read a newspaper headline

V6

Cannot read a large print book

V7

Cannot recognise a friend across a room

V8

Has difficulty recognising a friend across the road

V9

Has difficulty reading ordinary newspaper print

V10

Full vision ability
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Summary
This chapter has summarised the main stages in the development of the Transport
Survey I, a copy of which is provided in Appendix I. Transport Survey I has
contributed towards the first research objective; to develop a new evaluation
technique that can measure the ability to use transport reliably and consistently for
people with low vision and/or mobility problems.

As previously discussed in section 3.2 of this chapter, the style of the questions used
in Turano et al.’s (1998) study were adopted but tailored to a transport related
context. These were based on results from focus groups conducted in the second
stage of the development of Transport Survey I. The whole public transport journey
chain was also taken into account in the development of the transport items for
Survey I.

This chapter has introduced the concepts of Visual Ability and Life Space that will
help measure a person’s self-assessed level of vision and extent of travel outside
their home. Along with other characteristic data collected in the survey instrument
such as age, gender and whether or not a person lives alone, these variables will be
used to analyse and validate a person’s Transport Ability level for people with low
vision and/or mobility problems. The following chapter will now investigate
whether an underlying latent trait of Transport Ability exists, in order to validate
Survey I using Rasch analysis. This will help to achieve the first study research
objective for Transport Survey I; to develop and validate a new evaluation
technique that can measure the ability to use transport reliably and consistently for
people with low vision and/or mobility problems.
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Validation of Transport Survey I
Introduction
Transport Survey I developed in Chapter Three can now be validated using Rasch
analysis using Winsteps version 3.75.1. The survey data was manually entered into
a Microsoft Excel 2010 spreadsheet for checking and cleaning before being
exported to Winsteps to conduct Rasch analysis. The Winsteps outputs were then
exported to both Excel and JMP version 12 for further analysis and the creation of
summary charts and tables. As illustrated by Fox and Bond (2007) the main
validation stages include (i) Category Performance, summarised in section 4.2.1;
(ii) Fit of the model, covered in section 4.2.2; (iii) Item-person match, shown in
section 4.3.2; (iv) Differential Item Functioning (DIF), described in section 4.3.3
and (v) Multidimensionality investigation, outlined in section 4.3.4, as well as an
analysis of the correlation between Transport Ability and various participant
characteristics to determine construct validity and to ensure logical results and
conclusions.

Validation Stages
4.2.1 Category Performance
According to Tennant and Conaghan (2007), it is important to examine the category
structure of the questionnaire data to examine whether responses to items are
consistent with the metric estimate of the underlying construct, which is indicated
by an ordered set of response thresholds for each of the items.

Figure 4.1 shows the category probability curves produced by Winsteps to illustrate
the construct validity of the data. The Transport Ability measure relative to the item
difficulty is represented by the x-axis, the probability of a person giving a particular
difficulty rating is represented by the y-axis and each curve represents one of the 5
response categories. Each of the peaks in the graph indicates the probability of a
person giving a particular rating at differing difficulty levels relative to the item
difficulty. For example, in Figure 4.1 the pink line shows that a person with zero
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difference between their Transport Ability measure and the Item Difficulty, shown
as 0 on the x-axis, has a more than 0.5 probability of giving that item a rating of 3,
whilst the blue and black lines respectively show that the probability of a 4 or 2
rating being given is around 0.2. The probability of a 5 or 1 rating, as shown by the
red and green lines respectively, is close to zero.

The overall category performance for the main dataset of this study is relatively
strong. The curves form a series of distinct peaks and each of the curves are in
ascending order along the latent variable, meaning that each category is most likely
to be chosen in ascending order as item difficulty increases relative to Transport
Ability. The crossover points between each category are also at roughly two logit
intervals, showing that each of the categories 2, 3 and 4 are the most likely response
for similar spreads of ability relative to item difficulty. For example, the green line
shows that easier items, where Transport Ability exceeds item difficulty by three or
more logits, are most likely to be given a score of 1, whereas the red line shows that
where item difficulty exceeds Transport Ability by three or more logits, these items
are most likely to be given a difficulty rating of 5. This indicates that each difficulty
rating is incremental and is able to measure the differing abilities of the participants.
Hence, the responses given by each participant for each of the transport related task
are consistent with the underlying construct.
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1

5

3
4

Figure 4.1

2

Category Probability Curve for responses to Survey I

The person and item measures have equal status in the Rasch model and the
difference between the person and item measures can be described as the ‘functional
reserve’ (Stelmack et al. 2006). The functional reserve can be defined in this study
as the difference between the Transport Ability possessed by a participant the level
of Transport Ability required to perform each Transport Item (Massof, 1995 and
1998). Therefore, if a person finds a task easy to perform, it is more than likely that
their Transport Ability level will exceed the necessary level required to perform
that transport related task. If a person’s Transport Ability level is similar to the level
required to perform the transport task, their functional reserve is limited as they will
find it more difficult to perform that particular transport related task. Likewise, if
their Transport Ability level is lower than that required by the item, their functional
reserve will be negative and the participant would be expected to be more likely to
report a high level of difficulty in performing the task.
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4.2.2 Fit of the Model
Person and item separation and reliability scores are used to determine how well an
instrument is able to discriminate between different ability levels of individuals and
different item difficulties. Low person separation of <2 or person reliability <0.8
would imply that the instrument may not be sensitive enough to distinguish between
people with higher and lower abilities (Bond and Fox 2007). In the first instance,
when all 414 persons and 25 items were included in the model it had a person
separation score of 3.44, with a person reliability score of 0.92, so had sufficient
items of various levels of difficulty to discriminate between different ability levels
well.

Low item separation of <3 or item reliability <0.9 would imply that the person
sample was not large enough to confirm the item difficulty hierarchy of the
instrument (Bond and Fox 2007). The model had an item separation score of 10.12,
with an item reliability score of 0.99, so had a sufficient number of people of
varying ability levels to confirm the construct validity of the instrument.

However, among the 414 people there were 21 who responded N/A to every item,
10 who answered 1 for every item and 13 who answered 5 to every item. Those
who only responded ‘N/A’ provided no useful data so could not be included in the
dataset. The people who gave all 1s and the people who gave all 5s were also
excluded from the dataset as they found every item respectively too easy or too
difficult, meaning that their abilities would all take the maximum or minimum value
and due to ceiling and floor effects their responses provide no useful information
on the relative difficulty of each item.

Furthermore, the 30 people with glaucoma were also excluded because this sample
size was too small to provide comparisons with people with either AMD or neither
condition that were statistically significant. This meant that altogether 74 people
had been removed from the dataset because they answered N/A, 1 or 5 for all items
or had glaucoma, leaving a person sample of 340. Person separation and reliability
had increased to 3.72 and 0.93 respectively, while item separation fell slightly to
8.20 and reliability remained 0.99.
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Upon running the model using the remaining 340 responses, the fit statistics
revealed a number of unexpected responses, denoted by infit and outfit. The infit
and outfit statistics produced in Winsteps identify the most misfitting data in the
model. Infit indicates the difference between observed and expected responses for
items that have a difficulty level near the person’s ability level, whereas outfit uses
the differences for all items, without taking into account how far away the item
difficulty is from the person’s ability (Tennant and Conaghan, 2007). In this sense,
the infit is a weighted statistic as more significance is placed on items close to the
participant’s ability level. In this study, participants who had a large infit or outfit
statistic may have under or overestimated their navigational ability in comparison
to their individual level of vision or may have even misunderstood the rating scale.

The 340-person infit and outfit z-statistics were plotted as shown in Figure 4.2, and
the responses given by the participants outside of the acceptable range of +2 -2
denoted by the red box were removed, paying more attention to infit than outfit and
more attention to positive misfit rather than negative misfit.

Figure 4.2

Infit and outfit z-statistics of 340 participant dataset

In total 44 people were removed from the dataset; 21 with infit greater than 2 and
23 with infit less than -2. Figure 4.3 illustrates the infit and outfit z-statistics for the
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remaining 296 participants, showing fewer outliers. Removing these misfitting
individuals increased person separation and reliability to 3.98 and 0.94 respectively,
while item separation and reliability were virtually unchanged at 8.18 and 0.99.

Figure 4.3

Infit and outfit z-statistics of cleaned 296 participant dataset

After cleaning the misfitting individuals from the dataset, there were still six
participants with infit greater than 2 and a further six with outfit greater than 2. The
raw responses of these 12 individuals were inspected but, while there were one or
two surprising responses for each person, there did not appear to be a compelling
reason to exclude these people from the dataset.

The relative infit and outfit z-statistics for each of the 25 transport items included
in this study were plotted as shown in Figure 4.4. The red box denotes the
acceptable boundary for misfitting items, set within a range of +2 and -2.
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Transport item infit and outfit z-statistics for all 25 items

There were 3 clear outliers to the top right of the graph, which indicated that these
transport items might not fit the Rasch model and should not be included in the
study. These were ‘Reading Tube arrival boards’, ‘Reading Train arrival boards’
and ‘Reading bus numbers’. These tasks seemed to be specifically measuring ability
to read from a distance, so it was reasonable to conclude that the challenge they
present is qualitatively different to that presented by the other tasks, meaning that
they were not measuring the same underlying latent trait of Transport Ability.
‘Reading bus numbers’ was the biggest outlier, so was removed first and the model
refitted. Unsurprisingly ‘Reading Tube arrival boards’ and ‘Reading Train arrival
boards’ remained significant outliers, so each of these were also removed one at a
time, as summarised in Table 4.1.

Removing these items increased person separation to 4.10 and item separation to
8.75. Person and item reliability remained 0.94 and 0.99 respectively. The model
was refitted again, with the misfit of the remaining 22 items shown in Figure 4.5,
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in order to analyse whether removing these items significantly improved the fit of
the data to the Rasch model.

Figure 4.5

Item infit and outfit z-statistics for 22 items

Figure 4.5 shows that 7 of the remaining 22 items lay outside of the ideal -2 to +2
range for infit or outfit. However, this didn’t necessarily make these items
candidates for removal because Linacre (2002) showed that as sample size increases
the number of degrees of freedom also increase, which inflates misfit z-statistics.
Linacre suggested that to counter this mean-square statistics should be used instead,
with a range of 0.5 to 1.5 seen as an acceptable fit because mean-square statistics
below this range suggest that responses to the item are too predictable to be useful,
whereas above this range the noise in the responses tends to drown out any useful
information. Pesudovs et al. (2007) suggest using 0.7 to 1.3 as a guide, while also
advising that this range be widened as sample size increases. The plot of the infit
and outfit mean-square statistics for the remaining 22 items is shown in Figure 4.6,
with the acceptable ranges suggested by both Linacre and Pesudovs indicated. All
22 points lie within Linacre’s suggested range of 0.5 to 1.5 for both infit and outfit.
As a result, no further items were excluded on the basis of misfit.
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22 item infit and outfit mean-square statistics

In addition to misfit, Pesudovs et al. (2007) suggest that items should be removed
if they have significant missing data (>50%) or are subject to floor or ceiling effects,
whereby more than half of responses are in an end category, in this instance 1 or 5.
While none of the remaining 22 items were missing more than half of responses,
there were five items subject to a floor effect more than half of respondents gave a
rating of 5, which were ‘travelling to the bus stop’, ‘travelling to the Tube station’,
‘travelling in familiar areas’, ‘boarding the Tube’ and ‘travelling to the train
station’. As a majority of respondents rated these items as the lowest difficulty,
these items are of limited use in attempting to differentiate between differing
Transport Ability levels. These items were removed one at a time, in order of the
proportion of responses in the end category, with the person and item reliability and
separation scores recalculated after each item was removed, as shown in Table 4.1.

In order to improve the efficiency of the instrument, items that were potentially
redundant due to similarity to other items were identified by measuring inter-item
correlation between each of the remaining 17 items. Jones et al. (2009) suggest that
an inter-item correlation great than 0.7 indicates that the correlated items are
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sufficiently similar to render one of them redundant. Seven pairs of items were
correlated to this extent, suggesting that seven items could be removed to improve
the efficiency of the instrument.

In each correlated pair of items, the item with fewer responses was removed in order
to maximise the number of person responses utilised, with the items with a higher
correlation removed first. The items removed were ‘alighting the train’, ‘stairs in a
Tube station’, ‘escalator in a tube station’, ‘alighting the bus’, ‘manoeuvring on the
Tube’, ‘navigating in a Tube station’, and ‘escalator in a train station’. The items
were removed on by one, with the person and item separation and reliability
calculated after the removal of each item, as summarised in Table 4.1. Following
the removal of the correlated items person separation and reliability fell to 3.22 and
0.91 respectively, while item separation and reliability were 10.00 and 0.99. As
person separation and reliability were still greater than 2 and 0.8 respectively,
despite the removal of 15 items, this showed that the 10 remaining items had
sufficiently varied levels of difficulty to discriminate between different Transport
Ability levels.

Table 4.1

Summary of items removed

Item removed

Reason

Person

Person

Item

Item

separation

Reliability

separation

reliability

Initial scores after person removal

3.98

0.94

8.18

0.99

Reading bus

Misfit

4.05

0.94

8.50

0.99

Misfit

4.07

0.94

8.56

0.99

Misfit

4.10

0.94

8.75

0.99

Travel to bus stop

Floor effect

4.83

0.94

8.25

0.99

Travel to Tube

Floor effect

4.00

0.94

8.20

0.99

Floor effect

3.86

0.94

7.63

0.98

numbers
Reading Train
arrival boards
Reading Tube
arrival boards

station
Travelling in
familiar areas
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Boarding Tube

Floor effect

3.80

0.94

7.69

0.98

Travelling to train

Floor effect

3.76

0.93

7.60

0.98

Correlated with

3.73

0.93

7.83

0.98

3.65

0.93

8.02

0.98

3.61

0.93

8.39

0.99

3.43

0.92

8.66

0.99

3.34

0.92

8.88

0.99

3.27

0.91

9.38

0.99

3.22

0.91

10.00

0.99

station
Alighting train

boarding train
Stairs in a Tube

Correlated with

station

stairs in a train
station

Escalator in a Tube

Correlated with

station

escalators in a
train station

Alighting bus

Correlated with
boarding bus

Manoeuvring on

Correlated with

Tube

manoeuvring on
train

Navigating in Tube

Correlated with

station

navigating in
train station

Escalator in a train

Correlated with

station

stairs in a train
station

Following the item reduction process, 13 participants were found to have rated the
remaining 10 items as either all 1 or all 5. These people were therefore removed
from the sample, leaving 283 participants in total.
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Overall Instrument Reliability
The overall reliability of the instrument was analysed to make sure that it was
consistently measuring the construct of Transport Ability, meaning that two
different people of similar ability would give approximately the same Transport
Ability ratings for each item, producing results consistent with the rest of the
questionnaire and showing that the instrument was internally consistent. According
to Massof and Rubin (2001), Cronbach’s Alpha is the best methodology to validate
this approach.
Table 4.2

Cronbach’s Alpha reliability statistics

Cronbach's
Alpha
0.89

Cronbach's Alpha Based on
Standardized Items

No. of Items
0.89

10

Split half reliability splits the data randomly into two sets of data, producing a score
for each participant based on each half of the scale. If the scale is very reliable, the
participants’ total score from the items in one half of the data should be very similar
to that produced by the other half of the data. However, as the data could be split in
many ways, Cronbach’s Alpha (α) is equivalent to a correlation coefficient for all
possible split half reliabilities of the items used in the study, with an alpha closer to
1 suggesting better reliability. However, scores that are close to 1 are suggestive of
redundancy, meaning that some items could be removed without significantly
reducing the measurement accuracy of the instrument.

According to Cortina (1993), the Cronbach’s Alpha score represents reliability and
unidimensionality of the scale, and a score of above 0.8 is considered strong. For
this instrument, the Cronbach’s Alpha measure for the Transport Ability scale was
0.89 as shown in Table 4.2, showing that the instrument was reliable without being
so high as to suggest significant redundancy among the items.
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4.3.1 Transport Item Difficulty
The remaining 10 items are shown in Table 4.3, ranked by their difficulty. The
Rasch measure item difficulty indicates the relative difficulty of each of the tasks;
the larger the measure, the more difficult the item. The list makes logical sense, as
the higher difficulty items are intuitively more challenging than the lower difficulty
items because they involve a greater amount of uncertainty, more challenging
obstacles or less space in which to manoeuvre. It is also clear that the scope for
redundancy among the items has been reduced by the removal of correlated items,
as most activity types are listed only once, with the exception of boarding and
manoeuvring on buses and trains, which may be qualitatively different enough from
each other to be distinctly different transport tasks.

Table 4.3

Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Summary of 10 remaining items used for final instrument

Item number
4
2
21
3
23
19
17
8
24
7

Item
Travelling at night
Unfamiliar areas
Stairs (Train Station)
Crowded situations
Boarding (Train)
Navigation (Train Station)
Alighting (Tube)
Manoeuvring (Bus)
Manoeuvring (Train)
Boarding (Bus)

Item difficulty
2.37
1.36
0.6
0.5
-0.17
-0.55
-0.79
-1.07
-1.12
-1.13

4.3.2 Item Person Map
The item person map in Figure 4.7 shows the range of participants’ abilities in
relation to the difficulty level of each of the transport related tasks. The most able
people and hardest tasks have positive measures and are shown at the top, while the
least able people and easiest tasks have negative measures and are shown at the
bottom.
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The spread of the items in the item person map indicates that their relative difficulty
levels are sufficient to differentiate between more and less able participants.
However, the fact that the participants are more spread out than the transport
difficulty items shows that Survey I could be better at discriminating between
people near either end of the scale. Consequently, the distribution of transport
related items on the right-hand side, when compared to the person measures on the
left indicate that the self-assessment instrument could be improved by adding both
easier and more difficult items.

As indicated by the red box on Figure 4.7, the individual means of both the person
and item measures were both relatively close, with a difference of 0.67 logits,
indicating that the items fit the range of individual abilities fairly well. Perfect
targeting of items to the abilities of the study sample would result in zero difference
between mean Transport Ability and item difficulty. Khadka et al. (2014) suggest
that a difference in item and person means that is greater than 1 logit suggests
mistargeting, whilst smaller differences indicate acceptable targeting.

This

indicates that the instrument was fairly successful in investigating a wide range of
individual navigational abilities within different transport environments.

4.3.3 Differential Item Functioning (DIF)
An important stage of questionnaire validation involves examining whether
differential item functioning (DIF) exists within the model. DIF measures whether
specific questionnaire items are answered differently according to person
characteristics (such as age or gender) that are unrelated to the underlying variable
being measured. Examining DIF in health-related quality of life has become
increasingly important, especially when developing a new scale or when applying
to different disease groups (Lai et al. 2005).

DIF analysis was completed in Winsteps by creating dummy variables for each
category, as summarised in Table 4.4. This was simply done for gender, whether a
person lives alone, mobility and visual condition, but required a separation point to
be defined for low vision and age. For gender females were assigned 0 and males
were assigned 1; for ‘live alone’ 0 represented people who do not live alone and 1
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represented people who do live alone; for mobility aid use, people who do not use
a mobility aid were assigned 0 and those who do use a mobility aid were assigned
1. Similarly, people with AMD were assigned 1 and those who did not have AMD
were assigned 0.

Table 4.4

Number of people assigned each to each dummy variable category

Variable
Gender (Male = 1)
Live alone (Yes = 1)
AMD (Yes = 1)
Low vision (V7 or below = 1)
Age (81 or above = 1)

0
201
136
51
148
138

1
82
147
232
135
145

In order to determine how the vision category should be split, the vision categories
of V1-V10 were plotted with Transport Ability in order to investigate whether there
was a natural separation point at which Transport Ability significantly improved
with better vision. The graph in Figure 4.8 shows average Transport Ability and the
standard error around that average by Vision Level. The wide standard error bars
for V1 and V2 are due to the small number of people in those categories, while the
above V7 Transport Ability improves markedly in comparison with the lower visual
ability levels. The Least Squared Means Tukey test category test in Table 4.5 also
supports this finding with vision levels V1-V7 identified as a distinctly different
category from vision levels V8-V10. The dummy variable for Low Vision therefore
assigned V1-V7 a value of 1 and V8-V10 a value of 0.
8
6

Transport

Ability LS Means

4
2
0
-2
-4
-6

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

Vision Level

Figure 4.8

Least Squared Means Plot for Transport Ability by Vision Level
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Least Squared Means Tukey category differences

Level

Category*

V1
V2
V4
V3
V5
V6
V7
V8
V9
V10

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Least Sq Mean

B

B

A
A
A

-2.10
-0.74
-0.40
-0.26
0.24
0.42
0.68
2.02
2.84
2.51

*Levels without a letter category in common are significantly different.

For age a cut-off point was chosen at 81 as this was the median age in the sample,
thus creating two similarly sized subgroups; people aged 80 years or younger were
assigned 0 and people aged 81 or over were assigned 1.
The dummy variables for gender, living alone, AMD status, low vision and age
were used to calculate DIF scores in Winsteps, as shown in Figure 4.9 to Figure
4.13 respectively, to review whether there was any item bias within the dataset due
to personal characteristics. The DIF sizes plotted in each of these figures show the
size in logits of the item DIF for each group relative to the overall difficulty of each
item. DIF scores with differences greater than 1.0 are a concern as this highlights
the existance of bias within the transport tasks examined and suggests that another
latent variable other than Transport Ability may be present.

However, as none of the personal characteristics examined in this study items had
a difference greater than one for any of the items, this shows that responses to
Survey I do not vary significantly depending on these personal or habitual
characteristics independently of Transport Ability. Rasch analysis has therefore
shown that only one latent variable is present throughout the data. This helps
support the hypothesis that a latent variable, termed Transport Ability, is
consistently being measured by Survey I in this study.
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1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1

Item
Female

DIF Size (diff.)

Figure 4.9

Male

DIF plot for Gender

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1

Item
Does not live alone
Figure 4.10

DIF Plot for Lives Alone
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1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1

Item
No AMD

DIF Size (diff.)

Figure 4.11

AMD

DIF Plot for AMD

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1

Item
V7 or below
Figure 4.12

DIF Plot for Low Vision
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1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1

Item
80 or below
Figure 4.13

81 and above

DIF Plot for Age

4.3.4 Multidimensionality
Principle component analysis investigation was carried out in order to test whether
Survey I was measuring a latent variable relating to a single dimension for
Transport Ability.

The residual contrast plot shown in Figure 4.14 shows the proportion of the raw
variance in Transport Ability in total (T), explained by measures (M), persons (P)
or items (I), or unexplained (U). The numbers 1 to 5 then show the proportion of
variance explained by the first to fifth contrasts, which are the five most significant
alternative dimensions to the Rasch measure.
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Residual Contrast Plot

Table 4.6 shows that the 10 items used in the Rasch analysis instrument explain
27.4% of the total variance in Transport Ability, compared to 4.1% explained by
the first contrast. This means that the most significant alternative dimension to the
Rasch dimension has a much smaller effect than the Rasch dimension, which has
almost seven times more explanatory power than the first contrast.

Table 4.6

Explained and unexplained variance in observations

Total raw variance in observations
Raw variance explained by measures
Raw variance explained by persons
Raw Variance explained by items
Raw unexplained variance (total)
Unexplained variance in 1st contrast
Unexplained variance in 2nd contrast
Unexplained variance in 3rd contrast
Unexplained variance in 4th contrast
Unexplained variance in 5th contrast

Empirical
Eigenvalue
%
39.2 100.0%
27.5
70.2%
16.8
42.8%
10.7
27.4%
11.7
29.8%
1.6
4.1%
1.1
2.8%
0.9
2.3%
0.8
2.1%
0.7
1.9%
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Modelled
%
%
100.0%
70.9%
43.2%
27.7%
100.0%
29.1%
13.7%
9.5%
7.6%
7.2%
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4.3.5 Overview of Transport Ability, mobility aid use and vision
In order to demonstrate construct validity, which shows that the overall results are
logical, and to understand how Transport Ability varies with mobility aid use and
vision level, the relationship between these variables was investigated, as shown in
Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16.

As shown in Figure 4.15, the relationship between Transport Ability and Vision
Level is in the hypothesised direction, with higher vision levels associated with
higher Transport Ability. Vision Level is measured on an ordinal scale, meaning
that the differences between each Vision Level do not necessarily represent the
same difference in visual ability.

In Figure 4.15, mobility aid users represented by the blue line, showing that the
need for a mobility aid reduces Transport Ability at all Vision Levels. The effect of
Mobility Aid use appears to increase as Vision Level increases, although this may
be partly due to the small number of people with Vision Levels of V1 and V2. This
relationship will be further explored in Chapter Five.
Mobility Aid User

6

No
Yes

4

2

0

-2

-4

-6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

V level

Figure 4.15

Transport Ability and Vision Level by mobility aid use
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Figure 4.16 shows the relationship between the binary Low Vision (V Level 1-7)
and Good Vision (V Level 8-10) categories and Transport Ability using a boxplot.
The line at the centre of the box shows the median Transport Ability of the group,
with the box above and below this line extending to the third and first quartiles
respectively, thus the box shows the interquartile range (IQR). The ‘whiskers’
above and below the box show the maximum and minimum values, omitting
outliers defined as values lying more than three IQRs above the third or below the
first quartile.

The boxes show that among people with good vision, mobility aid use is correlated
with lower Transport Ability as the median score is much lower for mobility aid
users than non-users and the IQRs do not overlap. The distribution of mobility aid
users and non-users appears to be very similar. Among low vision participants the
median Transport Ability is also lower for mobility aid users than non-users but to
a smaller extent, and there is significant overlap of the IQRs of the two groups. Low
vision mobility aid users show a similar spread to the two good vision groups, but
the non-users with low vision are noticeably more spread than the other three
groups. Comparing mobility aid users with good vision with non-users with low
vision suggests minimal difference in the median Transport Ability in the two
groups, but a larger spread among the latter.

Figure 4.16

Transport Ability and Vision Level by mobility aid Use
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Discussion
This chapter has shown the validation process for the Survey I, developed in
Chapter Three. The validation techniques undertaken through the Rasch analysis
process have indicated that Survey I sufficiently tested a range of ability levels, is
unidimensional, not biased towards participants with certain personal or habitual
characteristics and has shown to produce logical results. The process also supports
the hypothesis that a common latent trait is present within low vision and mobility
groups, termed Transport Ability, which has shown to be measured consistently by
Survey I. Furthermore, the fact that the data sample of 283 people with a mixture
of low vision and good vision, who may or may not experience mobility problems
fits the Rasch model well, shows that individual ability levels are estimated well by
the Rasch model. By using the Rasch scores and Rasch measures allocated to each
participant and transport item by the Rasch model, it is possible to measure each
person and item on a Transport Ability scale constructed by the Rasch model. This
will be explored in more detail in the Chapter Five.

The range in vision levels and visual conditions, in addition to people’s individual
mobility limitations, verified that Survey I was able to assess their Transport Ability
level, not only for people with varying vision levels and/or mobility aid use, but
also people with and without AMD, or no visual or mobility impairment. This
meant that Transport Ability could be compared between groups.

The relationship overview in section 4.3.5 in this chapter has also demonstrated that
the initial findings in this study are logical; demonstrating the hypothesised
relationship between mobility, vision and Transport Ability, with lower visual
ability associated with lower Transport Ability and mobility aid use compounding
this effect. The following chapter will now explore this in more depth.
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Analysis of Transport Survey I
Introduction
The validation process using Rasch Analysis, in section 4.2 in the previous chapter,
has demonstrated that Survey I was unidimensional, not significantly biased by
personal or habitual characteristics and produces logical results. This chapter will
now explore the common latent trait identified in this study as being exhibited by
people with low vision and/or limited mobility, termed ‘Transport Ability’, which
is measured consistently in this data.

In Chapter One it was hypothesised that lower visual ability levels are associated
with lower Transport Ability and additionally that use of one or more mobility aids
would reduce Transport Ability. This will now be investigated in more depth to
explore these initial findings and to understand how the extent and frequency of
travel outside a person’s home (Life Space patterns) vary with Vision Level and
mobility aid use. The effects of AMD on Transport Ability will also be analysed.
Additionally, the relationship between Transport Ability and Life Space will be
explored in order to test whether Transport Ability can be used as a predictor for
overall Life Space patterns, which was also hypothesised in Chapter One.

Methodology of Univariate and Multiple Regression
Analysis
Univariate and multiple regression analysis was completed in JMP (version 12) in
order to explore factors that have an impact on the ability to use transport (Transport
Ability) and to investigate the impact of Transport Ability has on Life Space
patterns.

For this study, it was decided to split the variables into three different groups;
outcomes (Transport Ability and Life Space score), predictors (visual ability,
mobility aid use, AMD condition) and confounders (age, gender and whether a
person lives alone).

This was done by firstly investigating the individual

relationship between each confounder and predictor and Transport Ability and Life
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Space score in turn using univariate regression analysis. Multiple regression
analysis was then used to investigate the combined effect of the significant
predicting variables on Transport Ability and Life Space score, whilst controlling
for significant confounding effects. Interactions between Transport Ability and Life
Space score were investigated in order to gauge how Life Space patterns interact
with Transport Ability and whether Transport Ability can be used as a predictor for
Life Space score.

The Participant Characteristics
Table 5.1 summarises the participants’ characteristics related to mobility
impairment, visual impairment, Transport Ability, Life Space and possible
confounders of the relationships between these variables.

The response to the survey was fairly successful, with 414 participants taking part
in the study. The participants reported various combinations of AMD, glaucoma
and good vision, and/or mobility problems, defined by whether or not they required
a mobility aid. As described in Chapter Four, participants who responded to too few
items, who gave only 1 or 5 for every item or displayed significant misfit were
excluded from the final sample, as were 30 people who reporting having glaucoma,
leaving 283 participants in total. The characteristics of the participants in this
sample are summarised in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 shows that the median age in the sample was 81, with most participants
being in their 70s and 80s. The median Vision Level was V8, which is explored
further in Table 5.2. The median Transport Ability was 1.0, meaning that on average
participants’ Transport Ability was one logit higher than the Item Difficulty of
items in Instrument I. Statistical tests showed that the hypothesis that the Transport
Ability data is normally distributed cannot be rejected at the 5% level, although the
p-value for the Shapiro-Wilk W test was 0.07, so was approaching the threshold
value of 0.05. However, the same test showed that the hypothesis that Life Space
score was normally distributed can be rejected at the 5% level.
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Summary of Survey I remaining participant characteristics

Sample size

283
Mean

Median

Range

Interquartile

Standard

range

deviation

Age

79.2

81

46 to 94

74 to 87

9.6

Vision Level

7.0

8

1 to 10

5 to 10

2.6

Transport Ability

0.9

1.0

-5.2 to 5.5

0.8 to 2.7

2.4

Life Space score

50.6

51

9 to 102

31 to 68

23.0

Males

% Males

Females

% Females

82

29%

201

81%

Yes

Yes %

No

No %

Live alone

147

52%

136

48%

Mobility Aid User

92

33%

191

67%

AMD

232

82%

51

18%

Low vision

135

48%

148

52%

Gender

(V1-V7)

In the general population around 1 in 8 people aged over 80 have AMD severe
enough to cause serious visual loss and approximately twice as many women over
the age of 75 have AMD compared with men of the same age (Smith et al. 1997
and Smith et al. 2001). This may partly explain why the sample was
disproportionately female. The sample was fairly evenly split between people who
live alone and with others, while less than one third used one or more mobility aids.
More than 80% of the sample had AMD, as the Macular Society mailing list was to
recruit participants.

Table 5.2 summarises the participants’ Vision Levels. Very few participants
reported having a Vision Level below V3, whereas more than half reported a Vision
Level of V8 or better, including more than a quarter of the sample who reported
having full visual ability. All 51 people who reported that they do not have AMD
also reported having V10, full visual ability. For analysis purposes participants with
reported V Levels of 7 or below have been grouped together as the ‘low vision’
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group, while those reporting V8 and above are grouped together as the ‘good vision’
group, as described in section 4.3.5 in the previous chapter.

Table 5.2

Summary of participant Vision Levels

Vision level
I cannot tell by the light where the windows are
I cannot see the shapes of furniture in a room
I cannot recognise a friend if close to his/her face
I cannot recognise a friend who is at arm’s length
away
I cannot read a newspaper headline
I cannot read a large print book
I cannot recognise a friend across a room
I have difficulty recognising a friend across the
road
I have difficulty reading ordinary newspaper
print
I have full visual ability

V Level Number %
1
4 1%
2
5 2%
3
23 8%
4
5
6
7

38 13%
21 7%
17 6%
27 10%

8

51 18%

9
10

23 8%
74 26%

Table 5.3 summarises mobility aid use and vision within the Survey I sample. Of
the 283 participants, more than two-thirds did not use a mobility aid, 14% used only
one walking stick, 12% used personal assistance and the remaining 6% used a
variety of other mobility aids or combinations of aids. It is notable that while among
no mobility aid and one walking stick users there are slightly more people with
good vision, people with low vision predominate among personal assistance users.
This may be because people with low vision and mobility problems prefer personal
assistance to other aids, or even that assistance is more likely to be offered to people
with both mobility and visual impairments than people with a mobility impairment
but relatively good vision.

Due to the small numbers of participants using mobility aids other than one walking
stick or personal assistance, these 18 mobility aid users were grouped together into
an ‘other mobility aid’ category. Due to the range of mobility aids used by members
of this group it was not expected that the results produced by studying this group as
a collective would be useful, but that grouping them together would prevent them
from distorting the results produced by analysing users of no mobility aid, one
walking stick and personal assistance.
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Summary of participant mobility aid use and Visual Ability

Good
Low
Vision
Mobility aid used
Vision
Total
%
(V8(V1-V7)
V10)
None
82
109
191 67.5%
One Walking Stick
15
24
39 13.8%
Personal Assistance
26
9
35 12.4%
Zimmer frame
2
4
6
2.1%
Wheelchair
3
1
4
1.4%
Two Walking Sticks
3
0
3
1.1%
Scooter
1
1
2
0.7%
Walking Stick & Personal Assistance
2
0
2
0.7%
Walking Stick & Zimmer frame
1
0
1
0.4%
135
148
Total
283 100.0%
Table 5.4 illustrates the characteristics of participants with low vision, of V1 to V7,
compared to participants with good vision, of V8 or above. Participants with good
vision were in the majority among those under 80, while the reverse was true of
those aged 81 or over, as vision tends to deteriorate with age. There was a relatively
even spread of low vision and good vision among males and females, those who
live alone and with others, and among users of different mobility aid types or none.
More people with AMD had low vision than good vision, although more than a
third of all participants had AMD but not low vision, while every participant
without AMD had good vision.

Table 5.4

Summary of interaction between vision and other characteristics

Aged 80 or under
Aged 81 or over
Lives alone
Does not live alone
Female
Male
Has AMD
No visual condition
No mobility aid
One Walking Stick
Personal assistance
Other mobility aid
Overall

Low vision % of total Good vision % of total
56
20%
93
33%
79
28%
55
19%
75
27%
72
25%
60
21%
76
27%
96
34%
105
37%
39
14%
43
15%
135
48%
97
34%
0
0%
51
18%
82
29%
109
39%
15
5%
24
8%
26
9%
9
3%
12
4%
6
2%
135
48%
148
52%
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Table 5.5 illustrates the characteristics of participants with AMD compared to
participants with no vision condition. Participants with AMD made up the greater
proportion of those aged over 80, who do not live alone, and females. The majority
of participants with AMD did not use a mobility aid but were more likely to use
personal assistance than a walking stick if they did, in contrast to participants with
no vision condition among whom only one participant reported using personal
assistance, compared to 16 who reported using one walking stick.
Table 5.5

Summary of interaction between AMD condition and other characteristics

Aged 80 or under
Aged 81 or over
Lives alone
Does not live alone
Female
Male
No mobility aid
One Walking Stick
Personal Assistance
Other mobility aid
Overall

No vision
Has AMD % of total condition
% of total
103
36%
35
12%
129
46%
16
6%
107
38%
29
10%
125
44%
22
8%
169
60%
32
11%
63
22%
19
7%
161
57%
30
11%
23
8%
16
6%
34
12%
1
0%
14
5%
4
1%
232
82%
51
18%

Table 5.6 summarises the characteristics of males and females to allow comparison.
This shows a fairly similar gender split of around 40% males among the over and
under 80-year olds, but that twice as many males lived alone than with others, in
contrast to females, who were almost 50% more likely to live with others than alone.
The spread of mobility aid use was not materially different between the genders.
Table 5.6

Summary of interaction between gender and other characteristics

Male
Aged 80 or under
Aged 81 or over
Lives alone
Does not live alone
No mobility aid
One Walking Stick
Personal assistance
Other mobility aid
Overall

38
44
55
27
54
13
10
5
82

% of total
Female
% of total
13%
100
35%
16%
101
36%
19%
81
29%
10%
120
42%
19%
137
48%
5%
26
9%
4%
25
9%
2%
13
5%
29%
201
71%
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Table 5.7 shows the characteristics of those aged 80 and under compared to the over
80s. The older age group was more likely to live alone, whilst the younger group
was more likely to live with others, possibly reflecting the increased likelihood of
having lost a partner and no longer having children living at home among the older
group. Unsurprisingly mobility aid use was higher among the older group, but
notably there was a bigger difference in the use of personal assistance between the
groups than the use of one walking stick.

Table 5.7

Summary of interaction between age and other characteristics

Aged 80 or
under
Lives alone
Does not live alone
No mobility aid
One Walking Stick
Personal assistance
Other mobility aid
Overall

50
88
113
15
8
2
138

% of total
18%
31%
40%
5%
3%
1%
49%

Aged 81 or
over
% of total
97
34%
48
17%
78
28%
24
8%
27
10%
16
6%
145
51%

Table 5.8 shows that while there is an even split between people who live alone and
with others among other mobility aid types and no mobility aid, one walking stick
is more than twice as common a mobility aid among people who live alone than
with others. Perhaps surprisingly, a similar number of people who live alone use
personal assistance as who live with others. While it may be the case that living
with others means that personal assistance is more readily available, this suggests
that living alone was not a barrier to receiving personal assistance. Conversely,
living with others may not necessarily mean that personal assistance can be
provided if they are, for instance, a partner who is physically unable to provide such
assistance. It may be the case that a greater number of participants who live alone
would use personal assistance if it were available, and even among those who used
personal assistance the availability of this assistance among those who live alone
may be more restricted than among those who live with others.
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Table 5.8

Summary of interaction between living alone and mobility aid use

No mobility aid
One Walking Stick
Personal assistance
Other mobility aid
Overall

Does not live
Lives alone % of total alone
% of total
94
33%
97
34%
27
10%
12
4%
17
6%
18
6%
9
3%
9
3%
147
52%
136
48%

Transport Ability Univariate Regression Analysis
The next stage is to test the hypothesis that the effect of vision loss on Transport
Ability is compounded mobility impairment, signified by the use of one or more
mobility aids.

In order to address how each of the confounders and predictors affect Transport
Ability, it was first necessary to investigate the relationship between Transport
Ability and each of these variables individually. The effect of age, gender, living
alone, low vision, mobility aid use and Age-related Macular Degeneration (AMD)
on Transport Ability were measured by conducting univariate regression analyses
with each in turn as the independent variable and Transport Ability as the dependent
variable. Age was used as a continuous variable in the analysis, whereas dummy
variables were used to analyse the other variables.

Figure 5.1 shows that the relationship between Transport Ability and age was in the
predicted direction, with Transport Ability decreasing with age. Transport Ability
is estimated to decrease by -0.07 logits for every year of age. However, the R
squared value was fairly low at 0.09, suggesting that while age does influence
Transport Ability, only 9% of the variation in Transport Ability can be explained
by age alone.

Parameter Estimates for Age
RSquared
Estimate
Prob > [t]

0.09
-0.07
<.0001
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Figure 5.1

Scatterplot of Transport Ability against Age

Dummy variables represent the two states of a binary variable with the values 0 and
1, meaning that the estimated coefficient of a dummy variable gives the effect on
the dependent variable of the state assigned 1 by the dummy variable relative to the
state assigned 0. Table 5.9 summarises the dummy variables used to represent the
remaining confounders and predictors, describing the states assigned 1 and 0 for
each variable, the number of people assigned each state and the results of the
univariate regression of the variable against Transport Ability.

Gender was not found to have a statistically significant effect on Transport Ability,
as while the regression coefficient suggests that being male reduces Transport
Ability by 0.07 logits, the high p-value shows that there is an 83% chance that the
effect is actually zero. The effect of living alone, however, was found to be
significantly correlated with an average reduction in Transport Ability of 0.76
logits. However, the R squared value for living alone was very small at 0.03,
suggesting that it only explains 3% of the variation in Transport Ability.

Low vision was found to significantly reduce Transport Ability by 2.28 logits,
explaining almost a quarter of the variation in Transport Ability. Similarly, mobility
aid use was found to reduce Transport Ability by 2.05, explaining 16% of the
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variation in Transport Ability. While the coefficient on the AMD dummy variable
hints that having AMD may be associated with lower Transport Ability, the p-value
shows that this effect did not quite pass the 5% threshold for statistical significance.

Table 5.9

Summary of dummy variables used for univariate regression against
Transport Ability

Variable

Assigned
1 if:

Gender

Male

Live
Alone

Live
alone

Low
Vision
Mobility
Aid Use

AMD

V Level
7 or
below
Use 1 or
more
mobility
aids
Has
AMD

Number
assigned
1
82
147

135

Assigned
0 if:
Female
Live
with
others
V Level
8 or
above

Number
assigned
0
201

Intercept

Coefficient

P
value

R
squared

0.91

-0.07

0.83

0.0002

136

1.29

-0.76

0.01

0.03

148

1.98

-2.28

<.0001

0.23

93

Use no
mobility
aids

190

1.57

-2.05

<.0001

0.16

232

Does not
have
AMD

51

1.41

-0.63

0.09

0.01

In summary, univariate regression analysis showed that neither gender nor AMD
status have an effect on Transport Ability that is significant at the 5% level. Age,
living alone, low vision and mobility aid use all individually had a statistically
significant impact on Transport Ability, which will be investigated further using
multiple regression analysis in the next section.

Transport Ability Multiple Regression Analysis
The variables that were found by univariate regression to be significantly correlated
with Transport Ability were all used in a multiple regression with Transport Ability
as the dependent variable. This resulted in a regression equation of the form:

Transport Ability = Age + Live Alone + Low Vision + Mobility Aid Use

Table 5.10 shows the parameter estimate and p-value produced for each
independent variable, and the R squared value for the model. As shown by the R
squared value of 0.36 in Table 5.10, 36% of the variance in Transport Ability can
be explained by the independent variables. Low Vison and Mobility Aid Use had a
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statistically significant effect on Transport Ability, whilst neither Age nor Live
Alone had an effect significant at the 5% level. Low Vision, defined as having
Vision Level of 7 or below, was associated with a 2.00 logit reduction in Transport
Ability on average, illustrating that people with impaired vision experience greater
difficulty when using public transport compared to people with relatively good
vision. Mobility Aid Use was associated with a reduction in Transport Ability of
1.68 logits on average.

Table 5.10

Relationship between Transport Ability and significant variables from
univariate regression

Term

Estimate

Prob>[t]

Intercept

3.28

0.001

Age

-0.01

0.16

Live Alone

-0.42

0.13

Low Vision

-2.00

<.0001

Mobility Aid Use

-1.68

<.0001

R Squared = 0.36

An interaction term for Low Vision and Mobility Aid Use, the two variables found
to be statistically significant, was added to the equation. An interaction term is the
product of the two interacting variables, meaning that it takes the value 1 only when
both variables take the value 1. This resulted in a regression equation of the form:

Transport Ability = Age + Live Alone + Low Vision + Mobility Aid Use +
Low Vision*Mobility Aid Use

Table 5.11 summarises the results of this multiple regression. While parameter
estimate on the interaction term indicates that the combined effect of low vision and
mobility aid use is a smaller reduction in Transport Ability than the sum of the two
individual effects, it is not significant at the 5% level. Nonetheless, the p-value of0.08 is approaching significance, so is perhaps worthy of further investigation.
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Relationship between Transport Ability and significant variables from
univariate regression, including interaction term

Term

Estimate

Prob>[t]

Intercept

3.34

<.0001

Age

-0.01

0.57

Live Alone

-0.35

0.15

Low Vision

-2.30

<.0001

Mobility Aid Use

-2.15

<.0001

Low Vision *Mobility Aid Use

0.89

0.08

R Squared = 0.36

In the final regression, summarised in Table 5.12, the mobility aid use dummy
variable was replaced by three different dummy variables for type of mobility aid:
one walking stick, personal assistance and other mobility aid. This gave a regression
equation of the form:

Transport Ability = Age + Live Alone + Low Vision + One Walking Stick +
Personal Assistance + Other Mobility Aid

The other mobility aid category comprised users of mobility aids other than one
walking stick and personal assistance. The parameter estimate for each of these
dummy variables shows the effect that use of each mobility aid type has on
Transport Ability relative to not using mobility aids.

All three mobility aid dummy variables were found to be significant at the 5% level,
with one walking stick and other mobility aid both being correlated with a 1.9 logit
reduction in Transport Ability, while personal assistance was correlated with a
smaller reduction of 1.2 logits. This may suggest that personal assistance is a more
effective aid than using one walking stick.

Neither age nor living alone were found to have an effect on Transport Ability
significant at the 5% level, although the latter was approaching significance with a
p-value of 0.08. Low vision was found to have the biggest impact on Transport
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Ability of any of the independent variables, being correlated with a 2.1 logit
reduction. This is slightly bigger than the impact of using one walking stick or other
mobility aid, suggesting that visual ability is a bigger factor than mobility aid use
in determining a person’s ability to use transport.

Table 5.12

Relationship between Transport Ability and significant variables from
univariate regression, with separate mobility aid dummy variables

Term

Estimate

Prob>[t]

Intercept

3.29

.002

Age

-0.01

0.55

Live Alone

-0.42

0.08

Low Vision

-2.05

<.0001

One Walking Stick

-1.89

<.0001

Personal Assistance

-1.21

.001

Other Mobility Aid

-1.88

.0002

R Squared = 0.36

In a further model, interaction terms were introduced between low vision and each
of the mobility aid variables but were not found to be statistically significant. This
indicates that the combined effect of low vision and mobility aid use is no different
to the sum of the individual effects, irrespective of the type of mobility aid used.

Discussion of Transport Ability
The univariate regression results, summarised in section 5.4, showed that neither
gender nor AMD had a significant impact on Transport Ability, while all of the
other variables did have a significant effect. There is no compelling reason why
Transport Ability should differ among males and females, so the lack of
significance of this variable is unsurprising. However, the fact that AMD was only
approaching significance at the 5% level is surprising given that low vision is highly
significant, correlated with a reduction in Transport Ability of 2.3 logits. This
suggests that AMD not only had no significant correlation with Transport Ability
but was not strongly correlated with low vision either. As Table 5.4 showed, 97 of
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the 232 participants with AMD had good vision, defined as V8 or above. As every
participant with low vision also had AMD, this shows that it was low vision as a
result of AMD that affected Transport Ability, rather than AMD in itself.

In the final multiple regression, summarised in Table 5.12, neither age nor living
alone were found to have a significant effect on Transport Ability at the 5% level,
despite having done so in the univariate regression analysis. This suggests that
neither variable had a significant impact on Transport Ability, other than being
correlated with other variables, such as low vision and mobility aid use, that do
have a significant impact.

Low vision, use of one walking stick, personal assistance and any other mobility
aid were all found to significantly reduce Transport Ability. This is in line with the
hypothesis, set out in section 1.3, that impaired vision and reduced mobility will
result in lower levels of Transport Ability.

Use of other mobility aids covers such a variety of aids that it is difficult to draw
any conclusions about its significance as a variable beyond the fact that users of
other mobility aids tend to have lower Transport Ability relative to non-users of
mobility aids. Notably low vision and use of one walking stick both had a similar
impact, reducing Transport Ability by around 2 logits.

The smaller reduction in Transport Ability attributed to use of personal assistance,
1.2 logits when compared to 1.9 logits for use of one walking stick, suggests that
personal assistance is a more useful aid than a walking stick, in line with the
hypothesis that different types of mobility aid will have different effects on
Transport Ability. This is logical in that assistance from another person provides
much more adaptable help than the support of a walking stick, meaning that that
more challenging transport items can be traversed. Personal assistance potentially
also has an emotional and psychological benefit that allows harder items to be
attempted, because reassurance can be provided and there is the knowledge that
help is at hand should anything go wrong.
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The fact that the effect of the interaction terms between low vision and mobility aid
use were not found to have an impact on Transport Ability significant at the 5%
level shows that having low vision and using a mobility aid in combination has the
same effect on Transport Ability as the sum of the individual effects. This suggests
that low vision reduced Transport Ability to a similar extent irrespective of which
mobility aid is used or whether a mobility aid is used at all. There is therefore no
evidence to support the hypothesis that mobility aid use has a compounding effect
on low vision. Neither is there evidence that mobility aid use lessens the negative
impact of low vision, as none of the interaction terms for low vision and each of the
three mobility aid groups were found to be significant, when it may have been
expected that, for example, personal assistance would have a side effect of lessening
the impact of low vision on Transport Ability.

Life Space score and Transport Ability
Figure 5.2 shows a plot of Life Space score against Transport Ability. There is a
significant positive correlation, with a one logit change in Transport Ability
correlated with a change in Life Space score of 5.45. The R squared value shows
that Transport Ability explains 32% of the variation in Life Space score. This is
evidence to support the hypothesis, set out in section 1.3, that Transport Ability can
be used as a predictor for Life Space, with lower ability resulting in fewer journeys
outside of the home.

Parameter Estimates for Life Space score
RSquared
Estimate
Prob > [t]

0.32
5.45
<.0001
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Scatterplot of Transport Ability against Life Space score

As mobility aid use is both part of the calculation of Life Space score and highly
correlated with Transport Ability, it is unsurprising that there is strong correlation
between the two. As discussed in section 3.3.1, Life Space score is a measure of
how often a person travels to areas within and outside the home and whether
mobility aids or assistance were used to do so, all of which are likely to be
determined by a wide range of factors beyond just the ability to use transport.
Therefore, it may be possible to use the data collected on other participant
characteristics to explain some of the remaining 68% of variation in Life Space
score not explained by Transport Ability.
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Life Space Score Univariate Regression Analysis
Univariate regression analysis was used to examine the relationship between Life
Space score and age, gender, living alone, low vision and Age-related Macular
Degeneration (AMD). Mobility aid use is integral to the calculation of Life Space
score, so cannot be used as an independent variable in relation to Life Space score.

Figure 5.3 shows that Life Space score was found to significantly decrease with age
by one point for every year of age. The R squared value was 0.17, suggesting that
17% of the variation in Life Space score can be explained by age alone.

Parameter Estimates for Age
RSquared
Estimate
Prob > [t]

0.17
-0.99
<.0001
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Figure 5.3

Scatterplot of Life Space score against Age
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Table 5.13 summarises the effect on Life Space score of the remaining variables.
Neither gender, living alone or AMD were found to have a statistically significant
effect on Life Space score.
Table 5.13

Summary of dummy variables used for univariate regression against Life
Space score
Number
assigned
1
82

Variable

Assigned
1 if:

Gender

Male

Live
Alone

Live
alone

147

Low
Vision

V Level
7 or
below

135

AMD

Has
AMD

232

Assigned
0 if:
Female
Live
with
others
V Level
8 or
above
Does not
have
AMD

Number
assigned
0
201

Intercept

Coefficient

P
value

R
squared

50.1

1.99

0.51

0.002

136

52.7

-4.02

0.14

0.008

148

59.14

-17.81

<.0001

0.24

51

55.7

-6.19

0.08

0.01

Low vision was found to have a significant effect on Life Space score, with a V
Level of 7 or below correlated with a reduction in Life Space score of 17.8 points.
The R squared value of 0.24 suggests that low vision can explain 24% of the
variation in Life Space score. As with Transport Ability, the effect of AMD on Life
Space score was only approaching significance at the 5% level.

Life Space Score Multiple Regression Analysis
Transport Ability, age and low vision were the only variables found to be
significantly correlated with Life Space score by univariate regression. These three
variables were added to a multiple regression with Life Space score as the
dependent variable. This resulted in a regression equation of the form:

Life Space score = Transport Ability + Age + Low Vision

Table 5.14 shows the parameter estimate and p-value produced for each
independent variable, and the R squared value for the model. As shown by the R
squared value of 0.39 in Table 5.14, 39% of the variance in Life Space score can be
explained by the independent variables. Transport Ability and age had a statistically
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significant effect on Transport Ability, while low vision was only approaching
significance at the 5% level.

A one logit change in Transport Ability was found to be correlated with a change
in Life Space score of 4.3 points on average, illustrating that there is a strong
correlation between the ease of using transport and the extent and frequency of
travel. A one-year increase in age was associated with a reduction in Life Space
score of 0.6 points on average, suggesting that old age causes a reduction in Life
Space score that is separate to the effect that age has on Transport Ability.

As the effect of low vision on Life Space score was not found to be significant at
the 5% level, this suggests that the only influence low vision has on the extent and
frequency of travel is through its effect on Transport Ability.

Table 5.14

Relationship between Life Space score and significant variables from
univariate regression

Term

Estimate

Prob>[t]

Intercept

96.38

<.0001

Transport Ability

4.32

<.0001

Age

-0.60

<.0001

Low Vision

-4.29

0.09

R Squared = 0.39

Discussion of Life Space score
The univariate regression results, summarised in section 5.8, showed that none of
gender, living alone or AMD had a significant impact on Life Space score, while
Transport Ability, age and low vision did have a significant effect. As AMD was
not found to significantly affect Transport Ability, it is unsurprising that it did not
significantly affect Life Space score either.

Gender has been found to have an influence on Life Space score in other studies,
for example by Curcio (2013), because gender roles can determine the extent and
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frequency of travel because certain trip types, such as those related to work and
shopping, are more often undertaken by one gender than the other. However, the
insignificance of gender in this sample suggests that this effect is not present,
perhaps because the age of most sample participants means that there is no longer
a need to travel for employment or look after children at home, both of which would
probably introduce a bias toward higher scores among males and lower scores
among females.

Living with other people might be expected to increase Life Space score if it
provides motivation for travel outside of the home to accompany cohabitees on their
trips. However, it is also possible that living with others would remove the
motivation to travel outside of the home for entertainment or companionship, as
well as reducing the need to make shopping strips as cohabitees may be able to
make these trips instead. As living alone was not found to be significant this
suggests that neither effect was dominant enough to significantly affect the extent
and frequency of travel.

Multiple regression analysis showed that while Transport Ability, age and low
vision were all significant in univariate regression, low vision was no longer
significant at the 5% level in multiple regression. This suggests that low vision only
affects Life Space score through the impact it has on Transport Ability. There was
no strong evidence that low vision was affecting the extent and frequency of
participants’ travel for reasons distinct from Transport Ability, such as
psychological reasons related to confidence.

Age was the only variable other than Transport Ability found to have a significant
effect on Life Space score in multiple regression, suggesting that it affects the extent
and frequency of travel in a way distinct from its impact on Transport Ability. This
is notable because multiple regression found no evidence that age had significant
impact on Transport Ability, suggesting that age does not affect Transport Ability
but does affect Life Space score. This may be because, irrespective of their ability
to use transport, older people have fewer reasons to travel outside of the home. This
could be explained by the fact that the likelihood of being retired increases with
age, reducing the number of work-related trips made. It is also possible that another
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variable that affects the extent and frequency of travel but not Transport Ability
varies with age. An example of this could be overall health, which may have little
impact on a participant’s general ability to complete specific transport tasks but
poor health may significantly restrict the extent and frequency of travel.

Overall, Transport Ability and age were found to be good predictors of Life Space
score, explaining almost 40% of the variation in Life Space score in multiple
regression. However, there are clearly still a significant number of other factors that
significantly affect Life Space score, meaning that there is scope for further research
in this area. Furthermore, while age was found to have a significant negative
correlation with Life Space score there is a strong possibility that age is functioning
as a proxy variable because it is correlated with a number of other variables that
impact Life Space score, such as employment status and health. Further research is
necessary to determine which age-correlated variables have a significant impact on
Life Space score.

Summary
In this chapter it has been shown in Table 5.10 that the primary determinants of
Transport Ability among the participants of Survey I were low vision and mobility
aid use. As hypothesised in section 1.3, more severe vision loss and limited mobility
were associated with lower Transport Ability. However, Table 5.11 shows that
there was a lack of evidence to support the hypothesis that low vision and mobility
aid use have a compounding effect on Transport Ability. Due to the small number
of participants with glaucoma in the sample it was not possible to test the hypothesis
that AMD and glaucoma have a similar effect on Transport Ability and Life Space
score.

Further analysis that split mobility aid by type, summarised in Table 5.12, showed
that of the two most popular types of mobility aid, one walking stick was associated
with a lower Transport Ability than personal assistance and both types of aid were
correlated with a significantly lower Transport Ability relative to no mobility aid.
This was a logical result because it showed people with lower transport mobility
are more likely to use a mobility aid and a more basic aid, in the form of a walking
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stick, does less to enhance Transport Ability than the more comprehensive support
provided by personal assistance. However, low vision was not found to compound
the effect on Transport Ability of either one walking stick or personal assistance,
which is perhaps surprising given than personal assistance in particular might be
expected to mitigate the impact of low vision.

Life Space score was found to be significantly correlated with Transport Ability
and age. This suggests that, as hypothesised in section 1.3, a greater ability to use
transport is associated with more frequent travel over greater distances, but also that
age affects travel patterns in a separate mechanism to its effect on Transport Ability.
It is possible that the significant effect of age arises because age is correlated with
variables such as employment status and health. A possible avenue for further
research may therefore be whether controlling for employment status, health and
other variables potentially correlated with age results in the effect age on Life Space
score becoming statistically insignificant.
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Development and Validation of
Transport Survey II
Introduction
Survey I, developed in Chapter Three and validated in Chapter Four of this study,
analysed the effect of low vision and reduced mobility on Transport Ability and
Life Space patterns using a list of transport items that were identified as difficult by
people with limited vision and/or mobility. Chapters Three and Four have therefore
shown that it is possible to develop and validate an instrument that can successfully
measure Transport Ability for people with impaired vision and/or mobility. It would
therefore be interesting to analyse whether Survey I could be extended and
developed to include specialised transport modes that are frequently used by people
with reduced mobility but were not previously included in the questionnaire. This
is a logical development for the survey, especially as it aims to focus on measuring
Transport Ability among people with limited mobility and/or low vision. This
chapter will also compare the transport item scores generated by Instrument I and
the redeveloped transport instrument, Instrument II, in order to measure the extent
to which they differ, if at all, given the different sample groups.

Methodology for the Development of Survey II
Figure 6.1 summarises the main stages in the development of Survey II.

Figure 6.1

Main stages in the development of Survey II
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The objective of Survey II remained the same as Survey I, developed in Chapter
Three of this study, which was to investigate the Transport Ability and Life Space
patterns for people with low vision and/or limited mobility. This was therefore the
starting point in the redevelopment of the instrument as shown in Stage 1 in Figure
6.1.

The second stage comprised two workshops that were conducted with occupational
therapists from Council A, the local authority governing a densely populated inner
London borough, to discuss the ways in which Survey II could be developed to
further analyse the effect of Transport Ability among people with reduced mobility.
The first session was used to discuss the purpose of the survey and the possible
accessible transport modes operated by Council A, commonly used by people with
low vision and/or limited mobility living in the London borough, that could be
included. The specialised accessible transport modes that were added to Survey I to
broaden the questionnaire include scooters, taxis and minicabs, day care centre
buses and the buddying walking system. The second workshop involved people
who operate each of the specific accessible transport modes, in addition to the
occupational therapists, to breakdown the individual steps for each transport mode
that people find most difficult when using each specific specialised accessible
transport mode. The redeveloped Survey II aimed to give a more accurate
representation about how these services improve the ability to use transport for
people with reduced mobility compared to public transport modes.

The third stage was to send out the redeveloped survey, in order to validate the
redeveloped instrument. The questionnaire was sent out by Council A, to the home
addresses of 4000 people who were on record with the council as having impaired
mobility or vision and who had previously applied for one or more of the three
transport concessions available through Council A; Disabled Persons Freedom
Pass, Taxicard or Blue Badge. These concessions are described in more detail in
section 10.1. This may have excluded some people who had moved to a different
address after submitting their application for a transport concession. No other
exclusion criteria were applied. Out of the total 4000 surveys that were sent, 314
responses were returned for analysis.
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As this instrument was applied to a different sample group from the original
transport instrument and included an extended number of transport modes, the data
validation steps undertaken as part of Rasch Analysis, as described in section 4.2,
would need to be repeated. The returned survey data was then analysed by Rasch
analysis in Winsteps (version 3.75.1) in order to validate the questionnaire, as
shown in Stage 4 of Figure 6.1.

The transport item scores generated by Instrument I and Instrument II were
compared in order to measure the extent to which they differed given the different
sample groups, as shown in Stage 5 of Figure 6.1. The structure of the questionnaire
remained the same as the original instrument, as shown in section 3.3, with the only
major change being the addition of the extra accessible transport modes in section
2. A copy of Survey II can be seen in Appendix II.

The following chapter will now discuss the validation stages for the redeveloped
instrument, which includes the specialised transport modes as well as the original
public transport modes investigated in Survey I. To summarise, these main
validation steps included: (i) Category performance; (ii) Fit of the model; (iii) Itemperson match; (iv) Differential Item Functioning (DIF) and (v) Multidimensionality
investigation. In addition to this the correlations between Transport Ability and
various participant characteristics are analysed to determine construct validity and
overall transport item difficulty, and a validation test is conducted to ensure logical
results and conclusions.

Validation Stages
6.3.1 Category Performance
As explained in section 4.2, it is important to examine the category structure of the
questionnaire data, so as to determine whether the responses to the items are
consistent with the underlying construct, indicated by an ordered set of response
thresholds for each of the items.
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1

5
3
2
4

Figure 6.2

Category Probability Curve for Survey II

The category probability curve illustrated in Figure 6.2 indicates that the overall
category performance for the main dataset of this study was relatively strong. The
curves form a series of distinct peaks and each of the curves are in ascending order,
increasing with the latent variable, measured on the x-axis. With the exception of
category 4, crossover points between each variable are also at roughly the same
intervals, showing that the category performance for each item is fairly strong. The
crossovers denoting where category 4 is the most likely category are closer together
than categories 2 or 3, suggesting that category 4 could be removed with limited
detriment to category performance. However, as category 4 is still the most likely
response for a certain range of Transport Ability relative to item difficulty, albeit
small, it has not been removed. As previously explained in section 4.2.1, this
indicates that each difficulty rating is incremental and is able to measure the
differing abilities of the participants. Hence, the responses given by each participant
for each of the transport related tasks in the redeveloped transport survey are
consistent with the underlying construct.
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6.3.2 Fit of the Model
Fit statistics showed that the overall data reliability of the model was good, with a
person separation score of 3.61 and person reliability score of 0.93, and an item
separation score of 5.38 and item reliability score of 0.97. These scores showed that
the overall fit of the data to the model was good, meaning that the instrument was
sensitive enough to consistently distinguish high and low performers and the item
difficulty hierarchy. As explained in section 4.2.2, low person separation of <2
implies that the instrument may not be sensitive enough to distinguish between high
and low performers. For items, low separation of <3 implies that the person sample
is not large enough to confirm the item difficulty hierarchy of the instrument.
However, the person separation score of 3.61 and item separation score of 5.38,
revealed that the instrument was sensitive enough to distinguish between high and
low performers and that the sample was large enough to confirm the item difficulty
hierarchy of the instrument. Similarly, as explained in section 4.2.2, high person
and item reliability scores of >0.9 reflect the ability variance of the participants and
item difficulty variance, the length of the rating scale and the number of categories
per item. The high person and item reliability scores of 0.93 and 0.97 reflected the
wide range of person measures at different ability levels and that appropriate
difficulty levels were present in the instrument to measure this.

However, there were six participants who responded to each item with the same
answer of either 1 or 5, signifying that they found every item either too easy or too
difficult. Due to ceiling and floor effects these participants responses would provide
no useful information about the difficulty of items, so they were therefore excluded,
leaving a person sample of 308 participants.

Fit statistics for the redeveloped transport survey were analysed to highlight any
unexpected participant responses, denoted by the infit and outfit. The infit and outfit
statistics produced in Winsteps identify the most misfitting data in the model. As
explained in section 4.2.2, infit indicates the difference between observed and
expected responses for items that have a difficulty level near the person’s ability
level, whereas outfit uses the differences for all items, without taking into account
how far away the item difficulty is from the person’s ability (Tennant and
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Conaghan, 2007). In this sense, the infit is a weighted statistic as more significance
is placed on items close to the participant’s ability level. In this study, participants
who had a large infit or outfit statistic may have under or overestimated their
navigational ability in comparison to their individual level of vision or may have
even misunderstood the rating scale.

Figure 6.3

Infit and outfit z-statistics of Survey II participant dataset

The participant infit and outfit z-statistics for this study were plotted as shown in
Figure 6.3 with the red box indicating the acceptable range of ±2 for participant
responses. There were 29 participants with infit greater than 2 and 43 with infit less
than -2. These participants were removed from the sample and the infit and outfit
was recalculated for the remaining 236 participants, as shown in Figure 6.4.
Removing these misfitting individuals increased person separation to 3.71, while
person reliability was unchanged at 0.93. Item separation and reliability fell to 4.78
and 0.96 respectively.
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Infit and outfit z-statistics of Survey II cleaned 236 participant dataset

As Figure 6.4 shows, there were four participants with infit greater than 2. The
responses of these participants were examined, but no compelling reason was found
to exclude these participants from the sample.

Pesudovs et al. (2007) suggested that items where more than half of responses are
missing data should be removed in order to optimise instrument efficiency.
Inspection of the item responses showed that 32 of the items, including all of the
additional items relating to specialised transport modes, had response rates below
50%. These items were removed, leaving 17 remaining items. After removing these
items, person separation and reliability fell to 2.82 and 0.89 respectively, while item
reliability and separation rose to 11.73 and 0.99 respectively.

The infit and outfit z-statistics for the remaining 17 items are plotted in Figure 6.5.
The red box denotes the acceptable boundary for misfitting items, set within a range
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of +2 and -2. There were two clear outliers in the top-right of the graph; ‘Reading
Bus numbers’ and ‘Reading Tube arrival boards’. This was similar to Figure 4.4 in
section 4.2.2, in which the biggest outliers related to reading because the skill being
measured was qualitatively different to the mobility skills involved in completing
the other items. ‘Reading Train arrival boards’ was also an outlier in Figure 4.4, but
is not included in Figure 6.5 because it was previously removed due to its low
response rate.

Figure 6.5

Transport item infit and outfit z-statistics for 17 Items

The largest outlier, ‘Reading bus numbers’, was removed and the infit and outfit zstatistics recalculated for the remaining 16 items, as shown in Figure 6.6. As
summarised in Table 6.15, person separation increased very slightly to 2.84 and
item separation fell slightly to 11.61, while both person and item reliability
remained unchanged at 0.89 and 0.99 respectively.
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Transport item infit and outfit z-statistics for 16 Items

As Figure 6.6 shows, ‘Reading Tube arrival boards’ was still a significant outlier.
this item was also removed and the model refitted. The infit and outfit z-statistics
for the remaining 15 items are shown plotted in Figure 6.7. Removing this outlier
increased both person and item separation to 2.92 and 12.14 respectively, while
person and item reliability remained unchanged at 0.89 and 0.99 respectively, as
summarised in Table 6.15.
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Transport item infit and outfit z-statistics for 15 Items

While Figure 6.7 shows that there were still some of the remaining 15 items with
infit z-statistics outside of the range -2 to +2, they were not necessarily candidates
for removal because misfit z-statistics are inflated by large sample sizes, as
described by Linacre (2002) and discussed in section 4.2.2.

Figure 6.8 instead shows the mean-square statistics for the 15 items, as
recommended by both Linacre and Pesudovs et al. (2007) for large sample sizes.
All of the items were within the 0.5 to 1.5 range suggested by Linacre and all items
except one were within the 0.7 to 1.3 range suggested by Pesudovs et al. Therefore,
no further items were excluded on the basis of misfit.
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Transport item infit and outfit mean-square for 15 Items

In order to improve the efficiency of the instrument and reduce redundancy among
the items, the inter-item correlation between each pair of items was calculated and
where the correlation was greater than 0.7 one of the items was removed, as
recommended by Jones et al. (2009) and discussed in section 4.2.2. As in Chapter
Four, the item with the fewer responses of the correlated items was removed, with
the highest correlations removed first. As summarised in Table 6.15, the model was
refitted and the person and item separation and reliability were recalculated after
each item was removed. Three items were found to be sufficiently correlated with
other items so as to be redundant and were therefore removed. These were
‘Manoeuvring on the Tube’, ‘Boarding the Tube’ and ‘Alighting the bus’.
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Summary of items removed

Item(s)

Reason

Person

removed

Person

Item

Item

separation Reliability separation reliability

Initial scores after person 3.71

0.93

4.78

0.96

2.82

0.89

11.73

0.99

2.84

0.89

11.61

0.99

2.92

0.89

12.14

0.99

Manoeuvring Correlated 2.85

0.89

12.65

0.99

0.89

13.19

0.99

0.87

13.59

0.99

removal
32 items

Response
rate

<

50%
Reading bus Misfit
numbers
Reading

Misfit

Tube arrival
boards

on Tube

with
boarding
and
alighting
Tube

Boarding

Correlated 2.79

Tube

with
alighting
Tube

Alighting

Correlated 2.59

Bus

with
boarding
bus

After the three correlated items were removed the person separation was 2.59, while
person reliability was 0.87. These were greater than 2 and 0.8 respectively, meaning
that the remaining 12 items in the instrument were sufficient to distinguish between
people with higher and lower abilities. Similarly, the item separation of 13.59 and
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item reliability of 0.99 were higher than 3 and 0.9 respectively, meaning that the
person sample was sufficient to confirm the item difficulty hierarchy of the
instrument. Following the removal of 37 items, a further 5 participants were
removed from the sample because their responses to the 12 remaining items were
all either 1 or 5, meaning that they were subject to ceiling or floor effects, as
described earlier in this section. The person final person sampled therefore
comprised 231 participants.

Overall Instrument Reliability
The overall reliability of the instrument was analysed to make sure that it was
consistently measuring the construct of Transport Ability, as discussed in section
4.3.
Table 6.16

Cronbach’s Alpha reliability statistics

Cronbach's
Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardized
Alpha
Items
0.90
0.90

No. of Items
12

According to Cortina (1993), Cronbach’s Alpha represents reliability and
unidimensionality of the scale, and a score of above 0.8 is considered strong. For
this instrument, Cronbach’s Alpha for the Transport Ability scale was 0.9, as shown
in Table 6.16, showing that the scale was reliable without being so high as to
suggest significant redundancy among the items.

6.4.1 Transport Item Difficulty
The remaining 12 items are shown in Table 6.17, ranked by their difficulty. The
Rasch measure item difficulty indicates the relative difficulty of each of the tasks;
the larger the measure, the more difficult the item. The list makes logical sense, as
the higher difficulty items are intuitively more challenging than the lower difficulty
items because they involve a greater amount of uncertainty, more challenging
obstacles or less space in which to manoeuvre. It is also clear that the scope for
redundancy among the items has been reduced by the removal of correlated items,
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as most activity types are listed only once, with the exception of travelling to the
bus stop and to the Tube station. As participants are likely to live much closer to a
bus stop than a Tube station, the distance required to travel to the bus stop is likely
to be much shorter than to the Tube station, meaning that it is not redundant to have
both items in the instrument as they are potentially two distinct tasks.

Table 6.17

Summary of 12 remaining items used for final instrument

Ranking Item number
1
4
2
13
3
3
4
2
5
12
6
11
7
8
8
17
9
7
10
10
11
5
12
1

Item
Travelling at night
Stairs (Tube Station)
Crowded situations
Unfamiliar areas
Escalator (Tube Station)
Navigation (Tube Station)
Manoeuvring (Bus)
Alighting (Tube)
Boarding (Bus)
To Tube Station
To Bus Stop
Familiar areas

Item difficulty
1.97
1.95
1.86
1.63
0.24
-0.03
-0.09
-0.26
-0.70
-1.67
-2.29
-2.60

6.4.2 Item Person Map
As explained in section 4.3.2, the item person map indicates the range of
participants’ abilities in relation to the difficulty level of each of the transport
related tasks. The more able people and most difficult tasks are at the top, while the
least able people and easiest tasks are at the bottom. The spread of the items in the
Item Person Map in Figure 6.9 indicates that the spread of difficulties is sufficient
to differentiate between more and less able participants. However, there are some
gaps in item difficulty where it would help to better discriminate between
participants if there were items with an item difficulty somewhere between two
other items, such as between ‘Unfamiliar areas’ and ‘Escalators in Tube stations’
or between ‘Boarding the Bus’ and Travelling to the Tube station’.

The mean Transport Ability was -0.95, compared to the mean item difficulty that is
set at zero by definition, as indicated by the red box in Figure 6.9 . This indicates
that the targeting of items to participants could be improved by adding easier items,
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thus bringing the mean item difficulty closer to the mean Transport Ability.
Nonetheless, the difference is still slightly less than the one logit threshold
identified by Khadka et al. (2014) as the limit below which targeting is considered
to be acceptable.

Figure 6.9

Item Person Map
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6.4.3 Differential Item Functioning (DIF)
As explained in section 4.3.3, an important stage of questionnaire validation
involves examining whether differential item functioning exists within the model.
DIF measures whether specific questionnaire items are answered differently
according to person characteristics (such as age or gender) that are unrelated to the
underlying variable being measured. Examining DIF in health-related quality of life
has become increasingly important, especially when developing a new scale or
when applying to different disease groups (Lai et al. 2005).

DIF analysis was completed in Winsteps by creating dummy variables for age,
gender, living alone and mobility aid use. For gender females were assigned 0 and
males were assigned 1; for ‘live-alone’ 0 represented people who do not live alone
and 1 represented people who do live alone; and for mobility aid use, people who
do not use one or more mobility aids were assigned 0 and those who do use a
mobility aid were assigned 1. In contrast to Survey I, none of the participants had
AMD or glaucoma, so it was not necessary to create dummy variables for visual
condition.

As in section 4.3.3, the Least Squared Means Tukey category test was used to
separate the Vision Level categories into binary form, as shown in Table 6.15 and
Figure 6.10. Compared to Table 4.5, it was less obvious where the cut-off point
between good vision and low vision ought to be in Table 6.18, as V8 was not clearly
significantly different from V7 in the same way. However, because there was still
a suggestion that V8 to V10 were in a different category to V1 to V7, and for
consistency with Survey I, V7 was again chosen as the cut-off. Consequently, for
the Low Vision dummy variable, vision categories V1 to V7 were represented by 1
and V8 to V10 were represented by 0. Figure 6.10 also seems to suggest a separation
point between V7 and V8, while very few participants had vision below V5,
meaning that the standard errors for these categories were large.
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Least Squared Means Tukey category differences

Level

Category*

V1

C

V2

C

Least Sq Mean
-4.26

V4

B

-4.36

B

-2.79

V3

C

B

-2.48

V5

C

B

-0.48

V6

C

B

-0.42

V7

C

B

-0.34

V8

C

B

V9

C

V10

A

0.27

A

0.41

A

0.72

*Levels without a letter category in common are significantly different.
6

Transport

Ability LS Means

4
2
0
-2
-4
-6

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

V10

Vision Level

Figure 6.10

Least Square Means plot for Transport Ability and Vision Level

For age a cut-off point was chosen at 54 as this is the median age in the sample,
thus creating two similarly sized subgroups; people aged 53 years or younger were
assigned 0 and people aged 54 or over were assigned 1.

Table 6.19

Number of people assigned each to each dummy variable category

Variable
Gender (Male = 1)
Live alone (Yes = 1)
Low vision (V7 or below = 1)
Age (54 or above = 1)

0
129
135
153
100

1
102
96
78
131

DIF scores were calculated in Winsteps to review whether there was any item bias
within the dataset due to personal characteristics. The DIF sizes plotted in each of
these figures show the size in logits of the item DIF for each group relative to the
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overall difficulty of each item. DIF scores with differences greater than 1.0 are a
concern as this highlights the existance of bias within the transport tasks
examinined in the self-assessment instrument. None of the personal characteristics
examined in this study items had a difference greater than 1.0. This shows that
responses to Survey II do not vary significantly depending on certain personal or

DIF Size (diff.)

habitual characteristics, independently of Transport Ability.

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1

Item
Female
Figure 6.11

DIF plot for Gender
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1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1

Item
Does not live alone

DIF Size (diff.)

Figure 6.12

Lives alone

DIF Plot for Lives Alone

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1

Item
V8 or above
Figure 6.13

DIF Plot for Low Vision
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1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1

Item
53 or below
Figure 6.14

54 and above

DIF Plot for Age

6.4.4 Multidimensionality
In the same process as that shown in section 4.3.4, principle component analysis
was carried out in order to test whether Survey II was measuring a latent variable
relating to a single psychometric dimension for ‘Transport Ability’.

The residual contrast plot shown in Figure 6.15 shows the proportion of the raw
variance in Transport Ability in total (T), explained by measures (M), persons (P)
or items (I), or unexplained (U). The numbers 1 to 5 then show the proportion of
variance explained by the first to fifth contrasts, which are the five most significant
alternative dimensions to the Rasch measure.
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Residual Contrast Plot

Table 6.20 shows that the 12 items used in the Rasch analysis instrument explain
41.2% of the total variance in Transport Ability, compared to 5.7% explained by
the first contrast. This means that the most significant alternative dimension to the
Rasch dimension has a much smaller effect than the Rasch dimension, which has
more than seven times the explanatory power of the first contrast.

Table 6.20

Explained and unexplained variance in observations

Total raw variance in observations
Raw variance explained by measures
Raw variance explained by persons
Raw Variance explained by items
Raw unexplained variance (total)
Unexplained variance in 1st contrast
Unexplained variance in 2nd contrast
Unexplained variance in 3rd contrast
Unexplained variance in 4th contrast
Unexplained variance in 5th contrast

Empirical
Eigenvalue
%
766.0 100.0%
535.0
69.8%
219.2
28.6%
315.8
41.2%
231.0
30.2%
43.3
5.7%
39.7
5.2%
27.2
3.6%
20.8
2.7%
19.5
2.5%
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%
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69.6%
28.5%
41.1%
100.0%
30.4%
18.8%
17.2%
11.8%
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6.4.5 Overview of Transport Ability, mobility aid use and vision
In order to demonstrate construct validity, which shows that the overall results are
logical, and to understand how Transport Ability varies with mobility aid use and
vision level, the relationship between these variables was investigated, as shown in
Figure 6.16.

Figure 6.16 shows the relationship between the binary Low Visual Ability (V Level
1-7) and Better Vison (V Level 8-10) categories and Transport Ability using a
boxplot. The line at the centre of the box shows the median Transport Ability of the
group, with the box above and below this line extending to the third and first
quartiles respectively, thus the box shows the interquartile range (IQR). The
‘whiskers’ above and below the box show the maximum and minimum values,
omitting outliers defined as values lying more than three IQRs above the third or
below the first quartile.

The boxes show that participants with good vision who do not use a mobility aid
generally had a higher Transport Ability than participants who had low vision
and/or used a mobility aid, as the median score was much higher for non-users of
mobility aid users with good vision than for the other three groups and the IQRs did
not overlap, the same as the pattern seen in section 4.3.5.

Median Transport Ability was similar for the other three groups; mobility aid users
with low vision, mobility aid users with good vision and non-users of mobility aids
with low vision. Nevertheless, the distributions of the other three groups suggest a
similar pattern to that seen in section 4.3.5, with participants who both used a
mobility aid and had low vision generally having lower Transport Ability than
either of the other two groups. However, as shown in Table 6.21 and will be
explored in more detail in Chapter Seven, the relatively small number or
participants who did not use a mobility aid means that these results are only
indicative.
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Figure 6.16

Transport Ability and Vision Level by mobility aid use

Table 6.21

Crosstab of Low Vision and mobility aid use

Mobility aid user
No

Yes

Low Vision

18

135

Good Vision

14

64

Comparison of Common Transport Items
To help further validate the transport items addressed in this study, the difficulty
scores for the common transport items between Instrument I and II were compared.
There were eight common transport items between Instrument I and Instrument II,
as shown in Table 6.22. Although they were presented as separate items, ‘Stairs in
a Train station’ was found to be highly correlated with ‘Stairs in a Tube station’, as
was ‘Navigating in a Train station’ with ‘Navigating in a Tube station’, as shown
in Table 4.1 in section 4.2.2. These two pairs of items are therefore being treated as
common items between Instrument I and Instrument II. With the exception of
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‘Travelling at night’, all of the common items were rated as more difficult by
Instrument II than Instrument I.

Table 6.22

Item
number
4
2
3
17
8
7
21/13
19/11

Difficulty ratings of common items

Item
Travelling at night
Unfamiliar areas
Crowded situations
Alighting (Tube)
Manoeuvring (Bus)
Boarding (Bus)
Stairs (Train/Tube
Station)
Navigation
(Train/Tube Station)

Instrument I
Instrument II
Difference
Item difficulty Item difficulty
2.37
1.97
-0.40
1.36
1.63
0.27
0.50
1.86
1.36
-0.79
-0.26
0.53
-1.07
-0.09
0.98
-1.13
-0.70
0.43
0.60

1.95

1.35

-0.55

-0.03

0.52

A bivariate analysis of the eight common item responses from Instrument I and
Instrument II, was conducted with the results shown in Figure 6.17.

The x-axis represents the score from the original data from Instrument I and the yaxis represents the score from Instrument II. Each data point in the scatterplot
represents a transport item common to both instruments. The solid red line is the
best-fit line, showing an estimate of relationship between the common item
difficulty measure for the two instruments with an intercept of 0.7 and a slope of
0.8.

The slope is not close to being parallel to the identity line, suggesting that the two
tests do not discriminate between items in a consistent way. This could be because
‘Travelling at night’ is an outlier that, unlike the other common items, was given a
lower item difficulty by Instrument II than Instrument I. This could be because
participants in Survey I have a higher incidence of low vision and a lower incidence
of mobility aid use than participants in Survey II, as shown in Table 7.9 in Chapter
Seven. Therefore, it is logical that participants in Survey I would find travel in low
light situations more difficult than participants in Survey I, whereas the reverse
would be expected of other tasks where vision was less important.
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Comparison of eight common item difficulties

Linear Fit
Instrument II Item Difficulty = 0.66 + 0.81*Instrument I Item Difficulty
Summary of Fit
RSquare
0.78
The bivariate analysis was repeated for the remaining seven common items with
‘Travelling at night’ omitted, as shown in Figure 6.18. The slope was close to 1,
meaning that the two tests discriminate between these seven common items based
on their difficulty in a consistent way. The intercept was 0.8, meaning that there
was a 0.8 logit shift in item difficulty scores between the instruments. This was
because each test has its zero-difficulty point set at the mean difficulty of all items
in the test, but only the common items are being compared. These seven common
items had an average difficulty of -0.2 in Instrument I and 0.6 on Instrument II.

The shaded area shows the 95% confidence interval of the best-fit line. As all the
data points lie within the 95% confidence interval of the best fit line, this suggests
that there is a strong and predictable relationship between the results for the
difficulty ratings for the common transport items for the two instruments. In order
to further analyse the similarity of the common transport item difficulty ratings of
the two instruments, Bland Altman analysis was also performed.
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Comparison of seven common Item difficulties

Linear Fit
Instrument II Item Difficulty = 0.79 + 1.08*Instrument I Item Difficulty
Summary of Fit
RSquare
0.85

6.5.1 Bland Altman Analysis
The primary application of the analysis developed by Altman and Bland (1983) is
to compare the results of two clinical measurements that measure the same
response, usually from the same sample group. It can also be used to measure the
extent to which new and existing measurement techniques or methods give the same
outcome, which again usually involves applying the different techniques to the
same sample group. In this study the participant samples were different and the
instruments, although developed using the same method, were not the same. BlandAltman analysis will therefore measure differences introduced by both the
difference in measurement instrument and in the sample groups used.
Bland Altman plots allow the investigation of bias and to identify possible outliers.
The mean difference is the estimated bias, and the standard deviation of the
differences measures the random fluctuations around this mean. It is common to
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compute 95% limits of agreement for each comparison (average difference ± 1.96
standard deviation of the difference), which show how far apart the common item
measures of the two instruments’ measurements.

Figure 6.19 is a Bland Altman graph comparing the seven common item measures
from Instruments I and II, excluding ‘Traveling at night’. As illustrated by the black
dashed line, the mean difference in scores is 0.79 logits, while a standard deviation
of 0.45 means that the lines that represent ±2 standard deviations of the mean are at
0.1 and -1.7 logits. All of the data points lie within ±2 standard deviations of the
mean. This suggests that on average the difficulty rating for each transport item was
0.8 logits greater in Instrument II compared to Instrument I. Furthermore, the
majority of data points were within one standard deviation of the mean, with the
remainder much closer to one standard deviation from the mean than two. The
difference in item measure scores is also scattered fairly consistently around the
mean across the range of average item measures. This suggests that both surveys
are measuring the same latent trait, as might be expected given that the items are
the same, and that the difference in difficulty ratings between the two instruments
is consistent across items. For example, if Instrument I gave a transport item a
difficulty rating of 0, on average Instrument II would give the same transport item
a difficulty rating of 0.8 logits, with a 95% confidence interval that the rating will
be between -0.1 and 1.7.
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Figure 6.19 Bland Altman plot comparing difficulties of items common to Instruments I and
II

Overall Discussion
This chapter has reviewed the main stages in the application of Survey II in order
to develop Instrument II. It has been demonstrated that it is possible to develop and
validate a new self-assessment instrument that is able to measure Transport Ability
for people with limited mobility and varying levels of visual impairment.

The validation techniques undertaken through the Rasch analysis process have
indicated that the questionnaire has sufficiently tested a range of ability levels, is
unidimensional, is not biased with regards to participants with certain personal or
habitual characteristics and has shown to produce logical results. The process also
provides further evidence to support the hypothesis that Transport Ability is a latent
trait present within low vision and mobility impaired groups that has been
consistently measured by both instruments.

Furthermore, the bivariate analysis of the transport difficulty scores for the seven
common transport items in Instruments I and II developed in this study indicate that
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there is a strong and predictable relationship between the difficulty ratings for the
common transport items for the two instruments. This helps to validate the difficulty
measures given to each item through Rasch analysis. This finding was further
supported by the Bland Altman graph in Figure 6.19, which identified that the
differences in item difficulty between the two surveys for each common transport
item were scattered fairly consistently around the mean across the range of item
difficulties. This suggests that both instruments measured the same latent trait and
that the difference in difficulty ratings between items was similar in the two surveys.

The fact that it has been possible to validate a further sample of 231 people, who
use a range of different mobility aids and have varying degrees of visual ability
levels, through Rasch analysis further confirms that individual ability levels are
estimated well by the Rasch model. By using the Rasch scores allocated to each
participant and Rasch measures allocated to each transport item by the Rasch
model, it is possible to measure Transport Ability for a further group of people.
This will be explored in more detail in the following chapter, with a particular focus
on the effect of the number and the type of mobility aids required has on levels on
Transport Ability.
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Introduction
In order to understand how Transport Ability varies with mobility aid use in the
Survey II dataset, the relationship between Transport Ability, the type of mobility
aid used and visual ability are investigated in this chapter. This will also help to
demonstrate construct validity; ensuring that the overall results are logical and
examining the effect of mobility more specifically.

This chapter further addresses the hypothesis that mobility impairment and visual
impairment reduce a person’s overall Transport Ability and Life Space patterns,
with different mobility aid types having a varying effect on Transport Ability and
lower Transport Ability reducing overall Life Space patterns. It was also predicted
that mobility impairment has a compounding effect on low vision, further reducing
overall Transport Ability and Life Space patterns.

Participant Characteristics
As outlined in Section 6.2, Survey II was sent out by Council A to the home
addresses of 4,000 people who were on record as having impaired mobility or vision
who had previously applied for a transport concession, such as a Disabled Persons
Freedom Pass, Taxicard or Blue Badge. There were 314 responses in total and, as
described in section 6.3.2, participants who responded to too few items, who gave
only 1 or 5 for every item or displayed significant misfit were excluded from the
final sample, leaving 231 participants in total being used to calibrate Instrument II,
who had a combination of different visual ability levels and mobility aid use,
although none of the participants had AMD. The characteristics of the participants
in this sample are summarised in Table 7.1.
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Summary of Survey II remaining participant characteristics

Sample size

231
Mean

Median

Range

Interquartile

Standard

range

deviation

Age

53.8

54

22 to 93

48 to 60

10.4

Vision Level

8.2

9

2 to 10

7 to 10

1.8

Transport Ability

-0.93

-0.77

-5.7 to 4.1

-1.8 to -0.1

1.6

Life Space score

40.4

38

7 to 104

28 to 46.5

17.7

Males

% Males

Females

% Females

102

44%

129

56%

Yes

Yes %

No

No %

Live alone

96

42%

135

58%

Mobility Aid User

205

89%

26

11%

Low vision

78

34%

153

66%

Gender

(V1-V7)

Table 7.1 shows that the median age in the sample was 54, with most participants
being in their late 40s and 50s, as shown by the interquartile range. The median
Vision Level was V9, which is explored further in Table 7.2. The median Transport
Ability was -0.9, meaning that on average the difficulty of the items in Instrument
II was 0.9 logits higher than participants’ Transport Ability, and statistical tests
showed that the hypothesis that the Transport Ability data is normally distributed
cannot be rejected at the 5% level, although the p-value for the Shapiro-Wilk W test
was 0.10, so was approaching the threshold of 0.05. However, the same test showed
that the hypothesis that Life Space score was normally distributed can be rejected
at the 5% level.

The sample had a small majority of females and people who did not live alone. The
vast majority of participants used one or more mobility aids, which was to be
expected as participants recruited from a contact list of people registered with
Council A as being in receipt of a transport concession administered by the council,
or otherwise having shared their contact details with the council due to their vision
or mobility impaired status.
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Table 7.2 summarises the participants’ Vision Levels. Very few participants
reported having a Vision Level below V5, whereas more than half reported a Vision
Level of V9 or better, including almost a third of the sample who reported having
full visual ability. For analysis purposes participants with reported V Levels of 7 or
below have been grouped together as the ‘low vision’ group, while those reporting
V8 and above are grouped together as the ‘good vision’ group, as described
previously in sections 4.3.5 and 6.4.3. Around two thirds of participants reported
good vision, while a third reported low vision. Due to an error, the administered
visual ability questionnaire was unclear about whether reported visual ability
should relate to vision with or without participants’ usual visual aids. This may
mean that some participants reported their vision level without their visual aid and
would have reported a higher vision level when using their usual visual aid. This
may have resulted in some participants reporting an erroneously low vision level
and the proportion of participants with low vision to be overestimated.

Table 7.2

Summary of participant Vision Levels

Vision level
V Level Number
I cannot tell by the light where the windows are
1
0
I cannot see the shapes of furniture in a room
2
1
I cannot recognise a friend if close to his/her face
3
0
I cannot recognise a friend who is at arm’s
length away
4
4
I cannot read a newspaper headline
5
24
I cannot read a large print book
6
16
I cannot recognise a friend across a room
7
33
I have difficulty recognising a friend across the
road
8
26
I have difficulty reading ordinary newspaper
print
9
56
I have full visual ability
10
71

%
0%
0%
0%
2%
10%
7%
14%
11%
24%
31%

Table 7.3 summarises mobility aid use and vision within the Survey II sample. Of
the 231 participants, 11% did not use a mobility aid, 55% used one walking stick,
22% used personal assistance and the remaining 12% used a variety of other
mobility aids or combinations of aids. It is notable that while among one walking
stick and personal assistance users there were approximately twice as many
participants with good vision as low vision, low vision and good vision are equally
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common among participants who do not use a mobility aid. This may be because
very few people with good vision who do not use a mobility aid were on the contact
list used by Council A.

As in section 5.3, the 28 participants who used mobility aids other than one walking
stick or personal assistance were grouped together into an ‘other mobility aid’
category due to the small sample sizes that used each individual type of mobility
aid.

Table 7.3

Summary of Participant Mobility Aid use and Visual Ability

Mobility aid used

Low
Vision
(V1-V7)
43
15
13
and personal 4

One walking stick
Personal assistance
None
One walking stick
assistance
Two walking sticks
Wheelchair
Scooter
Walking stick and wheelchair
Leg brace
Walking stick and Zimmer frame
Walking stick, Zimmer frame
and wheelchair
Wheelchair
and
personal
assistance
Zimmer frame
Total

Good
Vision
(V8-V10)
84
35
13
4

Total

%

127
50
26
8

55.0%
21.7%
11.3%
3.5%

0
0
0
1
0
1
0

7
4
2
1
1
0
1

7
4
2
2
1
1
1

3.0%
1.7%
0.9%
0.9%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%

1

0

1

0.4%

0
78

1
153

1
231

0.4%
100.0%

Table 7.4 illustrates the characteristics of participants with low vision, of V1 to V7,
compared to participants with good vision, of V8 or above. While participants with
good vision are in the majority among those under 54, and the reverse is true of
those aged 54 or over, the differences were very small and a significant majority
had good vision in both age groups. For people who live alone and with others,
males and females, and users of each type of mobility aid, good vision was much
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more common than low vision. Only among non-users of mobility aids was there
an even split of participants with low vision and good vision.

Table 7.4

Summary of interaction between vision and other characteristics

Aged 53 or under
Aged 54 or over
Lives alone
Does not live alone
Female
Male
No mobility aid
One Walking Stick
Personal assistance
Other mobility aid
Overall

Low vision % of total Good vision % of total
34
15%
80
35%
44
19%
73
32%
30
13%
66
29%
48
21%
87
38%
45
19%
84
36%
33
14%
69
30%
13
6%
13
6%
43
19%
84
36%
15
6%
35
15%
7
3%
21
9%
78
34%
153
66%

Table 7.5 summarises the characteristics of males and females to allow comparison.
This shows that males were slightly more likely to be in the older age group, while
females were slightly more likely to be in the younger group. While both genders
were more likely to live alone than with others, the difference was much bigger
amongst males than females. The spread of mobility aid use was similar in both
genders, although of not using a mobility aid was slightly more common among
males than females.

Table 7.5

Summary of interaction between gender and other characteristics

Male
Aged 53 or under
Aged 54 or over
Lives alone
Does not live alone
No mobility aid
One walking stick
Personal assistance
Other mobility aid
Overall

45
57
64
38
16
53
21
12
102

% of total
Female
% of total
19%
69
30%
25%
60
26%
28%
71
31%
16%
58
25%
7%
10
4%
23%
74
32%
9%
29
13%
5%
16
7%
44%
129
56%
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Table 7.6 shows the characteristics of participants aged 53 and under compared to
those aged 54 and over. The older age group was slightly less likely to live alone
than the younger, this is perhaps surprising as among participants in Survey I the
older group was more likely to live alone, possibly due the increased likelihood of
having lost a partner and children having left the family home. However, as the
median age of Survey II participants was more than 25 years younger than Survey
I participants, the effect of partner loss among the older group may be smaller, and
one might speculate that a proportion of the younger age group live alone because
they have yet to move in with a partner or are divorced. Overall mobility aid use
was similar in the older and younger age groups, although use of one walking stick
was slightly more popular among the older group than the younger group with the
reverse true of personal assistance. This is especially notable because the younger
group were more likely to live alone, so use of personal assistance might be
expected to be less common than in the older group, for whom assistance from
cohabitees would be more readily available. This may suggest that the younger
participants were generally less mobile and therefore more likely to take advantage
of personal assistance where available.

Table 7.6

Summary of interaction between age and other characteristics

Lives alone
Does not live alone
No mobility aid
One Walking Stick
Personal assistance
Other mobility aid
Overall

Aged 53 or
Aged 54 or
% of total
% of total
under
over
50
22%
46
20%
64
28%
71
31%
14
6%
12
5%
57
25%
70
30%
30
13%
20
9%
13
6%
15
6%
114
49%
117
51%

Table 7.7 shows that there was a fairly even split between people who live alone
and with others among each mobility aid type and no mobility aid. Perhaps
surprisingly, a larger proportion of participants who live alone used personal
assistance as who live with others. While it may be the case that living with others
meant that personal assistance was more readily available, this suggests that living
alone was not a barrier to receiving personal assistance. Conversely, living with
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others may not necessarily mean that personal assistance can be provided if the
cohabitee is, for instance, a partner who is physically unable to provide such
assistance. It may be the case that a greater number of participants who live alone
would use personal assistance if it were available, and even among those who used
personal assistance the availability of this assistance among those who live alone
may be more restricted than among those who live with others.

Table 7.7

Summary of interaction between living alone and mobility aid use

No mobility aid
One Walking Stick
Personal
Assistance
Other mobility aid
Overall

Lives alone
% of total
10
4%
50
22%
25
11
96

11%
5%
42%

Does not
live alone
16
77

% of total
7%
33%

25
17
135

11%
7%
58%

Comparison of Participant Characteristics with Survey I
Table 7.8 and Table 7.9, compare the characteristics of the participants in Survey I,
as summarised in section 5.3, and Survey II. Compared to the sample for Survey II
the sample group for Survey I were more than 25 years older on average, with a
similar spread of ages around the mean. It was to be expected that the sample used
for Survey I would be biased towards older participants because the majority of
these participants were recruited from London-based members of the Macular
Society, meaning that they were likely to have AMD and, therefore, be older.

Vision Level was lower on average among Survey I participants than Survey II
participants, with a mean V Level of 7 among the former group and 8 among the
latter. The higher standard deviation and interquartile range for V Level in Survey
I compared to Survey II shows that there was a greater spread of Vision Levels
among Survey I participants, with the majority of participants in Survey II having
good vision and relatively few having low vision, defined as V7 or below. As with
the age difference, this was likely to be the result of the involvement of the Macular
Society in recruitment for Survey I, which also explains why the vast majority of
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Survey I participants had AMD while none of the Survey II participants reported
having AMD.

Average Transport Ability in Survey I, as measured by Instrument I, was 0.9,
meaning that on average the Transport Ability participants in Survey I was 0.9 logits
higher than the average difficulty of the items used for Instrument I, which is by
definition set at zero. By contrast, average Transport Ability in Survey II was -0.9,
as measured by Instrument II, showing that the average difficulty of the items used
for Instrument II was 0.9 logits higher than the average Transport Ability of the
participants. In section 6.5 analysis of seven common items showed that item
difficulty measured by Instrument II was approximately 0.8 logits higher than in
Instrument II. This meant that the 1.8 logit difference in average Transport Ability
between the two surveys became a difference of 1.0 logits after adjusting for the
difference in measurement between the two instruments.

The participants in Survey II were therefore found to have Transport Ability that
was on average one logit lower than participants in Survey I. This was consistent
with the higher rate of mobility aid use among Survey II participants, with 89% of
participants using mobility aids compared to 33% in Survey I, which was the result
of recruitment from a Council A contact list of residents who had applied for a
transport concession. The spread of Transport Abilities was larger in Survey I than
Survey II, with both the standard deviation and interquartile range roughly 50%
larger in Survey I than Survey II. Comparing Life Space score between the two
surveys shows similar results to Transport Ability, with higher but more spread
scores among Survey I participants than Survey II participants.
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Comparison of participant characteristics in the two survey samples
(Continuous variables)
Survey I participants

Sample size

283
Mean

Median

Range

Age

79.2

81

46 to
94

Vision
Level

7.0

8

1 to 10

Transport
Ability

0.9

1.0

-5.2 to
5.5

Life Space
score

50.6

51

9 to
102

Table 7.9

Survey II participants
231

IQR
74
to
87
5 to
10
0.8
to
2.7
31
to
68

Std.
Dev

Mean

Median

Range

9.6

53.8

54

22 to
93

2.6

8.2

9

2 to 10

2.4

-0.9

-0.8

-5.7 to
4.1

23

40.4

38

7 to
104

IQR
48
to
60
7 to
10
-1.8
to 0.1
28
to
46.5

Std.
Dev
10.4
1.8
1.6

17.7

Comparison of participant characteristics in the two survey samples
(Binary variables)

Gender

82

Survey I Participants
%
%
Females
Males
Females
29%
201
81%

Yes

Yes %

No

No %

Yes

Yes %

No

No %

Live alone

147

52%

136

48%

96

42%

135

58%

92

33%

191

68%

205

89%

26

11%

135

48%

148

52%

78

34%

153

66%

232

82%

51

18%

0

0%

231

100%

Males

Mobility
Aid User
Low vision
(V1-V7)
AMD

Males
102

Survey II Participants
%
%
Females
Males
Females
44%
129
56%

Among Survey II participants there were slightly more females than males,
compared to a significant majority of females in Survey I, and slightly more people
who lived alone, whereas similar numbers of Survey I participants lived alone as
with others. As discussed in section 5.3, the disproportionate number of females in
Survey I may be linked to the higher incidence of AMD among females than males.
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Transport Ability Univariate Regression Analysis
In order to address how each of the confounding and predicting variables affected
Transport Ability, it was first necessary to investigate the relationship between
Transport Ability and each of these variables individually. The effect of age,
gender, living alone, low vision and mobility aid use on Transport Ability were
measured by conducting univariate regression analyses with each in turn as the
independent variable and Transport Ability as the dependent variable. Age was used
as a continuous variable in the analysis, whereas dummy variables were used to
analyse the other variables.

Figure 7.1 shows that the relationship between Transport Ability and age was in the
predicted direction, with Transport Ability decreasing by 0.02 logits with each year
of age. However, this relationship was only approaching significance at the 5%
level and the R squared value was very low at 0.01, suggesting that while there is a
suggestion that age influenced Transport Ability, only 1% of the variation in
Transport Ability can be explained by age alone.

Parameter Estimates for Age
RSquared
Estimate
Prob > [t]

0.01
-0.02
0.06

Figure 7.1

Scatterplot of Transport Ability against Age
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Table 7.10 summarises the dummy variables used to represent the remaining
confounders and predictors and the results of the univariate regression of the
variable against Transport Ability. These variables are the same as those described
in section 5.3, although the AMD variable was not applicable to Survey II as none
of the participants had AMD.

Neither gender nor living alone were found to have a statistically significant effect
on Transport Ability. Low vision was found to significantly reduce Transport
Ability by 1.1 logits, with the R squared value showing that it explained 10% of the
variation in Transport Ability. Similarly, mobility aid use was found to reduce
Transport Ability by 1.6 logits, explaining 13% of the variation in Transport
Ability.

Table 7.10

Summary of dummy variables used for univariate regression against
Transport Ability

Variable
Gender
Live
Alone
Low
Vision
Mobility
Aid Use

Assigned
1 if:
Male
Live
alone
V Level
7 or
below
Use 1 or
more
mobility
aids

Number
assigned
1
102
96
78

205

Assigned
0 if:
Female
Live with
others
V Level
8 or
above
Use no
mobility
aids

Number
assigned
0
129

Intercept

Coefficient

P value

R
squared

-1.01

0.19

0.37

0.003

135

-0.96

0.07

0.76

0.0004

153

-0.57

-1.08

<.0001

0.10

26

0.47

-1.63

<.0001

0.13

In summary, univariate regression analysis showed that neither age, gender nor
living alone had an effect on Transport Ability that was significant at the 5% level.
Low vision and mobility aid use both individually had a statistically significant
impact on Transport Ability, which will be investigated further using multiple
regression analysis in the next section.
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Transport Ability Multiple Regression Analysis
The two variables that were found by univariate regression to be significantly
correlated with Transport Ability, low vision and mobility aid use, were used in a
multiple regression with Transport Ability as the dependent variable. This resulted
in a regression equation of the form:

Transport Ability = Low Vision + Mobility Aid Use

Table 7.11 shows the parameter estimate and p-value produced for each
independent variable, and the R squared value for the model.

Table 7.11

Relationship between Transport Ability and significant variables from
univariate regression

Term

Estimate

Prob>[t]

Intercept

0.99

0.0002

Low Vision

-1.18

<.0001

Mobility Aid Use

-1.77

<.0001

R Squared = 0.25

As shown by the R squared value of 0.25 in Table 7.11, 25% of the variance in
Transport Ability can be explained by the independent variables. Both Low Vison
and Mobility Aid Use had a statistically significant effect on Transport Ability. Low
Vision, defined as having Vision Level of 7 or below, was associated with a 1.2
logit reduction in Transport Ability on average, illustrating that people with
impaired vision experience greater difficulty when using public transport compared
to people with relatively good vision. Mobility Aid Use was associated with a larger
reduction in Transport Ability of 1.8 logits on average.

An interaction term for Low Vision and Mobility Aid Use was added to the
equation, which resulted in a regression equation of the form:

Transport Ability = Low Vision + Mobility Aid Use + Low Vision*Mobility
Aid Use
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Table 7.12 summarises the results of this multiple regression.

Table 7.12

Relationship between Transport Ability and significant variables from
univariate regression, including interaction term

Term

Estimate

Prob>[t]

Intercept

1.36

<.0001

Low Vision

-2.02

<.0001

Mobility Aid Use

-2.18

<.0001

Low Vision *Mobility Aid Use

0.98

0.07

R Squared = 0.26

While parameter estimate on the interaction term indicates that the combined effect
of low vision and mobility aid use is a smaller reduction in Transport Ability than
the sum of the two individual effects, it is not significant at the 5% level.
Nonetheless, the p value of 0.07 is approaching significance.

Table 7.13 summarises the results of a further multiple regression in which the
mobility aid use dummy variable was replaced by three different dummy variables
for type of mobility aid: one walking stick, personal assistance and other mobility
aid. This gave a regression equation of the form:

Transport Ability = Low Vision + One Walking Stick + Personal Assistance +
Other Mobility Aid

The other mobility aid category comprised users of mobility aids other than one
walking stick and personal assistance. The parameter estimate for each of these
dummy variables shows the effect that use of that mobility aid has on Transport
Ability relative to not using a mobility aid.
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Relationship between Transport Ability and significant variables from
univariate regression, with separate mobility aid dummy variables

Term

Estimate

Prob>[t]

Intercept

1.16

<.0001

Low Vision

-1.28

<.0001

One Walking Stick

-1.66

<.0001

Personal Assistance

-1.80

<.0001

Other Mobility Aid

-2.98

<.0001

R Squared = 0.31

All three mobility aid dummy variables were found to be statistically significant,
with one walking stick and personal assistance having a similar effect, being
correlated with a 1.7 and 1.8 logit reduction in Transport Ability, respectively.
Other mobility aid was correlated with a much larger reduction of 3.0 logits. This
suggests that users of personal assistance had a similar level of Transport Ability to
users of one walking stick, while users of other mobility aids had a much lower
Transport Ability. The use of each category of mobility aid was correlated with a
larger reduction in Transport Ability than low vision, suggesting that mobility aid
use hinders the ability to use transport to a greater extent than low vision.

In a final model, summarised in Table 7.14, interaction terms were introduced
between low vision and each of the mobility aid variables, which resulted in a model
of the form:

Transport Ability = Low Vision + One Walking Stick + Personal Assistance +
Other Mobility Aid + Low Vision*One Walking Stick + Low Vision*Personal
Assistance + Low Vision*Other Mobility Aid
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Relationship between Transport Ability and significant variables from
univariate regression, with separate mobility aid dummy variables and
interaction terms

Term

Estimate

Prob>[t]

Intercept

2.19

<.0001

Low Vision

-3.33

<.0001

One Walking Stick

-2.84

<.0001

Personal Assistance

-2.93

<.0001

Other Mobility Aid

-3.88

<.0001

Low Vision*One Walking Stick

2.49

<.0001

Low Vision*Personal Assistance

2.39

0.0003

Low Vision*Other Mobility Aid

1.55

0.04

R Squared = 0.37

All three mobility aid dummy variables and low vision were found to remain
statistically significant, while all three interaction terms between low vision and
mobility aid type were also significant at the 5% level. Low vision was found to
have a slightly bigger negative impact on Transport Ability than use of either one
walking stick or personal assistance, both of which were correlated with a reduction
in Transport Ability of just under three logits.

All three of the interaction terms had positive coefficients, suggesting that the effect
of using each type of mobility aid in addition to having low vision was less than the
sum of the two individual effects. Notably, the magnitude of each of the interaction
term coefficients was smaller than the corresponding coefficient for use of that
mobility aid type alone or low vision alone. This meant that having low vision and
using a mobility aid was estimated to be associated with Transport Ability lower
than having either low vision or using each type of mobility aid alone, but greater
than the sum of the effects of low vision or mobility aid use individually. This meant
that for people with low vision, the negative effect of mobility aid use on Transport
Ability was smaller than for people with good vision, and similarly among mobility
aid users the negative impact of low vision on Transport Ability was smaller than
among non-users of mobility aids.
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The coefficient on the interaction term between low vision and one walking stick
was similar in size to the coefficient on the interaction term between low vision and
personal assistance. As this was also true of the coefficients for use of each of these
mobility aids alone, this suggests that users of one walking stick and personal
assistance had similar Transport Ability to each other both among participants with
good vision and among participants with low vision. For example, a walking stick
user with good vision would be predicted to have Transport Ability of -0.65 logits
(2.19-2.84), compared to -0.74 (2.19-2.93) logits for a personal assistance user with
good vision. A walking stick user with low vision would be predicted to have
Transport Ability of -1.49 logits (2.19-3.33-2.84+2.49), which is reasonably close
to the prediction for a personal assistance user with low vision, which is -1.68 (2.193.33-2.93+2.39).

Discussion of Transport Ability
The univariate regression results, summarised in section 7.4, showed that neither
age, gender nor living alone had a significant impact on Transport Ability, while
low vision and mobility aid use did have a significant effect. The significantly
younger average age of participants in Survey II relative to Survey I may explain
why age was significant in the univariate regression for the latter but not the former.
There is no compelling reason why Transport Ability should differ among males
and females, or people who live alone as opposed to with others.

In the final multiple regression, summarised in Table 7.14 and shown for
comparison in Table 7.15, low vision, use of one walking stick, personal assistance
and any other mobility aid were all found to significantly reduce Transport Ability.
This was in line with the hypothesis, set out in section 1.3, that impaired vision and
reduced mobility will result in lower levels of Transport Ability. As in the final
regression for Survey I, summarised in Table 5.12 and shown for comparison in
Table 7.15, the negative effect of low vision on Transport Ability was larger than
the effect of using either one walking stick or personal assistance. As discussed in
section 5.6, the diversity of mobility aid types in the other mobility aid category
made it difficult to draw any useful conclusions from its coefficient, other than that
using other mobility aids was correlated with lower Transport Ability than use of
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one walking stick or personal assistance, in line with the hypothesis that different
types of mobility aid will have different effects on Transport Ability.

Table 7.15 allows comparison of the regression coefficients for the final regression
for Survey I and Survey II, showing that for all of the common terms, the coefficient
was lower in Survey II than Survey I. This shows that the participants in Survey II
rated the tasks included in Instrument II as more difficult than the Survey I
participants rated the tasks included in Instrument I.

Table 7.15

Comparison of final regression coefficients for Survey I and Survey II

Significant Terms

Survey I

Survey II

final

final

regression

regression

coefficient

coefficient

Difference

Intercept

3.29

2.19

1.10

Low Vision

-2.05

-3.33

1.28

One Walking Stick

-1.89

-2.84

0.95

Personal Assistance

-1.21

-2.93

1.72

Other Mobility Aid

-1.88

-3.88

2.00

Low Vision*One Walking

2.49

Stick
Low Vision*Personal

2.39

Assistance
Low Vision*Other Mobility

1.55

Aid

The negative effect of low vision on Transport Ability was larger among Survey II
participants than Survey I participants, despite low vision being more prevalent and
more severe among Survey I participants. This could be linked to the older age of
Survey I participants, which may mean that they had been living with low vision
for much longer and had been better able to develop coping strategies over time
than the younger participants in Survey II.
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The similar reduction in Transport Ability attributed to use of personal assistance
and one walking stick, suggested that personal assistance provided the same benefit
as a walking stick to Survey II participants, in contrast to Survey I participants
among whom personal assistance was associated with higher Transport Ability than
one walking stick. For Survey I participants it was suggested that personal
assistance was a bigger help because not only was it more adaptable than a walking
stick, it potentially also has an emotional and psychological benefit that allows
harder items to be attempted, because reassurance can be provided and there is the
knowledge that help is at hand should anything go wrong. It may be that among the
younger participants in Survey II the emotional and psychological benefits of
personal assistance have a smaller effect on Transport Ability than among the older
participants in Survey I, meaning that personal assistance served little other purpose
than to provide the functional support that a walking stick can also provide.

The fact that among Survey II participants the effect of the interaction terms
between low vision and mobility aid use were all found to have a positive impact
on Transport Ability showed that having low vision and using a mobility aid in
combination had a smaller effect on Transport Ability than the sum of their
individual effects. Low vision reduced Transport Ability to a greater extent among
non-users of mobility aids than mobility aid users. This evidence runs against the
hypothesis that mobility aid use has a compounding effect on low vision, suggesting
that in fact the use of any type of mobility aid lessened the impact of low vision on
Transport Ability. A possible explanation for this result could be that mobility aid
use was beneficial to participants who also had low vision because the mobility aid
could be used to help with issues caused by low vision. For example, a walking
stick could provide some of the benefits of a cane for the visually impaired as well
as physical support, while personal assistance could provide guidance in low light
situations as well as help with mobility.

It is notable that the interaction terms between low vision and use of each type of
mobility aid were not significant among Survey I participants but were significant
among Survey II participants, suggesting that the combination of low vision and
mobility aid use lessened the negative impact on Transport Ability among the latter
but not the former. This could be linked to the older age of Survey I participants
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compared to Survey II participants, which may have allowed time to develop
strategies to cope with low vision that the younger group has not yet had. This may
mean that members of the younger group with low vision benefit from also using a
mobility aid because they lack other strategies to cope with low vision, whereas
members of the older group with low vision have generally developed these
strategies and, therefore, benefit less from also having a mobility aid.

Life Space score and Transport Ability
Figure 7.2 shows a plot of Life Space score against Transport Ability. There is a
significant positive correlation, with a one logit change in Transport Ability
correlated with a change in Life Space score of 6.64. The R squared value shows
that Transport Ability explains 36% of the variation in Life Space score. This is
evidence to support the hypothesis, set out in section 1.3, that Transport Ability can
be used as a predictor for Life Space, with lower ability resulting in fewer journeys
outside of the home.

Parameter Estimates for Life Space score
RSquared
Estimate
Prob > [t]

0.36
6.64
<.0001
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Scatterplot of Transport Ability against Life Space score

As mobility aid use is both part of the calculation of Life Space score and highly
correlated with Transport Ability, it is unsurprising that there is strong correlation
between the two. As discussed in section 3.3.1, Life Space score is a measure of
how often a person travels to areas within and outside the home and whether
mobility aids or assistance were used to do so, all of which are likely to be
determined by a wide range of factors beyond just the ability to use transport.
Therefore, it may be possible to use the data collected on other participant
characteristics to explain some of the remaining 64% of variation in Life Space
score not explained by Transport Ability.
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Life Space Score Univariate Regression Analysis
Univariate regression analysis was used to examine the relationship between Life
Space score and age, gender, living alone and low vision. Mobility aid use is
integral to the calculation of Life Space score, so could not be used as an
independent variable in relation to Life Space score.

Figure 7.3 shows that Life Space score was not found to significantly vary with age.
This may be because the majority of participants were below 65, so still of working
age. Among those in employment travel to work would vary little with age,
reducing the potential for correlation between age and Life Space score.

Parameter Estimates for Age
RSquared
Estimate
Prob > [t]

0.01
-0.02
0.06

Figure 7.3

Scatterplot of Life Space score against Age
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Table 7.16 summarises the effect on Life Space score of the remaining variables.
Neither gender nor living alone were found to have a statistically significant effect
on Life Space score.
Table 7.16

Summary of dummy variables used for univariate regression against Life
Space score
Number
assigned
1
102

Variable

Assigned
1 if:

Gender

Male

Live Alone

Live
alone

96

Low
Vision

V Level
7 or
below

78

Assigned
0 if:
Female
Live
with
others
V Level
8 or
above

Number
assigned
0
129

Intercept

Coefficient

P
value

R
squared

38.4

4.34

0.07

0.01

135

41.4

-2.45

0.14

0.008

153

42.6

-6.51

<.0001

0.03

Low vision was found to have a significant effect on Life Space score, with a V
Level of 7 or below correlated with a reduction in Life Space score of 16.5 points.
The R Squared value of 0.03 suggests that low vision only explains 3% of the
variation in Life Space score. The effect of gender on Life Space score was
approaching significance at the 5% level, despite not being close to significance in
the univariate analysis with Transport Ability as the independent variable,
summarised in section 7.4. This may be linked to the majority of participants being
of working age, meaning that as males are more likely to be in full time work than
females, males are likely to have a higher Life Space score than females due to work
related travel. Nevertheless, this effect was not strong enough to be significant at
the 5% level.

Life Space Score Multiple Regression Analysis
Transport Ability and low vision were the only variables found to be significantly
correlated with Life Space score by univariate regression. These two variables were
added to a multiple regression with Life Space score as the dependent variable. This
resulted in a regression equation of the form:

Life Space score = Transport Ability + Low Vision
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Table 7.17 shows the parameter estimate and p-value produced for each
independent variable, and the R squared value for the model.

Table 7.17

Relationship between Life Space score and significant variables from
univariate regression

Term

Estimate

Prob>[t]

Intercept

46.4

<.0001

Transport Ability

6.71

<.0001

Low Vision

-0.7

0.74

R Squared = 0.36

As shown by the R squared value of 0.36 in Table 7.17, 36% of the variance in Life
Space score can be explained by the independent variables. Transport Ability had a
statistically significant effect on Transport Ability, while low vision was not found
to have an effect significant at the 5% level. A one logit change in Transport Ability
was found to be correlated with a change in Life Space score of 6.7 points on
average, illustrating that there was a strong correlation between the ease of using
transport and the extent and frequency of travel.

This result shows that Transport Ability was the only one of the variables analysed
that had a significant effect on Life Space score, whereas low vision was not found
to affect Life Space score directly but only through its effect on Transport Ability.
This suggests that there is no evidence among Survey II participants that that low
vision had an effect on confidence or psychology that leads to a reduction in the
extent and frequency of travel beyond the effect that low vision has on Transport
Ability. This may be because Survey II participants were mostly of working age,
meaning that it was possible that having to travel for work gave the participants
little choice but to overcome any confidence or psychology related issues. However,
low vision was not found to directly affect Life Space score among Survey I
participants either, as summarised in section 5.9, which may suggest that
confidence and psychology effects of low vision are either rare or must be overcome
through necessity, whether for travel related to work or for other reasons.
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Discussion of Life Space Score
The univariate regression results, summarised in section 7.8, showed that none of
gender, living alone or age had a significant impact on Life Space score, while
Transport Ability and low vision did have a significant effect. As none of these
were found to significantly affect Transport Ability, it is unsurprising that they did
not significantly affect Life Space score either.

Gender has been found to have an influence on Life Space score in other studies,
for example by Curcio (2013), because gender roles can determine the extent and
frequency of travel because certain trip types, such as those related to work and
shopping, are more often undertaken by one gender than the other. As discussed in
section 7.8, gender may have been approaching significance for these reasons, but
the effect was not strong enough to be significant at the 5% level.

Living with other people might be expected to increase Life Space score if it
provides motivation for travel outside of the home to accompany cohabitees on their
trips. However, it is also possible that living with others would remove the
motivation to travel outside of the home for entertainment or companionship, as
well as reducing the need to make shopping strips as cohabitees may be able to
make these trips instead. As living alone was not found to be significant this
suggests that neither effect was dominant enough to significantly affect the extent
and frequency of travel.

The multiple regression analysis showed that while Transport Ability and low
vision were both significant in univariate regression, low vision was no longer
significant at the 5% level in multiple regression. This suggests that low vision only
affects Life Space score through the impact it has on Transport Ability. There was
no strong evidence that low vision was affecting the extent and frequency of
participants’ travel for reasons distinct from Transport Ability, such as
psychological reasons related to confidence or mental health.

Age was not found to have a significant effect on Life Space score in multiple
regression, unlike among Survey I participants. This could be explained by the fact
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that most participants were too young for retirement, so the there was no
observation of a reduction in journeys associated with hitting retirement age.
Overall health was also unlikely to vary significantly with age among the Survey II
participants, who were mostly in their 40s and 50s.

Overall, Transport Ability was found to be a good predictor of Life Space score,
explaining almost 40% of the variation in Life Space score. However, there are
clearly still a significant number of other factors that significantly affect Life Space
score, meaning that there is scope for further research in this area.

Summary
In this chapter it has been shown in Table 7.11 that the primary determinants of
Transport Ability among the participants of Survey II were low vision and mobility
aid use. As hypothesised in section 1.3, more severe vision loss and limited mobility
was associated with lower Transport Ability.

Further analysis that split mobility aid by type, summarised in Table 7.14, showed
that of the two most popular types of mobility aid, use of one walking stick and
personal assistance were correlated with a similar reduction in Transport Ability
relative to not using a mobility aid. This contrasted with Survey I, where use of
personal assistance was found to be associated with a smaller reduction in Transport
Ability than use of one walking stick. Furthermore, low vision was not found to
compound the negative effect on Transport Ability of use of any type of mobility
aid, but to reduce the impact compared to the sum of the individual impacts. Users
of personal assistance were found to have a similar Transport Ability to users of
one walking stick both with and without low vision.

Life Space score was only found to be significantly correlated with Transport
Ability in a multiple regression. This suggests that, as hypothesised in section 1.3,
a greater ability to use transport is associated with more frequent travel over greater
distances.
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Case Study I: ScootAbility
Introduction
This chapter will examine whether Transport Ability and Life Space score can be
used to evaluate existing transport accessibility projects and schemes. It was
hypothesised that the transport evaluation technique developed in the previous
chapters will make it possible to analyse the effect of transport training projects and
schemes on a person’s skill set and/or their ability to access and use transport. In
order to examine the feasibility of this, Survey II was applied to Case Study I: The
ScootAbility Scheme, which was jointly developed by Council A and a
neighbouring borough and which will be discussed in this chapter.

It was predicted that both ScootAbility and Case Study II, the wheelchair skills
training scheme, which will be covered in Chapter Nine, would increase a person’s
Transport Ability and therefore their Life Space score, giving people the confidence
and ability to travel further afield and more frequently than they did previously.
However, the schemes aim to increase a person’s mobility in different ways, with
wheelchair skills training aiming to increase a person’s physical ability in contrast
to the ScootAbility scheme which aims to provide a mobility aid.

Anchoring scores
As only eight people took part in the ScootAbility scheme analysed in Case Study
I, the datasets for these case studies were not large enough to be validated using the
Rasch analysis process demonstrated in Chapters Four and Six. In this case the
methodology that was deemed best to analyse this data was to anchor the pre- and
post-scheme person and item measures to those generated by Instrument II. As the
person and item scores from Instrument II, developed in Chapter Six, were already
validated, this allowed effective analysis of the small datasets of both Case Studies
I and II by anchoring the generated person and item scores to the comparable
Instrument II dataset.
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The questions asked to each participant in Case Study I and II were the same as
those that participants were asked in Survey II, asking how difficult they found a
certain transport task to perform. However, only the responses to the 12 items used
in Instrument II were used in the calculation of each participant’s Transport Ability
before and after his or her participation in the ScootAbility scheme. In total 16 sets
of responses to the 12 items were run through Winsteps, one before and one after
joining the Scootability scheme for each participant, but this time the item
difficulties from Instrument II were used rather than new item difficulties being
calculated based on participant responses. Each participant therefore had two
Transport Abilities, one from before and one from six months after joining the
Scootability scheme. The change in Transport Ability, was therefore the difference
between these scores.

Background to ScootAbility Scheme
The ScootAbility scheme is operated by Council A and gives residents with
mobility problems the option to use a mobility scooter or powered wheelchair to
increase their independence. Residents of Council A and a neighbouring borough
who would like to use the ScootAbility scheme are able to apply to the scheme if
they are over the age of 16. This scheme gives successful applicants the ability to
borrow a mobility scooter or powered wheelchair for up to seven days at a time,
free of charge. There is no formal limit to the frequency with which members of the
scheme can borrow a scooter or wheelchair and during the period studied vehicle
availability was sufficient that none of the participants had had a request to borrow
a vehicle declined, with all participants reporting using the vehicles on an almost
daily basis.

People who apply to their council to be part of the ScootAbility scheme are visited
by an occupational therapist in their home to conduct a mobility assessment. This
allows the council to verify whether the applicant qualifies for the scheme, have the
appropriate ability levels to operate a mobility scooter or powered wheelchair
safely, and are able to securely store and charge the mobility scooter or powered
wheelchair in their home.
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Successful applicants are given one-to-one training in how to operate and use the
vehicle safely. Participants in the scheme are then able to book the use of a mobility
scooter or powered wheelchair by phone or online, which is then delivered to and
collected from their home by the council. Day hire is available to applicants who
do not have a safe place to store or charge their mobility scooter or powered
wheelchair, however these applicants were not included in this case study.

The range of mobility scooters and power wheelchairs available for hire through
this scheme include the Auriga, Gogo, INV Pronto M61, Pride celebrity X4, Quingo
and Quantum (Council A, 2015). Figure 8.1 illustrates a Pride celebrity X4 mobility
scooter, which is one of the vehicles available for hire on the ScootAbility scheme.

Figure 8.1

Pride celebrity mobility Scooter (Council A, 2015)

Methodology for Case Study I
In order to investigate how participants’ Transport Ability and Life Space scores
changed whilst being on the ScootAbility scheme, Transport Ability and Life Space
scores were measured during their application interview and again six months after
they joined the scheme.

Participants were asked to complete Survey II, developed in Chapter Six, during
their ScootAbility assessment with an occupational therapist, and were informed
that this questionnaire was not part of the assessment, so that they knew that this
was a separate study and would not be used to assess their eligibility for the scheme.
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Despite this assurance, participants may still have exaggerated their difficulty with
the items in the questionnaire in order to minimise any perceived risk of having
their eligibility for the scheme removed. Participants were then contacted by
Council A six months after they had been on the scheme to complete the same
questionnaire again.

Results for Case Study I
Table 8.1 summarises the characteristics of the participants in the ScootAbility case
study, along with their Transport Ability and Life Space score before joining the
scheme and after 6 months of membership. The mean age of all the participants
who took part in Council A’s large-scale survey was 65 years, five of the eight
participants were female and all but one participant lived alone. Furthermore, all
participants in the ScootAbility study needed the use of one or more mobility aids
and/or required personal assistance, and every participant reported V Level 10, full
vision. The mean increase in Transport Ability six months after joining the scheme
was 1.6 logits, as measured using Instrument II, while the mean increase in Life
Space score was 25 points. This suggests that scheme membership had a positive
impact on both the ability to travel and the extent and frequency of travel.
Table 8.1

Characteristics of ScootAbility participants

Person
No.

Gender

Age

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female

77
51
48
69
76
51
75
71

Mean
Median
SD

65
70
12

Live
Alone
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Transport
Ability
before
-1.17
-1.97
-3.25
-2.09
-1.14
-0.96
-0.31
0.13

Transport
Ability
after
-0.14
0.13
1.72
-1.61
-0.13
1.00
0.55
0.72

-1.35
-1.16
1.00

0.28
0.34
0.92

1.03
2.10
4.97
0.48
1.01
1.96
0.86
0.59

Life
Space
score
before
45.0
52.0
30.0
31.5
33.0
28.5
40.5
45.0

Life
Space
score
after
75.0
67.5
61.5
58.5
55.5
55.5
61.5
69.0

1.63
1.02
1.47

38.2
36.8
8.1

63.0
61.5
6.5

Change

Change
30.0
15.5
31.5
27.0
22.5
27.0
21.0
24.0
25.5
24.8
5.19

Table 8.2, summarises the changes in questionnaire responses among Scootability
participants. These are the raw Likert scores, meaning that while the units are not
meaningful, the changes in scores can be used to gauge trends. The clear trends are
that the frequency of black cab use dropped to zero for all participants, so no ratings
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were given, and that the difficulty of travelling on trains, tubes and buses remained
virtually the same. None of the group reported using scooters before joining the
scheme, so no change in difficulty can be measured, but the low difficulty ratings
given for all five scooter-related items show that there were no parts of the process
of using the vehicles provide by the scheme that presented a significant barrier to
travel.

The biggest improvements were to travelling in unfamiliar areas, crowded
situations and at night. These had previously been reported as having the maximum
difficulty rating of 5 for almost all respondents but are now rated as between 3 and
4 on average. While they were still reported as being among the harder tasks on the
list, they had become easier relative to other tasks.

There were modest reductions in the difficulty of dealing with specific obstacles,
such as travelling on pavements and traversing kerbs. The fact that the more general
barriers related to unfamiliarity and unpredictable situations saw the greatest
improvement may suggest that Scootability had a significant impact in improving
the confidence of participants.

However, it may have been the case that the participants’ confidence when
travelling in uncertain situations improved because they were being encouraged to
try a new scheme and having an interest shown in their transport difficulty.
Controlling for this effect would, however, be far from straightforward.

None of the reported changes in difficulty relating to using minicabs, carer transport
or buddying and walking were captured by Instrument II, as these items were not
included in the instrument. The only items included in Instrument II that showed a
significant change in reported difficulty related to general public transport.
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Summary of changes in questionnaire responses among ScootAbility
participants

Transport
type

Scooter

Black cab

MiniCab

Carer
transport

Buddying
/walking

General
Public
Transport

London
Bus

Tube

Task

ScootAbility
Mean
Mean
difficulty
difficulty
before
after

Access to scooter

n/a

1.3

n/a

Getting on scooter

n/a

2.1

n/a

Moving on a scooter

n/a

1.3

n/a

Charging a scooter

n/a

1.5

n/a

Using a scooter

n/a

1.6

n/a

Booking a taxi

2.0

n/a

n/a

Boarding a taxi

3.5

n/a

n/a

Moving inside a taxi

3.0

n/a

n/a

Getting out of a taxi

3.5

n/a

n/a

Finding a minicab
Getting in a minicab
Moving inside a
minicab

2.7
3.2

3.0
3.0

0.3
-0.2

2.8

2.5

-0.3

Getting off a minicab
Organising carer
transport

3.3

3.0

-0.3

1.7

2.0

0.3

Getting in the vehicle
Moving inside the
vehicle
Getting off the
vehicle

2.7

2.5

-0.2

3.0

2.5

-0.5

3.0

2.5

-0.5

Organising
Kerbs
Crossing the road
Travelling on
pavements

2.7
4.0
2.8

2.8
3.4
3.0

0.1
-0.6
0.3

4.0

3.2

-0.8

Familiar areas

2.4

1.3

-1.1

Yes

Unfamiliar areas

4.9

3.6

-1.3

Yes

Crowded situations

4.5

3.1

-1.4

Yes

Travelling at night
Getting to
station/stop
Boarding the bus
Manoeuvring on the
bus

5.0

3.8

-1.2

Yes

2.3
2.7

2.4
2.6

0.1
-0.1

2.5

2.6

0.1

Alighting the bus

2.7

2.6

-0.1

To station/stop

3.0

3.0

0.0

Yes

Navigation in station

3.0

3.0

0.0

Yes

Escalator

3.0

3.0

0.0

Yes

Stairs

5.0

5.0

0.0

Yes

Boarding

3.0

3.0

0.0

Manoeuvring

3.0

3.0

0.0

Alighting

3.0

3.0

0.0

Difference

Part of
Instrument
II

Yes
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To station/stop

2.5

2.5

0.0

Navigation in station

3.5

3.5

0.0

Escalator

3.0

3.0

0.0

Stairs

4.5

4.5

0.0

Boarding

3.5

3.5

0.0

Manoeuvring

3.0

3.0

0.0

Alighting

3.5

3.5

0.0

Change in Transport Ability

Figure 8.2 summarises the change in Transport Ability that was experienced by
each participant after taking part in the ScootAbility scheme for six months, with
Transport Ability before joining the scheme shown on the x-axis and six months
after joining shown on the y-axis. The diagonal line is the identity line x=y, which
represents no change. As all participants are above this line, every participant
experienced a positive change in Transport Ability. There is one clear outlier, who
experienced an extremely large change in Transport Ability, increasing 5 logits,
with a change in Transport Ability from -3.3 to 1.7, going from the participant with
the worst Transport Ability to the participant with the best. This may be because
this person did not understand the scoring system the first time they completed the
questionnaire or possibly had a significant improvement in their health or other
circumstances that was outside of the factors considered in this study. It was not
possible to contact the participant after the event to check whether there was an
explanation for this change. The participant was the youngest in the sample and the
only one who did not live alone, so was qualitatively different enough from the
other participants to justify exclusion from the subsequent analysis of Transport
Ability. The majority of the remaining participants experienced an increase in
Transport Ability of between 0.5 and 2 logits.
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3.5

Transport Ability after Scootability
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0.5
-2.5
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0.5
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-1.5
-2.5
-3.5

Transport Ability Before Scootability
Figure 8.2

Relationship between Transport Ability before and after ScootAbility

Figure 8.3 shows the Transport Ability level of each of the remaining seven
participants before taking part in the ScootAbility scheme, shown on the x-axis, in
comparison to the change in Transport Ability after taking part in the ScootAbility
scheme, shown on the y-axis. The effect of Transport Ability before training on the
improvement in ability after the training is shown in Table 8.3 not to be significant
at the 5% level. This suggests that initial Transport Ability did not affect the
increase in Transport Ability due to the scheme, meaning that high and low ability
participants alike received a similar benefit from joining the scheme. As the items
included in Instrument II that exhibited the greatest change related to public
transport in general and not specific tasks, this may suggest that the improvement
in Transport Ability related to an increase in confidence rather than a reduction in
the difficulty of traversing specific obstacles.
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Change in Transport Ability after Scootability
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Transport Ability Before Scootability
Figure 8.3

Relationship between Transport Ability before ScootAbility and change in
Transport Ability

R Squared

Table 8.3

0.10

Parameter estimates for relationship between Transport Ability before
ScootAbility and change in Transport Ability

Term

Estimate

Prob>|t|

0.88

0.10

-0.24

0.50

Intercept
Transport Ability Before
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Change in Life Space score

Figure 8.4 shows the change in Life Space score that was experienced by each
participant after they took part in the ScootAbility scheme for six months, with Life
Space score before joining the scheme shown on the x-axis and six months after
joining shown on the y-axis. Again, the diagonal line is the identity line where x=y,
which represents no change. As all participants are above this line every participant
experienced a positive change in Life Space score; travelling further and more
frequently. While the outlier from the analysis of Transport Ability in section 8.4.1
also had the largest increase in Life Space score of 31.5 points, this was not
significantly out of line with the increases observed among other participants,
meaning that there was insufficient justification to exclude the data point from the
Life Space score analysis.

75.0

Life Space Score after Scootability
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65.0
60.0
55.0
50.0
45.0
40.0
35.0
30.0
25.0
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50.0

55.0

60.0

65.0

70.0

75.0

Life Space Score Before Scootability
Figure 8.4

Relationship between Life Space score before and after ScootAbility

The graph in Figure 8.5 shows the Life Space score for each participant before
taking part in the ScootAbility scheme in comparison to the change in Life Space
score after taking part in the scheme. The average increase in Life Space score was
24.8. However, while there is a suggestion that a higher Life Space score before
joining the scheme was correlated with a smaller improvement, Table 8.4 shows
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that the effect is not significant at the 5% level. As with Transport Ability, this
suggests that the Scootability scheme delivered similar benefits to all participants
irrespective of initial Life Space score. This suggests that even if the improvements
in Transport Ability were related to confidence, membership of the Scootability
scheme has generated a real increase in the extent and frequency of travel among
participants.

Change in Life Space Score after Scootability

33.0
31.0
29.0
27.0
25.0
23.0
21.0
19.0
17.0
15.0

25.0

30.0

35.0

40.0

45.0

50.0

55.0

Life Space Score Before Scootability
Figure 8.5

Relationship between the difference in Life Space and initial Life Space score
before the ScootAbility Scheme

R Squared
Table 8.4

0.35
Parameter estimates for relationship between Life Space score before
ScootAbility and change in Life Space score

Term
Intercept
Life Space Before

Estimate
38.45
-0.36
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Relationship between the Change in Life Space score
and Transport Ability

Figure 8.6

RSquared
Table 8.5

Changes in Transport Ability and Life Space score

0.16
Parameter estimates for relationship between change in Transport Ability
and change in Life Space score

Term
Intercept
Change in Transport Ability

Estimate
27.29
-2.99

Prob>|t|
0.001
0.38

Figure 8.6 illustrates the change in Transport Ability and Life Space score that each
participant, with the exception of the outlier identified in section 8.4.1, experienced
after being on the ScootAbility scheme for 6 months, with the change in Transport
Ability on the x-axis and the change in Life Space score on the y-axis. Table 8.5
shows that the relationship was not statistically significant at the 5% level. This
shows that while both Transport Ability and Life Space score improved for all
participants, a greater improvement in Transport Ability did not necessarily lead to
a greater improvement in Life Space score. This suggests that there were a much
wider range of determinants of Life Space score than Transport Ability alone.
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Matched Pair Analysis for Transport Ability and Life
Space score

In Figure 8.7, the y-axis shows the difference in Transport Ability for each of the
seven participants, excluding the outlier, before and after taking part in the
ScootAbility scheme and the x-axis shows the mean of the pre- and post-scheme
Transport Ability for each person. The vertical bold red line is the mean of each
participant’s mean Transport Ability before and after joining the Scootability
scheme. The horizontal bold red line is the mean difference in Transport Ability
before and after joining the Scootability scheme and the dashed red lines are the
95% confidence interval for this mean. As all points are above zero, this shows that
all participants experienced an increase in Transport Ability after taking part in the
ScootAbility scheme, with an average increase of 1.2 logits, significant at the 5%
level.
One logit measures the increase in Transport Ability or decrease in item difficulty
required to increase the probability of a successful outcome by a factor of e or 2.718,
the base of the natural logarithm, therefore the average increase in Transport Ability
was by a factor of 1.2e. The key benefit of measuring ability and difficulty in logits
is that the scale is additive, meaning that, for example, the difference between a
score of 0 and 1 is the same as the difference between 1 and 2. However, the value
of the logits calculated depends entirely on the specific distribution of responses, so
cannot easily be used to make comparisons between experiments.

Table 8.6

Summary table for Matched Pair Analysis for change in Transport Ability

Transport Ability After
Transport Ability Before
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
Correlation
Prob > |t|

0.07
-1.07
1.15
0.24
1.74
0.24
0.71
0.003
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Matched Pair Analysis for the Change in Transport Ability before and after
joining the ScootAbility scheme

The y-axis in Figure 8.8 represents the difference in Life Space score for each
participant before and after taking part in the ScootAbility scheme and the x-axis is
the mean of the before and after Life Space scores for each person. The bold red
line represents the mean difference in Life Space score and the average pre- and
post-scheme Life Space score. As all points are above 0, this shows that every
participants’ Life Space score improved after taking part in the ScootAbility scheme
by an average of 24.8.

Table 8.7

Summary table for Matched Pair Analysis for change in Life Space score

Life Space After
Life Space Before
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
Correlation
Prob > |t|

63.00
38.19
24.81
1.83
29.15
20.47
0.80
<.0001
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Figure 8.8

Matched Pair Analysis for the change in Transport Ability before and after
joining the ScootAbility scheme

Table 8.8 shows that the increases in the median scores for both Transport Ability
and Life Space score were statistically significant at the 5% level, as the p-values
of 0.008 were below the threshold value of 0.05 meaning that the hypothesis that
the samples had the same distribution before and after participants joined the
Scootability scheme could be rejected. The Wilcoxon signed rank test is used as the
distribution does not approximate a normal distribution and the two measurements
are not independent of each other. The test is a non-parametric test based on the
ranking of individuals, so is independent of the statistic being measured.

Table 8.8

Wilcoxon Signed Rank test results

Test Statistic S
Prob>|S|

Transport Ability AfterTransport Ability Before
14.0
0.02
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Discussion
This chapter addressed the research question of whether Transport Ability and Life
Space scores could be used to evaluate an accessibility intervention, in this case the
ScootAbility scheme. For Case Study I, it was hypothesised that Instrument II could
be used to analyse the effectiveness of Council A’s ScootAbility transport scheme,
which aims to make travelling and transport easier to use. To investigate this,
Instrument II was applied to the sample group of 8 people shortly before and six
months after they had joined the ScootAbility scheme. It was predicted that joining
the ScootAbility scheme would lead to an increase in both Transport Ability and
Life Space score among participants, giving them the ability to travel further afield
and more frequently than they did previously.

The analysis illustrated that the participants who took part in the ScootAbility case
study experienced increases in both Transport Ability and overall Life Space score,
illustrating that the scheme was associated with a reduction in the reported difficulty
of transport and an increase in the distance and frequency of travel. The majority of
the participants who took part in the ScootAbility scheme experienced an
improvement in Transport Ability of between 0.5 and 2.0 logits and an
improvement in Life Space score of between 15 and 30 points after they were given
access to mobility scooters.

In section 8.4.1 it was shown that, after excluding an outlier, there was no
significant relationship between initial Transport Ability and change in ability. It
may have been expected that participants with lower initial ability would have more
scope to improve their ability that participants with higher initial ability, and that
joining the Scootability scheme would result in participants’ Transport Abilities
becoming more uniform. However, this was not shown to be the case, suggesting
that Scootability has the potential to provide transport benefits to people with a
range of initial abilities. This may be partly explained by the items used in
Instrument II, among which the only significant changes that were observed related
to public transport in general rather than specific tasks, meaning that the change
measured was possibly related to confidence. Participants with higher initial ability
may therefore have had scope to report lower difficulties on these items due to a
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general increase in confidence that would not have been reported for a specific
transport task, which would need to have demonstrated a real reduction in the
difficulty in traversing the obstacle to receive a lower difficulty rating. It was also
possible that being studied biased the participants’ responses and made them feel
obliged to report an improvement. This could be resolved in future research by
recruiting a larger sample that included participants who did not join the scheme
for use as a control group.

Table 8.2 showed that the biggest reductions in item difficulty ratings were seen in
more general tasks relating to travelling at night or in places that were unfamiliar
or crowded, which are unpredictable, risky and possibly stressful situations. The
results suggest that the scheme did not necessarily make many specific tasks
significantly easier, as there was little change in the difficulty of tasks relating to
public transport modes, although there was a reduction in some ratings relating to
carer transport, kerbs and pavements. Instead the primary benefits of the scheme
may arise because these powered wheelchairs and scooters may make participants
feel less vulnerable and reduce the problem of physical tiredness when travelling
outside the home. There was therefore likely to be a reduction in the perception of
risk associated with unpredictable situations, such as the risk of getting stranded in
an unfamiliar area, the risk of getting injured in a crowded situation or the road
safety risk when travelling at night.

There are a plethora of personal internal factors and external physical factors that
may have influenced the perceived mobility levels reported by each participant at
the time when they completed the questionnaire. Everyone experiences both good
and bad days and personal factors such as mood, confidence level and wellbeing to
name a few, will all effect how a person responds to a self-assessed questionnaire.
Additionally, not everyone has the same social and work activities and needs on a
week on week basis, showing how this can cause a difference in self-reported Life
Space score. Other external factors such as weather also contribute significantly to
whether or not a person chooses to go outside their home and the frequency with
which they do so. These personal and physical factors are only a few of many
variables which all contribute to how a person responds to either the questionnaire
developed in this study or the actual transport or mobility scheme being assessed.
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These all limit the effectiveness of the study and the reliability that only the
ScootAbility scheme in isolation was being evaluated.
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Case Study II: Wheelchair Skills
Training
Introduction
This chapter will address the research question in order to examine whether
Transport Ability and Life Space score can be used to evaluate existing transport
accessibility projects and schemes. It was hypothesised that the developed transport
evaluation technique will make it possible to analyse the effect of transport training
projects and schemes that make travelling or transport easier to access or use or
develop the skillset of the person. In order to examine the feasibility of this, the
evaluation tool developed in this study was applied to Case Study II - Wheelchair
Skills Training, which will be discussed in this chapter.

It was predicted that wheelchair skills training would lead to an increase Transport
Ability and, therefore, an increase in Life Space score, giving people the confidence
and ability to travel further afield and more frequently than they did previously.
However, the wheelchair skills training and Scootability schemes aim to increase a
person’s mobility in different ways, with wheelchair skills training aiming to
increase a person’s physical ability in contrast to the ScootAbility scheme, which
aims to increase mobility by providing access to a mobility aid.

Anchoring scores
As only 15 people took part in the wheelchair skills training scheme in Case Study
II, the dataset was not large enough to be validated using the Rasch analysis
technique as demonstrated in Chapters Four and Six. In this case the methodology
that was deemed best to analyse this data was to anchor the pre- and post-training
person and item measures to those generated by Instrument II. As the person and
item scores in the results from Instrument II, developed in Chapter Six, were already
validated, this allowed the small datasets in both case studies to be anchored to the
person and item scores generated by the application of Survey II.
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Background to Wheelchair Skills Training
Wheelchair skills training sessions provided by the Back-Up Trust are held at
Stanmore Orthopaedic Hospital every two months and aim to help both in-patients
and out-patients with spinal injuries to gain new skills to help them to lead
independent lives. Skilled trainers and volunteers who had themselves experienced
spinal injuries teach new skills and techniques to people who had recently become
wheelchair users, with the aim of helping them to use their wheelchairs more
effectively in everyday life. The objective is to make everyday tasks easier, such as
getting on the bus, going to the local shops, or safely carrying a cup of tea from one
room to another. These sessions are also an opportunity to meet other people going
through the same life-changing events, as well as to learn from other people’s
experiences. All the wheelchair skills trainers have a spinal cord injury and can
draw from their own experiences to find the best way to teach new skills and
techniques.

Methodology for Case Study II
The wheelchair skills training sessions given at Stanmore Orthopaedic hospital are
tailored specifically to each group for both manual and power wheelchairs. This
case study focused on the wheelchair skills exercises given to manual wheelchair
users during their first training sessions at Stanmore Orthopaedic hospital, which
involved two one-hour training sessions that were one week apart. All participants
were given the transport questionnaire by the trainers and asked to complete it ahead
of their first training session. They were also asked to fill out the same questionnaire
again one week after their wheelchair skills training sessions had finished and return
these by post. This was so that it would be possible to gauge their Transport Ability
before the training session in order to see how the skills they learnt in their first
session changed their ability to use transport and their Life Space patterns overall.

A typical session at the hospital covered pushing technique, getting over obstacles,
tackling kerbs and thresholds, back-wheel balancing and may also cover steps and
transfers if time and equipment allows. The manual wheelchair training session first
started with the two trainers teaching basic wheel pushing techniques; making the
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participants hold a teacup in each so that they could learn how to propel themselves
using one hand at a time. This would allow the participants to hold something whilst
still being mobile.

The next stage of the wheelchair training exercises aimed to teach the participants
how to travel over obstacles. To initiate this, a small piece of rope was place on the
floor as shown in Figure 9.1, and the trainers taught each person how to lift up the
front of their wheelchair slightly so that they could get the front wheels of their
chair over the obstacle in order to push themselves over it. After this basic
manoeuvre was practised, participants were ready to practise on some more
advanced obstacles that they would face on an everyday basis.

Figure 9.1

First stage in obstacle training

In order to teach manual wheelchair users how to travel on surfaces where there is
a slight change in level, a series of wooden blocks were placed on the floor in order
of step height. The small step change shown by the obstacle in Figure 9.2 was
comparable to a dropped kerb in height. This helped participants develop the skills
they learnt in the rope exercise, using the same technique in a more advanced
setting. Once participants were able to perform this task, they were asked to practise
on the more advanced step change, as shown in Figure 9.3, which is comparable to
a small kerb or doorframe. Participants who successfully managed to learn how to
travel up and down the change in level obstacles were then encouraged to travel up
and down on a kerb mock-up, as shown in Figure 9.4.
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Figure 9.2

Change in level training

Figure 9.3

Advanced change in level

Figure 9.4

Kerb exercise

The last stage in the skills training session was to learn how to tackle a long gradual
slope, a steeper slope and for advanced participants, how to travel up and down two
steps, as shown in Figure 9.5. Slope training helps manual wheelchairs users to use
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the ramps that are used to board buses and train carriages, as well as facilities inside
and outside the home.

Figure 9.5

Slope and step training

Results for Case Study II in Table 9.1, summarises the characteristics of the 15
participants who took part in the wheelchair skills training case study and the
change observed in their Transport Ability and Life Space scores. The average age
of all the participants that completed Survey II was 41 years, with ages ranging
from 28 to 55. There were eight females and seven males, while three of the
participants lived alone. By definition, all participants in the sample were
wheelchair users and none reported anything less than full vision. Transport Ability
was observed to increase by 1.2 logits and Life Space score was reported to increase
by 13 points following participation in the course.
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Person
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Mean
Median
Std Dev

Case Study II: Wheelchair Skills Training
Characteristics of wheelchair skills training participants

Gender

Age

Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female

32
44
53
38
25
41
34
55
28
37
42
55
43
54
39
41
41
9.4

Live
Alone
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

-0.28
-1.13
0.93
-0.62
-0.16
-1.37
0.08
-1.3
0.56
-0.39
-0.39
-1.38
-0.88
-0.17
-0.62

2.15
-0.16
0.28
0.09
2.23
-0.49
2.23
-0.54
1.33
0.56
0.81
0.08
0.32
0.55
0.78

Change
in
Transport
Ability
2.43
0.97
-0.65
0.71
2.39
0.88
2.15
0.76
0.77
0.95
1.20
1.46
1.20
0.72
1.40

-0.47
-0.39
0.66

0.68
0.55
0.89

1.16
0.94
0.23

Transport
Ability
before

Transport
Ability
after

Life
Space
score
before

Life
Space
score
after

Change
in Life
Space
score

72.0
55.5
60.0
69.0
64.5
48.0
63.5
55.5
69.0
58.5
42.0
49.5
55.5
60.0
57.0

90.0
61.5
67.5
66.0
82.5
55.5
81.5
69.0
89.0
69.0
75.0
61.5
67.5
69.0
67.5

18.0
6.0
7.5
-3.0
18.0
7.5
18.0
13.5
20.0
10.5
33.0
12.0
12.0
9.0
10.5

58.6
58.5
8.0

71.5
69.0
9.8

12.8
10.5
1.8

Table 9.2 summarises the changes in questionnaire responses among wheelchair
training participants. The biggest improvements were to alighting buses and tubes,
with boarding these modes also improving significantly. As these are raw Likert
scores, the changes and relative difficulties give an indication of trends but the units
themselves are less meaningful than the logit scores produced by Rasch analysis.
The questions relating to scooters, carer transport, buddying/walking, stairs and
escalators were not relevant to this group, so are not shown.
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Summary of changes in questionnaire responses among wheelchair skills
training participants

Transport
Task
type
Booking a taxi
Boarding a taxi
Moving inside a
Black cab
taxi
Getting out of a
taxi
Finding a
minicab
Getting in a
minicab
MiniCab
Moving inside a
minicab
Getting off a
minicab
Familiar areas
Unfamiliar areas
General
Crowded
Public
situations
Transport
Travelling at
night
Getting to
station/stop
Boarding the bus
London
Manoeuvring on
Bus
the bus
Alighting the bus
To station/stop
Navigation in
station
Tube
Boarding
Manoeuvring
Alighting
To station/stop
Navigation in
station
Train
Boarding
Manoeuvring
Alighting

Wheelchair skills
Average
Average
Part of
difficulty difficulty
Instrument
before
after
Difference II
2.0
2.0
0.0
3.8
3.8
0.0
3.4

3.2

-0.2

4.2

4.0

-0.2

2.0

1.9

-0.1

3.9

3.8

-0.1

3.0

2.8

-0.2

4.0
2.4
4.5

3.9
2.1
3.8

-0.1
-0.3
-0.7

4.7

4.1

-0.5

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

4.3

4.2

-0.1
Yes

2.8
4.3

2.2
3.4

-0.7
-0.8

3.6
4.2
2.6

3.3
2.8
2.1

-0.3
-1.3
-0.4

3.3
3.0
3.4
3.1
3.3

2.7
2.0
3.1
2.0
3.0

-0.6
-1.0
-0.3
-1.1
-0.3

3.7
4.6
3.8
4.9

3.0
3.9
3.3
4.2

-0.7
-0.7
-0.5
-0.7

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Table 9.2 shows that while both boarding and alighting buses had been rated as
among the more difficult tasks at 4.3 and 4.2 on average, alighting improved to a
rating of 2.8 after the training, while boarding reduced in difficulty by a smaller
amount to 3.4. Both boarding and alighting the tube had previously been rated as a
middling difficulty tasks at 3.0 and 3.1 respectively but still improved to become
among the easier tasks in the list at 2.0.

The difficulty of boarding and alighting trains fell by a smaller amount and
remained more difficult than boarding and alighting buses and tubes. This may be
related to the larger gap between the train and the platform. In contrast to the public
transport modes, there was virtually no change to the difficulty of any of the taxi
related tasks, including boarding and alighting.

The wheelchair skills training led to a modest decrease in the reported difficulty of
travelling in unfamiliar areas and in crowded situations, but made little difference
to traveling at night.

Overall the wheelchair skills training seems to have been most effective at
improving participants’ technical skills to allow them to manoeuvre on and off of
public transport modes more easily. This is in contrast to the ScootAbility scheme,
which was shown in section 8.4.1 to have had a modest effect in reducing the
difficulty of specific obstacles but showed the biggest improvement in empowering
participants to travel in unfamiliar and challenging situations, possibly by
improving confidence.

9.4.1 Change in Transport Ability
Figure 9.6 shows the change in Transport Ability that was experienced by each
participant after they took part in the wheelchair skills training session, with
Transport Ability before the training shown on the x-axis and one week after the
training shown on the y-axis. The diagonal line is the identity line where x=y, which
represents no change. As all but one of the data points were above this line, this
showed that nearly every participant experienced an improvement in Transport
Ability. There was one clear outlier whose Transport Ability decreased by 0.7 logits
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after the training. However, the majority of participants experienced a positive
change in Transport Ability by between 0.7 and 2.5 logits.

Transport Ability after wheelchair skills training
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Transport Ability before wheelchair skills training
Figure 9.6

Transport Ability before and after wheelchair skills training

Figure 9.7 shows the Transport Ability level of each participant before taking part
in wheelchair skills training in comparison to the change in Transport Ability after
taking part in the training scheme. There was no correlation between Transport
Ability before training and difference in Transport Ability after training, as Table
9.3. shows that the parameter estimate of -0.22 was not significantly different from
zero at the 5% level.

The outlying data point represents a person who reported no change in the difficulty
of any item after the training, except for travelling in crowded situations, which was
given a difficulty of 4 compared to 3 before the training. It is implausible that a
person’s ability to use transport would be significantly impaired after receiving
training designed to improve their ability, especially given that the training did not
particularly address travelling in crowded situations, so it is possible that this
negative change was due to something other than the training. Unfortunately, it was
not possible to contact the participants after the training to gain further insight into
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reasons for their responses. It was, therefore, justifiable to repeat the analysis with
the outlying data point excluded.

Change in Transport Ability after wheelchair skills
training
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Transport Ability before wheelchair skills
Figure 9.7

Relationship between the change in Transport Ability and Transport Ability
before wheelchair skills training

RSquare
Table 9.3

0.04
Parameter estimates for Transport Ability after wheelchair skills training

Term
Intercept
Transport Ability before
wheelchair skills training

Estimate
1.05
-0.22

Prob>|t|
0.001
0.48

Figure 9.8 replicates Figure 9.7 but excludes the individual whose Transport Ability
decreased after training. The effect of Transport Ability before training on the
improvement in ability after the training is shown in Table 9.4 not to be significantly
different from zero at the 5% level. This is similar to the finding from the
ScootAbility case study in Chapter Six, where initial Transport Ability was not
found to be significantly correlated with improvement in Transport Ability. This
suggests that in both cases the benefits of participating do not disproportionately
accrue to participants with either low or high ability
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Change in Transport Ability after wheelchair skills
training
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Transport Ability before wheelchair skills training
Figure 9.8

Relationship between the change in Transport Ability and initial Transport
Ability before wheelchair skills training (Cleaned)

Summary of Fit
R Squared
Table 9.4

0.07

Parameter estimates for Transport Ability after wheelchair skills training

Term
Intercept
Transport Ability before
wheelchair skills training

Estimate
1.45
0.28

Prob>|t|
<.0001
0.35

9.4.2 Change in Life Space score
Figure 9.9 summarises the change in Life Space score reported by each participant
after they took part in the wheelchair skills training. Again, the diagonal line is the
identity line where x=y, which represents no change. Only one participant was
below this line showing that the majority of people experienced a positive change
in Life Space score, travelling further afield on a more frequent basis. This
illustrates that, on the whole, participation in wheelchair skills training had a
positive impact on travel behaviour.
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Figure 9.9

Change in Life Space score after wheelchair skills training

Figure 9.10 shows the Life Space score for each participant before taking part in
the wheelchair skills training scheme in comparison to the change in Life Space
score after taking part in the training. The trend line suggests a negative correlation,
with larger improvements experienced by participants with lower initial scores.
However, the effect of Life Space score before training on the improvement in
ability after training is shown in Table 9.5 not to be significant at the 5% level.
However, Figure 9.10 includes two notable outliers. One participant showed a
dramatic 33-point improvement in Life Space score, going from having the lowest
score of 42 before taking part in the wheelchair training to a relatively high score
of 75 after completing the course. While the possibility that the training had such a
large effect on this person shouldn’t be discounted, it may also be due to an
improvement in some other factor in their life that affected their Life Space score,
including temporary effects such as sickness or weather. In contrast, one participant
started with a comparatively large Life Space score of 69 before the course and
reported a Life Space score of 66 after taking part in the training session, showing
that this participant reported that they travelled less far, less frequently, which is the
opposite trend reported by other participants who took part in the training.
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Change in Life Space score after wheelchair skills
training
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Relationship between the difference in Life Space score and initial Life Space
score before wheelchair skills training

Summary of Fit
R Squared

Table 9.5

0.056

Parameter estimates for Life Space score after wheelchair skills training

Term
Intercept
Life Space score before
wheelchair skills training

Estimate
26.44
-0.23

Prob>|t|
0.11
0.39

Figure 9.11 replicates the analysis from Figure 9.10, excluding the data points from
the two outlying individuals whose Life Space scores increased dramatically or fell
following training. After excluding these outliers, the effect of Life Space score
before training was found to have a significant impact on the change in Life Space
score after training, as shown in Table 9.6, with every point of Life Space score
prior to training correlated with an increase in the benefit from training of 0.5 points.
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Change in Life Space score after wheelchair skills
training
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Table 9.6

0.52

Parameter estimates for Life Space score after wheelchair skills training

Term
Intercept
Life Space score before
wheelchair skills training

Estimate
-16.23
0.49

Prob>|t|
0.08
0.006

In contrast to the ScootAbility case study, where no correlation was found between
initial Life Space score and change in Life Space score, this suggests that
participation in wheelchair skills training led to greater increases in the extent and
frequency of travel among participants who already undertook more travel.
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Relationship between the Change in Life Space score
and Transport Ability

Figure 9.13 illustrates the change in Transport Ability and Life Space score that
each of the 12 participants experienced after completing the wheelchair training
exercise, excluding the three outliers identified in sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2. Each
unit increase in Transport Ability was estimated to correspond to an increase Life
Space score of 4.2, an effect that Table 9.7 shows is significant at the 5% level. This
shows that improvements to ability did translate into more frequent travel over
longer distances overall.

As the changes were positive, this shows that apart from the outliers all participants
who took part in the study experienced a positive change in both Transport Ability
and Life Space score. The majority of the participants experienced an improvement
in Transport Ability of between 0.7 and 2.5 logits, improving their Life Space score
by between 6 and 20 points.

Figure 9.12

Change in Transport Ability and Life Space score after wheelchair skills
training

Summary of Fit
RSquare
0.34
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Parameter estimates for change in Life Space score

Term
Intercept
Change in Transport Ability

Estimate
7.32
4.17

Prob>|t|
0.023
0.048

Nevertheless, a notable outlier was present, who reported a very large increase in
Life Space score relative to their increase in Transport Ability. This could have been
because the participant had a change in circumstances that caused a significant
increase in their mobility, independent of the training.

It is possible that the training had a significant psychological impact on some
participants, meaning that, for example, the participant who reported a large change
in mobility patterns may have gained a new-found confidence in their ability levels
as a result of the training. This suggests that there are many variables that influence
a person’s perceived mobility and Transport Ability levels in addition to the skills
being assessed in the case study. This technique used to evaluate the outcome for
the wheelchair skills training session could, therefore, also be used as a way to
monitor a person’s progress over a longer period and to highlight those who may
need additional support in either physical or emotional ways or those who
experience erratic, irregular behaviour.

9.4.4 Matched Pair Analysis
In Figure 9.13, the y-axis shows the difference in Transport Ability for each of the
participants, excluding the outlier identified in section 9.4.1, before and after taking
part in wheelchair skills training and the x-axis shows the mean of the pre- and posttraining Transport Ability for each person. The vertical bold red line is the mean of
each participant’s mean Transport Ability before and after the training. The
horizontal bold red line is the mean difference in Transport Ability before and after
training and the dashed red lines are the 95% confidence interval for this mean. As
all points are above zero, this shows that all participants experienced an increase in
Transport Ability after taking part in the training, with an average increase of 1.3
logits, significant at the 5% level. One logit measures the increase in Transport
Ability or decrease in item difficulty required to increase the probability of a
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successful outcome by a factor of e or 2.718, the base of the natural logarithm,
therefore the average increase in Transport Ability was by a factor of 1.3e.

Table 9.8

Summary table for Matched Pair Analysis for change in Transport Ability

Transport Ability After
Transport Ability Before
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
Correlation
Prob > |t|

Figure 9.13

0.71
-0.58
1.29
0.16
1.64
0.93
0.78
<.0001

Matched Pair Analysis for the change in Transport Ability before and after
the wheelchair skills training

The y-axis in Figure 9.14 represents the difference in Life Space score for each
participant before and after taking part in wheelchair skills training, excluding the
two outliers identified in section 9.4.2, and the x-axis shows the mean of the before
and after Life Space scores for each person. The bold red lines represent the mean
difference in Life Space score and the average pre- and post-training Life Space
score. As all points are above 0, this shows that the Life Space score of participants
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improved after taking part in the training, with an average increase of 12.5, which
is shown in Table 9.9 to be significant at the 5% level. The graph shows that
participants with a higher mean Life Space score, represented by the points on the
right of the graph, experienced higher than average increases in Life Space score
after the training.

Table 9.9

Summary of Matched Pair Analysis for change in Life Space score

Life Space score after
Life Space score before
Mean Difference
Standard Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
Correlation
Prob > |t|

Figure 9.14

71.6
59.1
12.5
1.29
15.3
9.7
0.95
<.0001

Matched Pair Analysis for the change in Life Space score before and after
the wheelchair skills training

Table 9.10 shows that the increases in the median scores for both Transport Ability
and Life Space score were statistically significant at the 5% level, as the p-values
were below the threshold value of 0.05, meaning that the hypothesis that the
samples had the same distribution before and after participants took part in
wheelchair skills training could be rejected. The Wilcoxon signed rank test is used
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as the distribution does not approximate a normal distribution and the two
measurements are not independent of each other. The test is a non-parametric test
based on the ranking of individuals, so is independent of the statistic being
measured.

Table 9.10

Wilcoxon Signed Rank test for Transport Ability and Life Space score

Test Statistic S
Prob>|S|
Prob>S
Prob<S

Transport Ability AfterTransport Ability Before
52.5
0.0001
<.0001
0.9999

Life Space AfterLife Space Before
45.5
0.0002
.0001
0.9999

Overall Discussion
This chapter addressed the research question of whether Transport Ability and Life
Space scores could be used to evaluate the wheelchair skills training scheme
operated at Stanmore hospital by the Back-Up Trust. It was hypothesised that
Instrument II, developed in Chapter Six could be used to analyse the effectiveness
of a scheme to develop the skillset of participants, improving their ability to use
transport. To investigate this, Survey II was administered to a sample group of 15
people one week before and one week after their participation in their first
wheelchair skills training session. The ratings given to transport items before and
after the training session were combined with the anchored item difficulties for
those items produced by the analysis described in Chapter Six, to calculate a
Transport Ability for each participant for before and after the training. Similarly,
answers to the Life Space section of the questionnaire were used to calculate a Life
Space score for before and after the training for each participant. It was predicted
that the wheelchair skills training would increase Transport Ability and Life Space
scores, as it was expected that participants would receive a boost to their confidence
and ability, motivating them to travel further afield and more frequently than they
did previously.

The analysis illustrated that the vast majority of participants who took part in the
wheelchair training case study experienced increases in both Transport Ability and
overall Life Space score, showing that they were travelling further afield more
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frequently, which was in line with the results of the ScootAbility case study
described in Chapter Eight. All but one of the participants who took part in the
wheelchair skills training reported an increase in Transport Ability, with these
increases ranging from 0.7 to 2.5 logits and averaging 1.2 logits. With the exception
of two outliers, one of whom reported a reduction in Life Space score and the other
who reported an unfeasibly large increase in Life Space score following the
training, participants reported increases in Life Space score of between 6 and 20
points, with an average increase of 13 points.

Three participants were identified as potential outliers in the wheelchair skills
training results. One participant exhibited a decrease in Transport Ability, one
participant reported a decrease in Life Space score and one participant reported a
very large increase in Life Space score. These outliers could have been because of
a change in their life outside of the training that had a significant impact on their
ability or travel patterns, such as illness or weather.

The participant who reported a decrease in Transport Ability may have found the
training confusing, resulting in a negative impact on their Transport Ability.
Equally, if the participant was not engaged with the training or did not enjoy the
session they may have reported greater difficulty with the items after training as a
form of protest or in order to avoid having to participate in similar sessions again.
It may be the case that this individual would benefit more from an alternative type
of training or a different strategy entirely to improve their Transport Ability.

The participant who reported a large increase in Life Space score may have gained
a new-found independence or increased confidence in their ability after
participating in the training. Furthermore, the participant who experienced a slight
decrease in Life Space score may have felt less confident or able to travel as they
may have felt their ability level was less than they previously thought, having had
their confidence knocked by seeing other, more able wheelchair users at the
training. It should also be borne in mind that the very act of measuring Transport
Ability and Life Space score may encourage participants to report improvements
irrespective of whether they occurred. To combat this, had there been a large
enough pool of participants it may have been useful to have a control group
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complete the questionnaire who did not participate in the training. This
demonstrates how it is very difficult to state that the changes experienced by
participant in both their ability to use transport or their overall Life Space patterns
are solely caused by the wheelchair skills training.

Nonetheless, the strength of this technique of evaluating a person’s response to
either a new scheme or form of training also remains that it produces a numerical
outcome measurement that can be used to describe a person’s reported ability level.
Furthermore, this technique can be used to monitor a person’s progress or even
highlight those who may need additional support, either physically or emotionally,
or those who display irregular behaviour. Analysis can also be used to understand
whether the amount of benefit gained by a scheme is related to a person’s initial
ability and mobility levels, which may help to improve the way that training courses
or accessibility schemes are delivered. The physical process of completing the
assessment form also allows each participant to reflect on their own experiences
and improvements, which may allow them to see the rate at which they are
improving or increase their ability confidence and independence.

9.5.1 Comparison with ScootAbility
Table 9.11 gives a summary comparison of the participants in the ScootAbility
scheme, described in Chapter Eight, and wheelchair skills training. The
ScootAbility participants were significantly older than the wheelchair skills
participants on average, and also reported lower initial Transport Ability and Life
Space scores. This was to be expected as younger, more able people would
generally be more likely to use a self-propelled wheelchair, while older people
would be more likely to use a powered scooter. Furthermore, the lower initial Life
Space scores among ScootAbility participants may in part reflect the lack of
availability of a scooter prior to joining the scheme.

The ScootAbility participants showed a larger improvement in both Transport
Ability and Life Space score than the wheelchair skills participants. However, this
was from a lower base and represented an improvement over a six-month period,
rather than in a week subsequent to the training, as was the case for the wheelchair
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skills participants. Nevertheless, there may have been some instances where lower
ability individuals on the wheelchair skills course would gain more from joining
the ScootAbility scheme instead, although this would have to be set against the
availability and relative cost of the scheme relative to the skills training. In some
cases, high ability participants in the ScootAbility scheme might be better suited to
undertaking wheelchair skills training instead, especially if similar benefits could
be gained at a lower cost.

Table 9.11

Comparison of ScootAbility and wheelchair skills training participants

Age
Transport Ability before
Transport Ability after
Change in Transport
Ability
Life Space score before
Life Space score after
Change in Life Space
score

Mean of wheelchair
Mean of ScootAbility skills training
participants
participants
65
41
-1.35
-0.47
0.28
0.68
1.63

1.16

38.2
63.0

58.6
71.5

24.8

12.8

In line with the ScootAbility scheme, the wheelchair skills training case study found
no correlation between increases in Transport Ability after participating in the
training and initial ability. This suggests that these schemes do not
disproportionately deliver benefits to low or high ability participants. However,
unlike the ScootAbility scheme, it was shown in section 9.4.2 that the wheelchair
skills training appeared to provide a bigger boost to Life Space score for participants
with a high initial Life Space score than a low initial score. This suggests that
participants with low initial Life Space scores require more than just skills training
to experience the same boost to the extent and frequency of travel observed among
participants with high initial Life Space scores.

A significant correlation was found between the increase in Transport Ability
observed after participating in the wheelchair skills training and the reported
increase in Life Space score. This suggests that the training had improved
participants’ skills, which in turn had led them to travel further and more frequently.
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This is in contrast with the ScootAbility scheme, where no such correlation was
found, as shown in section 8.4.3. This suggests that ability is a greater determinant
of travel patterns among wheelchair users than among scooter users, which fits with
the different characteristics of the two aids; with the former being self-propelled
and the latter being powered.

In practical terms, this may mean that some more advanced training could be
offered to ScootAbility participants to improve technical skills as well as
confidence, and the wheelchair skills training could be adapted for less able
participants to include more focus on improving confidence and reducing the
feeling of vulnerability. It may even be the case that the most able people on the
ScootAbility scheme would benefit from wheelchair skills training, whereas the
least able participants in wheelchair skills training could be candidates for the
ScootAbility scheme and that Council A could improve outcomes without
necessarily increasing costs by offering both.
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Case Study III: Comparing
Transport Ability & Mobility Matrix scores
Introduction
This chapter will compare the Transport Ability measure generated by Instrument
II with a measure used to assess mobility to assist with real-world decision making.
It will compare the performance of Transport Ability with a tool used by Council
A to assess its applicants’ eligibility for Blue Badges, Taxicards and the Disabled
Persons Freedom Pass.
The Blue Badge scheme is a national scheme, administered by local authorities, of
on-street parking concessions for people with permanent and severe mobility
problems (DfT, 2014). The London Taxicard is a London-wide scheme of
subsidised door-to-door transport for people with serious mobility impairment who
have difficulty using public transport and is funded by the participating London
Boroughs and the Mayor of London (Taxicard, 2016). The Disabled Persons
Freedom Pass is also a London-wide scheme, funded by the London Boroughs,
which allows eligible disabled people to use public transport within London and
buses across the country for free (London Councils, 2016).
The Transport Abilities generated for each participant in Survey II were compared
with previous assessments of applications conducted by Council A, where
available, which were the basis for granting or denying requests for one or more of
the aforementioned concessions. By comparing the Transport Ability tool
developed in this study with a tool that is actually used by occupational therapists
to assist with real-world decisions, the extent to which an approach based on Rasch
analysis agrees with the approach currently used in practice could be determined.
Close agreement between the Rasch analysis-based approach and that used by
Council A would suggest that it is possible to develop new tools using Rasch
analysis that measure the same latent traits as existing approaches in a consistent
way.
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The Mobility Matrix scores generated by Council A’s assessment form (see section
10.3) and the Transport Ability measure developed in this study will be compared.
Logistic regression analysis will be used in section 10.6 to calculate the probability
of Disabled Persons Freedom Passes, Blue Badges and Taxicards being allocated
based on Mobility Matrix score and Transport Ability. Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) analysis will then be used in section 10.7 to examine the level
of similarity between the two different measures and how accurately each measure
can be used to predict whether transport concessions will be allocated.

Background to Concession Allocation
Every year in London thousands of applications for Disabled Persons Freedom
Passes, Taxicards and Blue Badges are made to councils by their residents. While
for each of these concessions some groups of people will automatically be eligible,
significant number of applicants will have to have their mobility assessed by the
council to decide whether they meet the eligibility criteria. Each council’s
occupational therapists assess the applicants and adjudicate upon the concessions
awarded in each case.

Currently, the Department for Transport provides brief guidance to help each
council develop an independent Medical Assessment to use in the allocation of Blue
Badges, however, as shown in the Blue Badge Scheme Local Authority Guidance
(England) (Dft, 2014: 22), the specific assessment and criteria used are decided by
the Council themselves:

“Ultimately it is a matter for each individual local authority to adopt an
assessment approach that they believe complies with the legislation and that best
suits their circumstances. The independent review found that intelligent use of
independent mobility assessments in combination with initial cross-checking of
existing council records and well-designed desk -based assessments (to filter out
those applicants who are ‘self -evidently’ eligible or ineligible) was the most cost
effective and robust method of assessing an applicant's eligibility under the
‘subject to further assessment’ walking criterion.”
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Local Councils in England must therefore develop their own transport assessment,
utilising the experience of their occupational therapists to decide the best
methodology to allocate Blue Badges (DfT 2014). The guidelines for the allocation
of Taxicards and the Disabled Persons Freedom Pass are similar (Taxicard 2016,
London Councils 2016), meaning that it is usually most practical to assess eligibility
for all applied for concessions in the same way and at the same time.
Certain groups of people are automatically eligible for these concessions and are
therefore not required to undertake an assessment if they receive certain benefits,
such as the higher rate mobility components of the Disability Living Allowance, or
are, in the words of the Blue Badge scheme guidance, “self-evidently eligible”,
meaning that in the view of the occupational therapist their mobility impairment is
obvious and severe enough to render a mobility assessment unnecessary.
The applicants undertaking assessment are therefore people who have mobility
issues but whose eligibility is not self-evident to the occupational therapist from
their application.

Eligibility Assessment Forms
Many boroughs conduct their own eligibility assessments, which are carried out by
occupational therapists in a face-to-face session. Participants are questioned about
their impairments, how they are disabled by inaccessible transport services and the
effect that this has on their daily life, as well as being monitored while standing,
moving to and from a seated position and walking.
The assessment form that Council A used before 2012 did not have a formal scoring
system to be used as a guide to assess eligibility. This meant that the allocation of
Disabled Persons Freedom Passes, Blue Badges and Taxicards was largely at the
discretion of the occupational therapist based on their observation of the applicant
during the assessment.

In 2012, the assessment form changed to include a section that generated a score
for each participant based on their overall health, ability to use transport, mobility,
Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and mobility aid use. This questionnaire is not
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available for public access, so a copy of this questionnaire will be available on
request. The four sections are weighted to provide an overall score out of 40, with
scores of up to five given for each of the categories health, transport, ADL and
mobility aid use, and mobility is broken down into four subcategories, each also
scored out of five. The four mobility subcategories are based on the occupational
therapist’s assessment of the applicant’s walking ability, with a score of up to five
given for each of the distance walked, speed walked at, length of time walked for
and manner of walking. For example, an applicant able to walk more than 150
metres would receive a score of zero for the distance section of the mobility
assessment, while an applicant unable to walk 27 metres would receive a score of
five.

The score generated from Council A’s assessment form is referred to as the
Mobility Matrix score. The higher the Mobility Matrix score, the greater the level
of difficulty experienced by the applicant. In this chapter, the assessment form used
by Council A will be referred to as the Mobility Matrix Survey.

The Mobility Matrix score is used as a benchmark to guide the decisions made by
occupational therapists through eligibility cut-off points. A Disabled Persons
Freedom Pass has a suggested cut-off point of 18, a Taxicard has a suggested cutoff point of 22 and a Blue Badge has a suggested cut-off point of 24. Mobility
Matrix scores alone are not the sole basis for deciding whether a person is eligible
for the disabled transport concession(s) applied for, as in borderline cases the
occupational therapist will use their knowledge and experience, along with the
specifics of the individual case, to make a final decision.

Methodology
Council A were able to provide the Mobility Matrix scores for a total of 20 Survey
II participants who had completed the Mobility Matrix Survey after its introduction
in 2012, along with data on the concessions applied for and whether these
applications were successful. This dataset would allow direct comparison of the
Transport Ability measures with the Mobility Matrix scores generated for the 20
participants for whom both scores are available. Council A also provided data on
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the concessions applied for and awarded to a further 18 participants who applied
prior to 2012, so did not have a Mobility Matrix score. The small number of
participants with a Mobility Matrix score was because most participants either
hadn’t applied for any of the three concessions, applied prior to 2012 or were ‘selfevidently eligible’ in the opinion of the Occupational Therapist, which negated the
need for any assessment. Data on concessions applied for and awarded was only
available for a further 18 participants who applied prior to 2012, in part because
some were ‘self-evidently eligible’ but also because the records kept were
incomplete. While Council A had complete records of the concessions awarded,
data on the concessions applied for but not awarded was not kept for most cases.

Participant Characteristics
Table 10.1 summarises the characteristics of the 20 participants for whom Mobility
Matrix scores were available, while Table 10.2 shows the same summary for the 18
participants for whom only concession application and acceptance data were
available. Table 10.3 show the equivalent summary for the two groups combined.
Table 10.1

Characteristics of participants with Mobility Matrix scores

Sample size

20

24 to 78

Interquartile
range
46 to 62

Standard
deviation
13.2

9

4 to 10

7 to 9

2.1

-1.6

-1.7

-3.7 to 0.0

-2.7 to -0.6

1.2

Life Space score

35.7

35

7 to 58.5

28 to 45

17.7

Mobility Matrix score

17.2

16

10 to 27

9 to 13

5.0

Males

% Males

Females

% Females

8

40%

12

60%

Yes

Yes %

No

No %

Live alone

8

40%

12

60%

Mobility Aid User

20

100%

0

0%

Low vision (V1-V7)

5

25%

15

75%

Mean

Median

Range

Age

55.0

56

Vision Level

7.9

Transport Ability

Gender

Comparing Table 10.1 and Table 10.2 suggests that the differences between the
participants groups with and without Mobility Matrix scores are small, with a
slightly different gender balance perhaps being the most notable difference.
Participants with a Mobility Matrix score are on average slightly younger, with
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slightly worse vision and a slightly lower Life Space score than participants without
a Mobility Matrix score.
Table 10.2

Characteristics of participants without Mobility Matrix scores

Sample size

18

44 to 88

Interquartile
range
54 to 60

Standard
deviation
9.3

9

5 to 10

8 to 9

1.2

-1.7

-1.8

-3.0 to -0.1

-2.2 to -1.2

0.8

39.1

34

17 to 100

23 to 53

21.7

Males

% Males

Females

% Females

10

56%

8

44%

Yes

Yes %

No

No %

Live alone

8

44%

10

56%

Mobility Aid User
Low vision (V1-V7)

17
1

94%
4%

1
17

4%
96%

Mean

Median

Range

Age

57.6

57

Vision Level

8.7

Transport Ability
Life Space score
Gender

Table 10.3 summarises the overall characteristics of the 38 participants for whom
transport concession application and acceptance data was available, whether or not
they had a Mobility Matrix score. Compared to Table 7.1 in Chapter Seven, which
summarises the characteristics of all 231 participants in Survey II, participants in
this group were on average slightly older with lower Transport Ability and Life
Space scores. The gender balance and proportion who lived alone or used one or
more mobility aids were similar, while the 38 participants had a lower incidence of
low vision than the participants in Survey II.
Table 10.3

Characteristics of participants for whom concession application data was
available

Sample size

38

24 to 88

Interquartile
range
48 to 62

Standard
deviation
11.5

9

4 to 10

7 to 9

1.8

-1.6

-1.7

-3.7 to 0.1

-2.5 to -0.9

1.0

37.3

35.3

7 to 100

23 to 46

17.9

Males

% Males

Females

% Females

18

47%

20

53%

Yes

Yes %

No

No %

Live alone

16

42%

22

58%

Mobility Aid User

37

97%

1

3%

Low vision (V1-V7)

6

16%

32

84%

Mean

Median

Range

Age

56.2

57.0

Vision Level

8.3

Transport Ability
Life Space score
Gender
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Table 10.4 summarises the number of applications made and accepted for each type
of concession and any concession. Over 70% of applicants applied for a Freedom
Pass, while less than half applied for a Taxicard and just over a third applied for a
blue badge. In inner London boroughs such as Council A, car ownership levels are
relatively low and public transport provision is relatively good (Transport for
London, 2016), which probably explains why there were so many more applications
for a Freedom Pass than a Blue Badge. It is not clear why there is a lower application
rate for Taxicards compared to Freedom Passes, but this may reflect a recognition
among participants that the Freedom Pass concession is sufficient for their needs
and a Taxicard is not necessary given the provision of public transport in the
borough. Two thirds of Freedom Pass applications were accepted, compared to
under half of applications for Blue Badges and Taxicards, and 68% of applicants
received at least one of the concessions applied for.

Table 10.4

Summary of concession application and acceptance

Concession

Applied

% applied

Accepted

Acceptance rate

Freedom Pass

27

71%

18

67%

Blue Badge

14

37%

6

43%

Taxicard

18

47%

8

44%

Any concession

38

100%

26

68%

Figure 10.1 shows a plot of Mobility Matrix score against Transport Ability for the
20 participants for whom both were available. There was a strong correlation, with
an R squared value of 0.97, as every one unit increase in Transport Ability was
associated with a reduction in Mobility Matrix score of 4.3. The correlation was
negative because higher Mobility Matrix scores were associated with greater
mobility impairment, whereas for Transport Mobility the reverse is true. This
relationship suggests that Transport Ability was measuring the same underlying
trait as the Mobility Matrix score measure used by Council A to inform the
allocation of transport concessions. However, as both measures are based on
surveys relating to the difficulty encountered in completing transport-related tasks,
perhaps it should not be surprising that consistent results are produced.
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Figure 10.1

Plot of Mobility Matrix score against Transport Ability

Table 10.5

Parameter estimates for relationship between Transport Ability and
Mobility Matrix score

RSquared
Intercept
Estimate
Prob > [t]

0.97
10.3
-4.3
<.0001

Logistic Regression Analysis
Similar to other forms of regression analysis, logistic regression makes use of one
or more predicting variables that may be either continuous or categorical. However,
unlike ordinary least squares regression, logistic regression is used for predicting
binary dependent variables rather than a continuous outcome. In this situation the
assumptions of linear regression are violated and the residuals cannot be normally
distributed, which may result in nonsensical predictions for a binary dependent
variable. In order to turn a binary variable into a continuous one that can analyse
dichotomous data, logistic regression calculates the odds of the event happening for
different levels of each independent variable, then takes the ratio of those odds and
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the logarithm of that ratio to create a continuous criterion as a transformed version
of the dependent variable. The logit of success is then fitted to the predictors using
linear regression analysis. The predicted value of the logit is converted back into
predicted odds via the inverse of the natural logarithm, i.e. the exponential function.

Logistic regression is well suited for examining hypotheses about relationships
between a categorical outcome variable and one or more categorical or continuous
predictor variables, in order to determine the likelihood of dichotomous outcomes
(Peng et al. 2002). It is used widely in many fields, including the medical and social
sciences. Many other medical scales used to assess medical severity have been
developed using logistic regression (Kologlu et al. 2001, Biondo et al. 2000,
Marshall et al. 1995 and Le Gall et al. 1993). The technique can also be used in
engineering, especially for predicting the probability of failure for a given process,
system or product (Strano and Colosimo, 2006, and Palei and Das, 2009). Logistic
regression analysis was therefore used to allow the probability of a yes or no
outcome to be determined, making it an appropriate technique to calculate the
probability of a person being allocated a Blue Badge, Disabled Person’s Freedom
Pass or Taxicard based on their Transport Ability.

10.6.1 Transport Ability
Logistic regression analysis was used to calculate the probability of a person being
allocated a Disabled Persons Freedom Pass, Blue Badge or Taxicard based on a
person’s Transport Ability.

Figure 10.2 shows the relationship between Transport Ability and Disabled Persons
Freedom Pass allocation. The whole model test in Table 10.6 shows that the
relationship shown by the overall model was statistically significant, and that the
parameter estimate for Transport Ability as shown in Table 10.7 was also
significant.

The data points underneath the blue line in Figure 10.2 were allocated a Disabled
Persons Freedom Pass and each data point above the blue line represents a person
who was not successful in their application. The downward slope of the curve shows
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that as the Transport Ability of a person increased, there was a statistically
significant decrease in the probability that they were be successful in their Disabled
Persons Freedom Pass application, with the probability falling sharply once
Transport Ability was above -1.5.

Did not receive
Freedom Pass

Received Freedom
Pass

Figure 10.2

Logistic regression curve for Disabled Persons Freedom Pass allocation and
Transport Ability

Table 10.6

Model
Difference
Table 10.7

Term
Intercept
Transport
Ability

Whole Model Test for probability of receiving a Freedom Pass

-LogLikelihood
7.24

DF
1

ChiSquare
14.48

Prob>ChiSq
0.0001

Parameter estimates for probability of receiving a Freedom Pass

Estimate

Std Error

ChiSquare

-2.27
-2.44

1.14
0.91

3.95
7.22

Prob>
ChiSq
0.047
0.007

Unit odds
ratio
0.09

Figure 10.3 shows the relationship between Transport Ability and Blue Badge
allocation. The model and the parameter estimates were all significant at the 5%
level as shown in Table 10.8 and Table 10.9 retrospectively. The points underneath
the blue line in Figure 10.3 were allocated a Blue Badge, whereas the points above
the blue line were not successful in their application. Figure 10.3 shows that as the
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Transport Ability of a person increased, the probability of being successful in their
Blue Badge application decreased. The downward slope of the curve is almost
vertical showing that the probability of getting a Blue Badge changed from 100%
to 0% very quickly once Transport Ability exceeded -2. Aside from one outlier,
Transport Ability above -2 did not result in the allocation of a Blue Badge, whereas
scores below -2 all did. This suggests that Transport Ability is a very powerful
predictor of Blue Badge allocation.

Did not receive
Blue Badge
Received Blue
Badge

Figure 10.3

Logistic regression curve for Blue Badge allocation and Transport Ability

Table 10.8

Whole Model Test for probability of receiving a Blue Badge

Model
Difference
Table 10.9

Term
Intercept
Transport
Ability

-LogLikelihood
4.66

DF
1

ChiSquare
9.32

Prob>ChiSq
0.002

Parameter estimates for probability of receiving a Blue Badge

Estimate

Std Error

ChiSquare

-5.65
-2.65

2.94
1.37

3.71
3.70
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ChiSq
0.045
0.045

Unit odds
ratio
0.07
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Figure 10.4 shows the relationship between Transport Ability and Taxicard
allocation. Those underneath the blue line were allocated a Taxicard, whereas those
above the blue line were not successful in their application. As the Transport Ability
of a person increased, their probability of being successful in their Taxicard
application decreased. The almost vertical downwards slope of the curve in Figure
10.4 shows that the chances of getting a Taxicard fell very quickly from nearly
100% for Transport Ability of -2 to 0% of Transport Ability of -1.5, an even faster
rate of change than for Blue Badges. While the whole model was found to be
significant at the 5% level, as shown in Table 10.10, the parameter estimate was not
significant at the 5% level, as shown in Table 10.11.

Received
Taxicard
Did not receive
Taxicard

Figure 10.4

Logistic regression curve for Taxicard allocation and Transport Ability

Table 10.10

Whole Model Test for probability of receiving a Taxicard

Model
Difference
Table 10.11

Term
Intercept
Transport
Ability

-LogLikelihood
9.84

DF
1

ChiSquare
19.68

Prob>ChiSq
<.0001

Parameter estimates for probability of receiving a Taxicard

Estimate

Std Error

ChiSquare

-32.34
-16.74

27.79
14.77

1.35
1.28
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10.6.2 Mobility Matrix score
Logistic regression analysis was used to calculate the probability of a person being
allocated a Disabled Persons Freedom Pass, Blue Badge or Taxicard based on a
person’s Mobility Matrix score. These results will therefore allow comparison of
how the allocation of each Transport concession varies according to a person’s
Transport Ability and Mobility Matrix score.

Figure 10.5 shows the relationship between Mobility Matrix score and Disabled
Persons Freedom Pass allocation. Data points underneath the blue line were
allocated a Disabled Persons Freedom Pass and each data point above the blue line
represents a person who was not successful in their application. The upwards slope
of the curve shows that the as the Mobility Matrix score of a person increases, their
probability of success in their Disabled Persons Freedom Pass application increases.

Received
Did not receive

Freedom Pass

Freedom Pass

Figure 10.5

Logistic regression curve for Freedom Pass allocation and Mobility Matrix
score

However, whilst the whole model test in Table 10.12 shows that the model is a good
fit for the data, the parameter estimate for Mobility Matrix score is shown not to be
significant at the 5% level, as shown in Table 10.13. This may be because of the
relatively small sample size of 12, combined with the fact that two of the six
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successful applicants had Mobility Matrix scores well below both the suggested
threshold score of 18 and the scores of two unsuccessful candidates. This suggests
that the judgement of occupational therapists led to a different allocation of
Freedom Passes than would have been expected based on the Mobility Matrix
scores alone.
Table 10.12

Model
Difference
Table 10.13

Term
Intercept
Mobility
Matrix
score

Whole Model Test for probability of receiving a Freedom Pass

-LogLikelihood
3.54

DF
1

ChiSquare
7.09

Prob>ChiSq
0.008

Parameter estimates for probability of receiving a Freedom Pass

Estimate

Std Error

ChiSquare

Prob>ChiSq

-9.63
0.65

5.88
0.41

2.68
2.54

0.101
0.111

Unit odds
ratio
1.92

Figure 10.6 shows the relationship between Mobility Matrix score and Blue Badge
allocation. Those underneath the blue line were allocated a Blue Badge and each
data point above the blue line represents a person who was not successful in their
application. As with Transport Ability, a clear cut off point was identified at a
Mobility Matrix score of between 20 to 22; with people with a score of over 22
qualifying for a Blue Badge and those with a lower score being denied a Blue
Badge. As no applicants had a score of 20 to 22 the precise location of the cut off
cannot be determined. This suggests that the current suggested cut-off qualification
mark or 24 for Blue Badge allocation may be too high as occupational therapists
are granting applicants with a slightly lower score onto the scheme, possibly
because in their professional opinion other factors mean that the person should be
eligible. However, these findings are subject to the small data sample of 11
applicants who also had Mobility Matrix scores and would therefore need to be
verified on a larger sample. The parameter estimates are not shown as they are not
of any practical use where the sample size is small and the likelihood of success
changes rapidly from 0% to 100%.
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Did not receive
Blue Badge

Received Blue
Badge

Figure 10.6

Logistic regression curve for Blue Badge allocation and Mobility Matrix
score

Table 10.14

Model
Difference

Whole Model Test for probability of receiving a Blue Badge

-LogLikelihood
7.21

DF
1

ChiSquare
14.42

Prob>ChiSq
<.0001

Figure 10.7 shows the relationship between Mobility Matrix score and Taxicard
allocation. Data points to the right of the blue line were allocated a Taxicard and
each data point to the left of the blue line represents a person who was not successful
in their application. As with Transport Ability, the probability of being allocated a
Taxicard changes from 0% to 100% at a clear cut off point. This was identified at a
Mobility Matrix score of 20; with people with a score of over 20 qualifying for a
Taxicard and those with a lower score being denied one. This indicates that the
current suggested cut-off qualification mark or 22 for Taxicard allocation may be
too high as occupational therapists are allowing applicants with a slightly lower
score onto the scheme. However, these findings are subject to the small data sample
of 13 applicants who were also allocated Mobility Matrix scores and would
therefore need to be verified on a larger sample.
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Received

Did not receive

Taxicard

Taxicard

Figure 10.7

Logistic regressions curve for Taxicard allocation and Mobility Matrix score

Table 10.15

Whole Model Test for probability of receiving a Taxicard

Model
Difference

-LogLikelihood
8.02

DF
1

ChiSquare
16.05

Prob>ChiSq
<.0001

Overall, the results from the logistic regression analysis identified clear cut-off
points for both the Blue Badge and Taxicard schemes using either the Transport
Ability or Mobility Matrix score. Applicants were found to qualify for the Blue
Badge scheme or Taxicards with a Transport Ability of -2 or less or a Mobility
Matrix score of 20 or more. Logistic regression identified the allocation of Disabled
Persons Freedom Passes as being less clear cut, and therefore less predictable.
However, a significant relationship was identified with an increase in Transport
Ability or reduction in Mobility Matrix score resulting in a reduced likelihood of
receiving a Freedom Pass. This result suggests that there is a significant amount of
professional judgement being used by occupational therapists when allocating
Freedom Passes, meaning that scoring systems such as Mobility Matrix scores and
Transport Ability are used to assist and validate the judgement of trained
professionals, not as a replacement.

The whole model tests showed that the models have predictive power at the 5%
level for the allocation of Disabled Persons Freedom Passes, Blue Badges and
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Taxicards, for both Transport Ability and Mobility Matrix scores. However,
Transport Ability as a predictor of Disabled Persons Freedom Pass and Blue Badge
eligibility were the only statistically significant parameter estimates. Disabled
Persons Freedom Pass allocation based on Mobility Matrix score was not shown to
be significant at the 5% level. However, this may be because of the smaller sample
size of participants with a Mobility Matrix score in comparison to the sample size
of those with a Transport Ability measure.

Receiver Operating Characteristic Analysis
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis was conducted to understand
how accurately both Transport Ability and Mobility Matrix scores can be used to
predict the allocation of transport concessions, by analysing the rate of false positive
(Type I error) and false negative (Type II error) results at different decision
thresholds.

Disabled Persons Freedom Pass, Blue Badge and Taxicard allocations were
grouped together due to the small sample size of 20 people with an allocated
Mobility Matrix and 38 people with a Transport Ability measure.

10.7.1 Transport Ability
Figure 10.8 shows the relationship between Transport Ability and the allocation of
any transport concession. Table 10.16 and Table 10.17 show that the model and the
parameter estimate of the coefficient of Transport Ability are both significant at the
5% level, suggesting that Transport Ability is a useful predictor of concession
allocation. The data points underneath the blue line in Figure 10.8 represent
applicants who were allocated one or more transport concessions, whereas each
data point above the blue line represents an applicant unsuccessful in all of their
applications.

The downward slope of the blue line in Figure 10.8 shows that the as the Transport
Ability of a person increases, their probability of being successful in an application
decreases. The odds ratio shown in Table 10.17 shows that a unit increase in
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Transport Ability will on average reduce the chances of getting a transport
concession by over 91%. More usefully though, the blue line shows that the chances
of receiving a concession decrease from close to 100% at Transport Ability -2 to
around 50% at -1 and close to zero at 0. This analysis does not take into account
which concessions were applied for, meaning that some of the unsuccessful
applicants could have been successful if they’d applied for a different concession,
which might have changed the shape of the curve significantly.

Did not receive a
concession

Received at least one
concession

Figure 10.8

Logistic regression curve for allocation of any concession and Transport
Ability

Table 10.16

Whole Model Test for probability of receiving any concession based on
Transport Ability

Model
Difference
Table 10.17

-LogLikelihood
10.40

DF
1

ChiSquare
20.81

Prob>ChiSq
<.0001

Parameter estimates for probability of receiving any concession based on
Transport Ability

Term
Intercept
Transport
Ability

Estimate

Std Error

ChiSquare

Prob>ChiSq

-2.49
-2.44

1.04
0.78

5.70
9.84

0.017
0.002
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Figure 10.9 shows the ROC curve for Transport Ability as a predictor of the
allocation of travel concessions. The x-axis shows the rate of false positive results,
and the y-axis the corresponding rate of true positives, for varying decision
threshold scores.

The area under the curve is 0.91, which means that a randomly selected person, who
would be allocated a concession based on their Transport Ability, has a 91%
probability of having a lower Transport Ability than a randomly selected person
who would not be allocated a concession.

Figure 10.9

Receiver Operating Characteristic for Transport Ability

Area under curve 0.91
Using All Concessions='Y' to be the positive level
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10.7.2 Mobility Matrix
Figure 10.10 shows the relationship between Mobility Matrix score and travel
concession allocation. The data points underneath the blue line represent successful
transport concession applicants, whilst each data point above the blue line
represents an unsuccessful applicant. The upwards slope of the curve shows that the
as the Mobility Matrix score of a person increases, their probability of success in
their application increases.

Did not receive a
concession

Received at least one
concession

Figure 10.10

Logistic Regression Curve for allocation of any concession and Mobility
Matrix score

The whole model test in Table 10.18 shows that the model is a good fit for the data
and the parameter estimate for Mobility Matrix score is shown to be significant at
the 5% level in Table 10.19. The odds ratio shown in Table 10.19 shows that a unit
increase in Mobility Matrix score will on average increase the chances of getting a
transport concession by 82%. As discussed in section 10.7.1, this analysis does not
take into account which concessions were applied for, meaning that some of the
unsuccessful applicants could have been successful if they had applied for a
different concession, which might have changed the shape of the curve
significantly.
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Whole Model Test for probability of receiving any concession based on
Mobility Matrix score

Model
Difference
Table 10.19

-LogLikelihood
7.07

DF
1

ChiSquare
14.13

Prob>ChiSq
0.0002

Parameter estimates for probability of receiving any concession based on
Mobility Matrix score

Term

Estimate

Std Error

ChiSquare

-9.39
0.60

4.05
0.26

5.37
5.15

Intercept
Mobility
Matrix score

Prob>
ChiSq
0.020
0.023

Unit odds
ratio
1.82

Figure 10.11 shows the ROC curve for Mobility Matrix score as a predictor of the
allocation of transport concessions. The x-axis shows the rate of false positive
results, and the y-axis the corresponding rate of true positives, for varying decision
threshold scores.
1.00
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1.00

1-Specificity
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Figure 10.11

Receiver Operating Characteristic for Mobility Matrix score

Area under curve
0.92
Using All Concessions='Yes' to be the positive level
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The area under the curve is 0.92, which means that a randomly selected person, who
would be allocated a concession based on their Mobility Matrix score, has a 92%
probability of having a higher score than a randomly selected person who would
not be allocated a concession.

10.7.3 Transport Ability and Mobility Matrix
As shown in Figure 10.12, the areas under the ROC curves for both Transport
Ability and Mobility Matrix score are very similar, and as shown in sections 10.7.1
and 10.7.2 respectively the area under each curve is 0.91 and 0.92, suggesting that
both tests give similar results.

Figure 10.12

Transport Ability and Mobility Matrix score ROC Curves for allocation of
any concession

This suggests that Transport Ability and Mobility Matrix scores may be used as
similar qualification measures. Given that the Mobility Matrix score takes into
account a wide number of factors; such as Activities of Daily Living; general health;
how far a participant can walk; their speed, walking technique and tolerance levels;
and the frequency with which participants use a range of transport modes including
buses, tubes, trains, taxis and private cars; the close correlation between Transport
Ability and Mobility Matrix scores is encouraging. Consequently, assessing how
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closely a person’s Transport Ability and Mobility Matrix score compare would help
to validate Transport Ability and also determine whether Transport Ability could
be used to predict whether an applicant would be successful.

Discussion
Overall, the Transport Ability measure developed in this study was found to be
similar to the Mobility Matrix scoring system developed by Council A to help
occupational therapists to determine whether applicants should qualify for specific
transport concession schemes.

This is a positive result for the Transport Ability measure developed in this study,
validating it against a scoring system that is currently used to measure mobility by
Council A to make real-life decisions. Mobility Matrix scores are allocated to
individuals by health professionals taking into account a wide number of factors, so
the close correlation between the Transport Ability and Mobility Matrix scores is
very encouraging.

Whilst this result is strong evidence that Mobility Matrix score and Transport
Ability are measuring the same underlying trait, it does not follow that Council A
could use Transport Ability instead of Mobility Matrix score in its concession
allocation process. The process involved in generating Transport Ability scores for
individuals relies on truthful responses to the transport difficulty questionnaire, so
is ill-suited to situations where there is any incentive for the participant to
misrepresent their ability, such as when applying for transport concessions.

The process used to generate Transport Ability scores is better suited to evaluating
the impact of accessibility-related interventions, such as Case Studies I and II, to
determine who among the participants has benefitted and by how much. It also has
the benefit of being self-reported, so is much cheaper to administer than an
assessment that must be conducted by another person. However, should Council A
or any other authority wish to adopt a Rasch analysis-based approach to mobility
assessment it may be possible to develop an instrument that can be applied by an
occupational therapist rather than self-reported, which could mitigate the problem
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of misrepresentation by the individual. Such a process would need further
validation and careful design of the transport items included.

The suggested cut-off points for the allocation of concessions based on Mobility
Matrix scores do not quite match the cut-off points that appear to be used in practice,
especially for the allocation of Blue Badges and Taxicards. A Disabled Persons
Freedom Pass has a suggested cut-off point of 18, a Taxicard has a suggested cutoff point of 22 and a Blue Badge has a suggested cut-off point of 24. The logistic
regression analysis showed that either Transport Ability or Mobility Matrix score
could be used to predict fairly accurately whether a person would qualify for either
the Blue Badge or Taxicard scheme. Participants qualified for the Blue Badge
scheme or for a Taxicard with either a Transport Ability of -2 or less or a Mobility
Matrix score of 20 or more. This suggests that in practice the cut-off point for Blue
Badges Taxicards is 20, based on this sample. The cut-off point in practice for
Disabled Freedom Pass allocation is less predictable, as the logistic regression
analysis identified the allocation of Disabled Persons Freedom Passes to not have a
clear cut-off point regarding Mobility Matrix score.

The structure of how Mobility Matrix scores are generated does suggest that there
is a limit to how similar Transport Ability and Mobility Matrix scores can be,
particularly as Mobility Matrix scores are discrete, so must be whole numbers,
whereas Transport Ability is continuous. Mobility Matrix scores are also structured
through weighted mobility sections, with only a small focus on public transport use,
whereas Transport Ability focuses on little outside a person’s ability to use public
transport. Additionally, Mobility Matrix scores are calculated by a health
professional assessing the level of mobility they perceive a person to have, whereas
Transport Ability is based on ratings generated through a self-assessment transport
questionnaire. Both scoring systems, therefore, have different benefits and
limitations, although they could be used in combination to help validate decisions
made or even estimate who may qualify for certain schemes before completing a
transport assessment.
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Conclusions
Introduction
This study developed, validated and analysed an instrument that measures ability
to use transport, termed Transport Ability, and Life Space patterns (the extent and
frequency of travel outside a person’s home) for people with low vision and/or
mobility problems. This chapter gives a brief summary of each chapter, before
discussing the study’s main achievements and how each of the research objectives
were addressed, before going on to suggest possible further research applications
for the instrument developed in this study and other issues that would benefit from
further investigation.

Chapter Overview
Chapter One outlined the thesis background regarding transport accessibility and
the important role it plays in improving quality of life. The growing importance of
understanding where transport accessibility improvements need to be focused and
understanding the effectiveness of schemes, regarding improved accessibility and
mobility on both an aggregate and disaggregate level, helped to justify the research.
The aims of the research project and research objectives were also presented and
used to structure the data analysis within each chapter.
Chapter Two reviewed existing literature, concepts and past research to identify
research pertaining to the main issues of this study. Within the field of transport for
visually and mobility impaired people, a key recommendation, highlighted in
section 2.2, was that planners should take a more holistic approach to accessibility
(DfT, 2001), as every part of the journey chain must be accessible for the journey
to be completed.
While numerous studies have attempted to measure mobility quantitatively, as
discussed in section 2.3, De Vries et al. (2012) found that the instruments used vary
widely. Titheridge et al. (2010) argued that the opportunity measures commonly
used by planners, including the software tools discussed in section 2.3.2, do not
adequately reflect transport accessibility as experienced by individual, and that an
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ideal methodology would model the capability of each person separately at a
specific moment in time. This focus on measuring the ability of individuals was
identified as a research gap, with specific focus on older people and people with
visual and mobility impairments. The Life Space model, discussed in section 2.3.4,
was shown to be more appropriate than other mobility measures, such as the
Activities of Daily Living, as comparator to the measure developed in this study.
A research gap was identified in section 2.4, relating to the study of vision loss and
transport accessibility, as little research has been made into whether AMD, which
predominantly affects the central visual field, or glaucoma, which affects peripheral
vision, affect the ability to use transport differently. Given that clinical measures of
visual acuity are very labour intensive to conduct, the self-assessment questionnaire
used by Grundy et al. (1999), discussed in section 2.4.4, was identified as the most
appropriate way to categorise visual ability as it is quick and simple yet a welldefined method that has been used in other studies, such as Dalke and Conduit
(2010).
The capability approach, which addresses the capabilities of individuals relative to
the requirements of the environment, was identified in section 2.5 as a better
framework with which to evaluate transport accessibility than the cost benefit
analysis techniques usually employed to evaluate transport schemes. This is
because the benefits of accessibility are generally intangible, social benefits, which
are very difficult to convert to monetary values, so cannot be measured easily.
Patient-based self-assessment questionnaires, reviewed in section 2.6, were shown
to be a well-established technique in the field of visual impairment, with potential
to be expanded to cover mobility impairment. Rasch analysis, discussed in section
2.7, was identified as the most appropriate model to use in this study, as it can turn
ordinal responses to questionnaires into interval measures of the ability of
individuals and the difficulty of tasks. These units therefore have meaning and can
be compared with other questionnaires measuring the same latent trait. Whilst
Rasch analysis is widely used in ophthalmology, it has rarely been used in transport
studies, with Turano et al. (1998) being a rare instance of such an application, while
Massof et al. (2007) compared the outputs of Rasch analysis with the Life Space
model. This study has built upon this approach.
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Chapter Three outlined the background and process for the development of the selfassessment instrument Transport Survey I, loosely based on a patient assessment
questionnaire developed by Turano et al. (1998). This was carried out using a group
of 414 participants from across Greater London, recruited through the Macular
Society and PAMELA. The participants had a range of different vision levels, the
majority of whom have AMD, while only 7% had glaucoma and around a third of
whom require a mobility aid, see Table 5.1. The relatively small number of
participants with glaucoma meant that it was not possible to meaningfully compare
the effects of glaucoma with AMD. Section 3.3.1 showed how Life Space patterns
were assessed according to the extent and frequency of travel in specified zones
within the home and beyond, and with or without assistance, based on an instrument
developed by Peel et al. (2005). Visual acuity is also measured using the Vision
Level scale from Grundy et al. (1999), as shown in section 3.3.2.

Chapter Four described the process through which Transport Survey I was validated
using Rasch Analysis, as well as the process through which the original data was
cleaned. In section 4.2.1 the category probability curve shown in Figure 4.1 showed
that the construct validity of the instrument was strong. In section 4.2.2 Instrument
I was found to be sensitive enough to consistently discriminate between participants
of varying abilities and items of varying difficulty, having a person and item
separation and reliability scores within the generally accepted thresholds for
reliable instruments.

The 30 participants with glaucoma were omitted because they were too small a
group to conduct a meaningful comparison with the participants with AMD.
Furthermore, responses from a further of 88 participants were omitted due to either
misfit, missing data or ceiling and floor effects, leaving 296 participants in total.
The infit and outfit statistics suggested that the tasks that related to reading
information from a distance were not measuring the same latent transport difficulty
trait as other tasks, so these items are omitted. Also omitted were items subject to
ceiling and floor effects, as well as items found to be significantly correlated with
other items, leading to redundancy and reduced instrument efficiency, meaning that
15 items were omitted leaving 10 items.
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The concept of the item-person map was introduced, which maps individuals’
Transport Ability relative to the Item Difficulty of the tasks used in the Survey I.
Transport Ability and item difficulty are scores, measured in logits, assigned to
participants and tasks respectively during the Rasch analysis process. The
magnitude of Transport Ability relative to item difficulty is a measure of the
likelihood that the person can achieve the task successfully, with equal scores
indicating a 50% chance. The means of abilities and difficulties matched fairly
closely, as shown by the Item Person Map in Figure 4.7, confirming that the
instrument was reasonably well targeted, although it would have improved the
instrument’s ability to discriminate consistently throughout the scale if some more
difficult and easy items were included.

Differential item functioning and multidimensionality were found to be absent from
the model in sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 respectively, further confirming that Transport
Ability was the only latent trait being measured by the instrument. Initial findings
in this study were identified to be logical; demonstrating the hypothesised
relationship between mobility aid use, visual ability and Transport Ability, with
lower visual ability correlated with lower Transport Ability and with mobility aid
use compounding this effect, as shown in section 4.3.5.

Chapter Five analysed and discussed results from Survey I, investigating how
individual characteristics affect Transport Ability and overall Life Space patterns.
Table 5.1 in section 5.3 summarised the characteristics of study participants
recruited from across Greater London, who had a mean age of almost 80 years, 81%
of whom were female, 82% of whom had AMD and one third of whom used one or
more mobility aids.

The results of a series of regression analyses were summarised in Chapter Five,
with Table 5.10 in section 5.5 showing that low vision and mobility aid use reduced
Transport Ability by 2.0 and 1.7 logits respectively. This was in line with the
hypothesis, set out in section 1.3, that impaired vision and reduced mobility will
result in lower levels of Transport Ability. Table 5.11 showed that the interaction
term between low vision and mobility aid use was only approaching significance at
the 5% level. This result meant that the hypothesis that mobility use had a
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compounding effect on low vision could be rejected. Use of one walking stick was
found to be associated with a reduction in Transport Ability of 1.9 logits, whereas
the reduction associated with personal assistance was 1.2 logits, suggesting that the
comprehensive support provided by personal assistance enhances Transport Ability
to a greater extent than the more basic aid in the form of a walking stick.

Transport Ability was shown to be a major determinant of Life Space score, with
Table 5.14 showing that Life Space score increased by 4.3 points for every 1 logit
increase in Transport Ability. This was as hypothesised in section 1.3, as it is logical
that more able people would travel further and more frequently. Age was also found
to have a significant impact on Life Space score that was separate to its impact on
Transport Ability. It was speculated that this age effect was related to employment
status, with older participants less likely to regularly commute to work.

Chapter Six showed the development and validation of Survey II, which was
developed in cooperation with Council A, using 308 applicants for transport
concessions resident in Borough A, in order to measure Transport Ability on an
extended number of accessible transport modes for people with limited mobility
and varying levels of vision. The validation steps mirror those described in Chapters
Three, Four and Five; namely (i) Category performance; (ii) Fit; (iii) Item-person
match; (iv) Differential Item Functioning (DIF) and (v) multidimensionality
investigation.

The results were consistent with Survey I, with category performance shown to be
strong in Figure 6.2 and person and item reliability and separation scores,
summarised in section 6.3.2, showing that the instrument is capable of consistently
discriminating between people of different ability and items of differing difficulty.
Items with a response rate below 50% were removed, as were items that were
significantly correlated with other item, so as to reduce redundancy. As in section
4.2.2, the analysis of infit and outfit statistics suggested that tasks related to reading
transport information from a distance were not measuring the same latent trait of
Transport Ability as the other tasks, so were also removed, leaving the final
instrument with 12 items.
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The item-person map, shown in Figure 6.9, demonstrated that the means of person
abilities and item difficulties were within 1 logit of each other and the spreads were
similar to each other, meaning that the instrument was able to discriminate between
items and people consistently throughout the scale. Differential Item Functioning
and multidimensionality were shown to be absent from the instrument in sections
6.4.3 and 6.4.4 respectively, which confirmed that Transport Ability was the only
latent trait being measured by the instrument.

The 8 items that were common, or in two cases similar and highly correlated,
between Instruments I and II are compared in section 6.5. The comparison,
summarised in Table 6.22, showed that each common item was given a higher
difficulty by Instrument II than Instrument I, with the exception of ‘Travelling at
night’. ‘Travelling at night’ may have been an outlier because of the higher
incidence of low vision among participants in Survey I than Survey II.

After excluding ‘Travelling at night’ from the comparison, Figure 6.18 showed that
the trend line of the comparison of the remaining seven item difficulties has a slope
close to 1, which shows that the two instruments were discriminating between the
items in a consistent way. Due to the relative average item difficulties of the
common items, the item difficulties for items in Survey II were 0.8 logits greater
than for Survey I. This is confirmed by the Bland Altman analysis summarised in
section 6.5.1, which shows that the seven common items had a mean difference in
item difficulty scores of 0.8 with a standard deviation of 0.45 and all common items
had differences between scores well within two standard deviations of the mean
difference between scores, suggesting that the two instruments were measuring the
same latent trait in a consistent way.

The validation of a further sample of 308 participants with a range of vision and
mobility levels, further confirmed that individual ability levels were estimated well
by the Rasch model. Through using the Rasch scores allocated to each participant
and Rasch measures allocated to each transport item by the Rasch model, Chapter
Six showed that it is possible to measure Transport Ability for a further group of
people in a consistent way.
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This result suggests that the Rasch model approach could potentially be used on a
larger scale, although the tasks included in the instrument and the makeup of the
sample to which the instrument is applied should be carefully considered if they are
to be compared with a prior study.

Chapter Seven analysed the results from Survey II and compared the characteristics
of the two survey samples. Survey I participants were found to have a higher
Transport Ability, as well as a larger spread of abilities, than Survey II participants,
as summarised in Table 7.8. The sample for Survey II was mostly drawn from
applicants to Council A for a mobility-related transport concession, whereas Survey
I participants had a wider range of mobility impairments or no impairment, so it
was logical that they should have been more able despite being older and more
visually impaired. The greater spread of abilities may be related to this in part but
may also have been because Survey I participants were drawn from across Greater
London, so experience a diverse range of urban and suburban transport
environments, whereas Survey II participants all reside in Borough A in Inner
London, so have a more uniform set of transport experiences.

Regression analyses, summarised in section 7.5 showed that low vision and
mobility aid use were correlated with reduced Transport Ability. The final
regression equation, summarised in Table 7.14, showed that low vision was
associated with a 3.3 logit reduction in Transport Ability, compared to 2.8 and 2.9
logit reductions respectively associated with use of one walking stick and personal
assistance. Furthermore, the interaction terms between low vision and each mobility
aid type were statistically significant and had positive coefficients. This mean that,
contrary to the hypothesis set out in section 1.3, the combined negative effect on
Transport Ability of low vision and mobility aid use was less than the sum of the
individual effects. This meant that for people with low vision, the negative effect
of mobility aid use on Transport Ability was smaller than for people with good
vision, and similarly among mobility aid users the negative impact of low vision on
Transport Ability was smaller than among non-users of mobility aids. These results
further confirm the hypothesis that low vision and mobility impairment are
negatively correlated with Transport Ability but provide evidence against the
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hypothesis that mobility impairment compounds the negative impact of low vision
on Transport Ability.

There was further confirmation that, as hypothesised, there was a positive
correlation between Transport Ability and Life Space score, as shown in Figure 7.2.
Table 7.17 shows that a one logit increase in Transport Ability was correlated with
an increase in Life Space score of 6.7. Low vision did not have a statistically
significant effect on Life Space score, suggesting that visual impairment did not
affect travel patterns directly, only through its effect on Transport Ability.

Chapter Eight investigated the application of Instrument II to Case Study I, the
ScootAbility scheme operated by Council A, to investigate Rasch analysis could be
applied to assess the effectiveness of a transport accessibility scheme. Survey II
was administered to a small sample group of 8 people both before and six months
after they had joined the ScootAbility scheme, with the responses to the 12 items
included in Instrument II used to calculate a Transport Ability relative to the
anchored item difficulties from Instrument II for each participant before and after
joining the ScootAbility scheme.

The participants experienced a mean improvement in Transport Ability of 1.6 logits
and a mean improvement in Life Space score of 26 points six months after being
given access to mobility scooters, as summarised in Table 8.1. This supported the
hypothesis that the ScootAbility scheme would increase Transport Ability and,
therefore, Life Space score, giving individuals the confidence and ability to travel
further more frequently than they did previously.

No significant correlation was found between either initial Transport Ability or
initial Life Space score and the change in these measures after joining the
ScootAbility scheme, as summarised in sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2. Furthermore, no
correlation was found between change in Transport Ability and change in Life
Space score, suggesting that the ScootAbility scheme increased the extent and
frequency of travel among participants by a mechanism other than by increasing
participants’ Transport Abilities.
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A possible explanation for this was found among the responses to specific transport
items, summarised in Table 8.2. There was negligible change to the reported
difficulty of using specific modes of public transport, but the biggest changes
related to travelling in crowds, unfamiliar areas and at night, tasks that were not
specific technical challenges but generally difficult and risky situations. This
suggested that the use of powered wheelchairs and scooters reduces the perceived
risk inherent in unpredictable situations, so would help participants to become more
confident when faced with crowds, unfamiliar places and travelling at night.

Chapter Nine analysed the application of Instrument II to Case Study II, a
wheelchair skills training scheme operated by the Back-Up Trust at Stanmore
Hospital. To investigate this, Survey II was applied to a sample group of 15 people
before and after they had participated in a wheelchair skills training course and, as
in Chapter Eight, Transport Abilities were calculated using the anchored item
difficulties from Instrument II. As summarised in section 9.4, the training session
aimed to teach technical skills and techniques that will improve the ability of
participants to deal with everyday obstacles.

Participants who took part in Case Study II experienced mean increases in
Transport Ability and Life Space score of 1.2 logits and 12 points respectively,
suggesting that the course was beneficial to participants. While there was no
significant correlation between initial Transport Ability and change in Transport
Ability due to the wheelchair skills training, there was a significant correlation
between initial Life Space score and change in Life Space score, as shown in Table
9.6. After excluding two outliers, each additional point in initial Life Space score
was estimated to be correlated with an additional 0.5-point increase in Life Space
score after participating in the training. This was in contrast to the ScootAbility
scheme in Case Study I and suggested that the scheme increased the extent and
frequency of travel among more able people to a greater extent than among less
able people.

The changes in responses to specific transport items, summarised in Table 9.2,
showed that the items with the biggest reduction in difficulty relate to boarding and
alighting buses and tubes. These technical obstacles were precisely what the
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training aimed to teach participants to tackle, so this pattern was not surprising but
did contrast starkly with Case Study I where there was virtually no change in the
response to these items. There were modest reductions in the reported difficulty of
travelling in unfamiliar areas and crowded situations as a result of the wheelchair
skills training, items that showed the biggest improvements in the ScootAbility
study. This may suggest that the training boosted confidence and reduced the
perception of the risk associated with these situations to a certain extent, although
this effect did not extend to travelling at night, which improved significantly in the
ScootAbility case study but saw virtually no change in difficulty as a result of the
wheelchair skills training.

Table 9.7 showed that there was a positive correlation between change in Transport
Ability and change in Life Space score, significant at the 5% level. This showed
that larger increases in ability were associated with further and more frequent travel,
while smaller increases in ability were correlated with smaller changes to travel
patterns. This was in contrast with Case Study I, where there was no obvious
relationship between the increases in Transport Ability and Life Space score
because most participants saw a significant increase in their Life Space score
irrespective of whether they saw a small or large improvement in their Transport
Ability.

The results of Case Studies I and II were compared in Table 9.11, which showed
that the average improvement in Transport Ability and Life Space score was larger
among participants in the ScootAbility scheme than participants in wheelchair skills
training. However, participants in the ScootAbility scheme were starting from a
much lower base and were studied over a longer period, so these results did not
suggest that ScootAbility was in any way superior to wheelchair skills training,
although there may have been some instances where lower ability individuals on
the wheelchair skills course would gain more from joining the ScootAbility scheme
instead and vice versa. It may, therefore, be possible for local authorities to improve
outcomes without necessarily increasing costs by offering access to both schemes.

It would not necessarily be the case that the high ability participants from Case
Study I would necessarily benefit from wheelchair skills training, or that lower
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ability participants in Case Study II would benefit more from ScootAbility than
wheelchair skills, especially in the long run. The analysis can be used to identify
people who are not benefitting from training as much as others, which may allow
the course to be adapted for their needs, by, for example, splitting the wheelchair
skills training into introductory and advanced sessions.

Chapter Ten covered Case Study III, which compared the Transport Ability scale
developed in this study with the Mobility Matrix score used to allocate Disabled
Persons Freedom Passes, Blue Badges and Taxicards by Council A. Council A were
able to provide the Mobility Matrix scores for 20 of the participants in Survey II,
and concession allocation data for a further 18 participants, which predated the
introduction of Mobility Matrix scores. A strong correlation was found between
Mobility Matrix score and Transport Ability, as shown in Figure 10.1, which was
logical given that the two measures were based on transport difficulty surveys
covering similar areas.

Logistic regression analysis, as summarised in section 10.6, showed that Transport
Ability could be used to predict fairly accurately whether an applicant would
qualify for either the Blue Badge or Taxicard scheme, as for both concessions
Transport Ability of -2 appeared to be an obvious threshold. As shown in Figure
10.3 and Figure 10.4, applicants with Transport Ability of -2 or below received a
Blue Badge or Taxicard respectively, whereas, one outlier in Figure 10.3 excepted,
applicants with higher Transport Ability were not allocated a concession. This
matched the result for Mobility Matrix score, which was actually used as part of the
decision-making process, which was observed to have an acceptance threshold of
around 20 in practice, as shown in Figure 10.6 and Figure 10.7, where only scores
of 20 or above received either a Blue Badge or Taxicard.

A significant relationship was also identified between Transport Ability and
Disabled Persons Freedom Pass allocation, as shown in Figure 10.2; with the
likelihood of receiving the concession falling sharply for Transport Abilities greater
than -1.5. As shown in Figure 10.5, despite being part of the decision-making
process for allocating a Disabled Persons Freedom Pass, Mobility Matrix score did
not appear to have a clear threshold score in practice, as some applicants with scores
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above 15 did not receive a pass while some with scores below 15 did, due to other
factors taken into consideration by the occupational therapist. This demonstrated
that a clear threshold was not apparent when comparing Transport Ability with
Disabled Persons Freedom Pass allocation because the allocation decision was
based on more than mobility, as measured by either Mobility Matrix score or
Transport Ability.

This was a positive result for the Transport Ability measure developed in this study,
as it had been validated against a scoring system used to measure mobility by
Council A, in order to make real-life decisions.

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis, summarised in section 10.7,
analysed the rate of Type I and Type II errors in the allocation of concessions at
different decision thresholds. The areas under the ROC curves for both Transport
Ability and Mobility Matrix score were both around 0.90, which indicated that the
Transport Ability measure developed in this study would be likely to lead to similar
allocation decisions as the Mobility Matrix scoring system used by Council A.

As discussed in section 10.8, these results provided evidence that Mobility Matrix
score and Transport Ability measured the same latent trait, which validated
Transport Ability against a measure used by occupational therapists to inform reallife decisions. However, this did not mean that Transport Ability could replace
Mobility Matrix scores in Council A’s decision-making process because accurate
Transport Ability scores can only be generated if participants respond to the
transport questionnaire truthfully. As there is a strong incentive to misrepresent
one’s ability when applying for transport concessions, truthful responses are
unlikely to be given.

This highlighted the fact that any instruments that rely on self-reporting are
vulnerable to misrepresentation of ability should there be an incentive to do so, so
are better suited to evaluation of the impact of transport accessibility interventions,
such as in Case Studies I and II, where there was less incentive for participants to
misrepresent their abilities. In such a situation a self-reported instrument is a
powerful yet low-cost way of evaluating the benefits of the intervention and to
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whom those benefits accrue. It may be possible to develop an instrument based on
Rasch analysis that is administered by another person, thereby limiting the scope
for misrepresentation of ability, but this would require careful design of the items
included and may significantly increase the cost of applying the analysis technique.

Objectives and Achievements of this Thesis
This thesis outlined four main objectives, which were:

1. To develop a new evaluation technique that can measure the ability to
use transport reliably and consistently for people with low vision and/or
mobility problems (Chapters Three, Four and Six)
2. To apply this technique to investigate the impact of low vision and/or
mobility on Transport Ability and Life Space scores and the overall
relationship between the ability to use transport and Life Space patterns
(Chapters Five and Seven)
3. To measure Transport Ability levels in groups of people with different
visual conditions and mobility related problems (Chapters Five and
Seven)
4. To examine whether Transport Ability and Life Space patterns can be
used to evaluate existing transport accessibility projects and schemes
(Chapters Eight, Nine and Ten)

To investigate the first objective, it was hypothesised that a latent trait of Transport
Ability could be measured reliably and consistently for people with low vision
and/or mobility problems, which could be used to help develop and validate a new
evaluation technique. Survey I was developed in Chapter Three, while Chapter Four
summarised the stages involved in validating the survey instrument.

The category performance was shown to be strong is section 4.2.1, while the person
and item separation and reliability scores were shown to be above the generally
accepted thresholds, indicating that the instrument was able to reliably discriminate
between different person abilities and item difficulties. The fit statistics identified
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that tasks relating to reading travel information from a distance did not fit the model
well, probably because they measured a different latent trait to the other items, so
these were removed from the instrument along with items that were subject to
ceiling and floor effects and items that were highly correlated with other items and
therefore redundant. The item-person map, shown in section 4.3.2, showed that
while the mean and spread of the item difficulties for the resultant 10 item
instrument could have matched the person abilities better if there were more easy
and difficult tasks in the questionnaire, the instrument was still able to discriminate
between majority of items and participants well.

Section 4.3.3 summarised Differential Item Functioning analysis, which showed
that there was no observed item bias among participants relating to gender, age,
visual ability or living alone. Principle component analysis, summarised in section
4.3.4, showed that the instrument is unidimensional, so is only measuring a single
underlying trait, namely Transport Ability, rather than multidimensional.

Taken together, these validation stages provide very strong evidence that Survey I
measured the single underlying latent trait Transport Ability reliably and
consistently, for a sample of people with varying levels of visual and mobility
impairment. Furthermore, the same validation stages were used in Chapter Six to
validate Survey II, with similar results. This confirmed the hypothesis that it is
possible to measure Transport Ability reliably and consistently and achieved the
objective of developing an evaluation technique with which to do so.

To investigate the second objective, it was predicted that people with more severe
visual impairment and/or more limited mobility experience lower levels of
Transport Ability, resulting in more restricted Life Space patterns. It was also
predicted that Transport Ability could be used as a predictor for Life Space score,
with lower ability levels resulting in a fewer and shorter journeys outside the home.
In Chapters Five and Seven, statistically significant evidence in support of both of
these hypotheses was found among the results of the analysis of two separate case
studies.
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Chapter Five summarised the analysis of the results of applying Survey I, including
a number of regression analyses that investigated the relationships between visual
ability, mobility aid use, Transport Ability and Life Space score. In section 5.5.
Low Vision and use of any type of mobility aid were shown to have a negative
effect on Transport Ability, as summarised in Table 5.12. In Table 5.14 Low Vision
was not found to be correlated with Life Space score at the 5% level, while
Transport Ability was shown to be positively correlated with Life Space score,
indicating that higher ability resulted in further and more frequent travel, as
predicted. However, age was also found to be a significant confounder to be
adjusted for.

In Chapter Seven similar results were found, as in the final regression equation,
summarised in Table 7.14, low vision and use of any mobility aid were both
negatively correlated with Transport Ability, while Life Space score was found to
be correlated with Transport Ability but not low vision, as shown in Table 7.17.

Altogether, the analyses of Surveys I and II in Chapters Five and Seven showed
that there was a strong statistical correlation between both low vision and mobility
aid use and a reduction in Transport Ability. In turn, Transport Ability was strongly
correlated with Life Space score, meaning that less able individuals found it more
difficult complete transport tasks, and consequently travel less far and less
frequently.

To investigate the third objective, it was predicted that mobility impairment would
compound the negative impact that low vision has on Transport Ability. However,
no evidence was found to support his hypothesis. In Chapter Five the interaction
terms between mobility aid use and low vision were not statistically significant, and
in Chapter Seven the same interaction terms were significant at the 5% level but
had positive coefficients, as summarised in Table 7.14. This showed that
participants with low vision who also used one or more mobility aids had lower
Transport Ability on average than participants who had only low vision or were a
mobility aid user, but that the effect of both low vision and mobility aid use was
less than the sum of the individual effects, contradicting the hypothesis that it would
be greater than the sum of the individual effects.
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It was not possible to investigate whether there was a significant difference in
Transport Ability and Life Space score between participants with AMD and
participants with glaucoma due to the small sample size of participants with
glaucoma among the responses to Survey I. Similarly, the responses to Survey II
did not yield sufficient users of mobility aid types other than one walking stick and
personal assistance to be analysed separately. Nevertheless, the final regression
equations summarised in Table 5.12 and Table 7.14 show that use of one walking
stick, personal assistance and other mobility aids had a different and statistically
significant effects on Transport Ability in both Survey I and Survey II, relative to
no mobility aid. This supports the hypothesis, set out in section 1.3, that different
mobility aid types would be correlated with differing negative effects on Transport
Ability.

To address the fourth objective, it was hypothesised that Transport Ability and Life
Space score could be used to analyse the effect of transport accessibility schemes,
by comparing results from before and after the intervention, and that different types
of intervention would have different effects.

The results of Case Study I, summarised in Chapter Eight, found that the
ScootAbility scheme caused significant increases in both Transport Ability and Life
Space score among participants. Similarly, in Case Study II, summarised in Chapter
Nine, the majority of participants experienced improvement in their Transport
Ability and Life Space scores after participating in wheelchair skills training.
While, the wheelchair skills training participants reported smaller average increases
in Transport Ability and Life Space score, this may have been because they were
starting from a higher base for both measures and were studied over a much shorter
time period.

These results showed that Transport Ability and Life Space score can be used to
evaluate accessibility schemes and support the hypothesis that different
interventions may have different effects. Further research would be needed on a
larger scale to fully evaluate the differences between schemes, but these small-scale
case studies show that it is possible to measure the effect that schemes have and
compare the outcomes.
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Furthermore, Case Study III, summarised in Chapter Ten, validated Transport
Ability against the Mobility Matrix score used by Council A to inform decisions to
allocate Disabled Persons Freedom Passes, Blue Badges and Taxicards. This was
evidence that the latent trait being measured by Transport Ability is the same trait
being assessed when transport concessions are being allocated, suggesting that it
was the correct trait to analyse to evaluate the effect of transport accessibility
schemes.

Contribution to knowledge
This study was the first to apply the Rasch analysis technique to develop an interval
scale to measure Transport Ability and Item Difficulty, in order to investigate the
ability of mobility and visually impaired people to use public transport, and how
this affects the extent and frequency of travel, as measured by Life Space score.

The study evaluated changes in Transport Ability, at both an individual and
aggregate level, and the instrument developed has the flexibility to be applied to a
number of different transport schemes that aim to improve transport accessibility
by either improving a person’s ability to use transport, providing a mobility aid or
making a transport task easier to perform. The measure has been validated against
a scale that is currently used by Council A to measure mobility, as a vital tool in its
decisions to allocate valuable transport concessions. Furthermore, this study has
also addressed whether use of a mobility aid compounds the negative effect of
visual impairment on Transport Ability.

This study adds to the growing body of research in mobility and low vision transport
studies. In particular, it is the first study to investigate the relationship between low
vision and mobility aid use with regard to specific transport related items, using an
analytical technique common in clinical ophthalmological research, to develop a
Transport Ability scale. This study has the potential to be one of the first steps of a
wider project to develop and evaluation methodology for transport accessibility
projects. Rasch analysis is relatively commonplace in the study of education and
health, but there has been limited application of this analytical technique in
transport studies in general, or in transport accessibility more specifically. This is
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the first transport accessibility study to use Rasch analysis as its primary analytical
tool and has shown that it is a viable technique to use in this field.

The finding that different mobility aids and different accessibility schemes have
different effects on Transport Ability could have implications for policy. It is
possible that simpler and cheaper interventions can still provide many benefits
relative to more expensive, labour intensive or hi-tech solutions. This focus on
value for money in accessibility policy is only likely to grow in importance over
time.

The fields of ophthalmology and transport have rarely been studied in combination
in the past, however the multidisciplinary approach taken in this study has shown
that the two fields must work in combination to ensure that the accessibility issues
faced by people with low vision are robustly analysed. Doing so will allow
ophthalmological expertise to inform transport design, helping the public realm to
complement clinical intervention to the benefit of people with low vision.

Research Limitations
There are a number of limitations that need to be accounted for within this study.
Public transport issues investigated in this paper are almost entirely related to
London, meaning that studies that focus on travel elsewhere may not reach the same
conclusions due to differing types of transport, different public transport
infrastructure, different cultural norms and other changes in the context relating to
transport. Nevertheless, due to the lower rates of car ownership and associated
higher rates of public transport usage seen in London compared to the rest of the
UK, focussing on London meant that participants could be found more readily and
results could be generated more efficiently. Furthermore, the findings are very
relevant to the large number of regular public transport users in the UK’s capital
city and are potentially relevant to residents of many other large cities around the
world with similarly dense public transport networks.

More specifically the participants in Surveys I and II were drawn from residents of
Greater London and Borough A respectively, meaning that the results of these
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studies pertain particularly to the transport environments prevalent in these places.
Even within London the variety of transport contexts faced by respondents to the
two surveys may have limited the extent to which results could be compared
between the surveys, because the items described by the questionnaires may be
qualitatively different in different areas or open to interpretation. This suggests that
more specific definitions for some of the transport items would have made the
results more comparable between studies.

Conclusions made through regression analysis also need to take into account the
fact that the results may be more or less significant due to the overall characteristic
traits of the participants included in the study. Some characteristics were
underrepresented among the study participants, which made analysis of those
characteristics very difficult. It would have been beneficial to include more users
of other mobility aids in the study, as this would have allowed examination of the
effects of a range of different mobility aids such as wheelchairs, scooters and
Zimmer frames more accurately. Consequently, the findings made in this study are
specific to the characteristic structure and distribution of the participants who took
part in the study. Findings related to different vision groups, visual conditions and
mobility aid group users would therefore need further investigation with a larger
sample group, characterised with a more evenly distributed visual ability and
participants who consistently use a wide range of different mobility aids.

The feasibility studies in Chapters Eight, Nine and Ten are also limited due to the
restricted sample size of the participant sample that took part in each study.
ScootAbility participants were collected over a period of a year. However, only 12
participants joined the scheme in Council A of which 8 were prepared to participate
in the study. Furthermore, the wheelchair skills case study was limited to
participants attending two initial sessions because the sessions were organised on
an ad-hoc basis when there was sufficient demand, rather than on a regular
timetable, and these were the only sessions that occurred in the four-month
timeframe of the study. As with the ScootAbility case study, only around two-thirds
of potential participants were willing to take part in the wheelchair skills study.
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The analysis of the allocation of transport concessions by Council A was inhibited
by the limited availability of information relating to the success or failure of
applications for Disabled Persons Freedom Passes, Blue Badges and Taxicards. Out
of a total of 308 people who took part in this study, Council A were only able to
retrieve records for 38 individuals. A larger number of records would have
produced more robust results and allowed a better understanding of the relationship
between Mobility Matrix score and Transport Ability.

Future Research
There are a number of ways in which the Rasch Analysis technique demonstrated
in this study could be further applied in the fields of transport and accessibility in
the future. It could be adapted to different transport modes in different cities or
regions in the UK, Europe or beyond in order to examine the extent to which this
technique can measure the ability to use transport in places other than London.

However, applying the approach to residents of a large area is likely to give a wider
spread of responses due to the variety of transport contexts experienced by
respondents, meaning that more consistent results are likely to be found by applying
the tool to an urban area with fairly homogenous transport environments. Doing so
would mean that a large number of people can be sampled yet the items in the
sample would be similar for all participants. An extension of this could be to apply
the approach to users of a specific rail or tube line, bus route or even station, which
would ensure that items referring to, for example, stairs within stations are referring
to the same stairs for all participants.

This approach could then be combined with the evaluation technique shown in
Chapters Eight and Nine, by applying a Rasch instrument to the users of a specific
station before and after a change, it may be possible to evaluate who was affected
by the change and to what extent, and possibly how the change compared to other
changes.

The study was conducted in conjunction with Council A, but future studies could
widen this to other authorities, such as London boroughs, who use mobility
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assessments to allocate disabled transport concessions. It would be useful to
understand the extent to which the Transport Ability measure developed in this
study correlates with other mobility measured used by other authorities. Doing so
could allow Transport Ability to be developed into a tool to ensure consistency
between the concession allocation procedures of different local authorities.

Rasch Analysis could also be applied to a larger sample to further test the
effectiveness of the instrument in measuring improvement in Transport Ability.
This would further test its effectiveness in evaluating the impact of transport-related
schemes and case studies. It would be especially useful to collect samples to allow
comparison of specific characteristics that this study was unable to analyse
satisfactorily. For example, samples greater numbers of people with glaucoma or
users of less common mobility aids such as wheelchairs, scooters and Zimmer
frames would allow better analysis of how the Transport Abilities of these people
differ from people with other visual conditions and users of other and no mobility
aids. The scope of the study could be widened to understand how well this
instrument measures the ability to use transport among people with other conditions
that were not examined in this study, such as learning difficulties and hearing
impairment.

A useful addition to this tool would be a technique that allows the Rasch measures
generated as part of this study to be converted into more tangible units. Converting
the scores into journey time equivalents could help people to better understand the
impact of improved accessibility and could also aid transport planning. However,
such a process would probably involve a large scale stated preference survey, which
would be a significant undertaking.

Furthermore, Rasch measures could be converted into monetary equivalents, which
would mean that cost-benefit analysis could be applied accessibility interventions.
This would allow the full benefits of each potential intervention to be weighed
against cost, allowing the best value approach to be taken. It would also mean that
the benefits and costs to mobility and visually impaired people of any changes to
the transport system could be taken into account alongside the needs of other groups
on a monetary equivalent basis. This would mean that when infrastructure changes
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are proposed a more comprehensive assessment can be made of the overall costs
and benefits to all affected users. This would ensure that accessibility
considerations were as integral to the planning process as any other costs and
benefits. However, this task would be far from simple.
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Appendix 1: Transport Difficulty Survey I
This survey is part of a research project at University College London. The
aim of this project is to understand how low vision and mobility problems
affect public transport navigation. This will help us understand how we can
improve transport accessibility and overall quality of life for those with low
vision and reduced mobility. This research is supervised by Professor Gary
Rubin from the Institute of Ophthalmology and Moorfields Eye Hospital and
Dr Taku Fujiyama from University College London.

This questionnaire is separated into four parts. The first two parts of the
questionnaire are related to modes of public transport. The third part
addresses how far you travel and how many times you leave your home. The
final part is a section about you and your level of vision. Please answer as
many questions as you can. All information provided in this questionnaire
will be strictly confidential and will not be passed onto anyone else.

If you have any difficulty reading this form or would like to give your
answers by phone please contact Natalie Chan.

We would be grateful if you could return this survey at your earliest
convenience. Thank you for giving your time to help with this research
project, helping us to better understand this important aspect of daily
life.

Natalie Chan (PhD research student)
Civil, Environmental and Geomatic Engineering Department, Chadwick
Building,UCL, Gower Street, London WC1 6BT
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Questionnaire Part 1
Directions: Read each mobility situation given below and circle the
number which best expresses the level of difficulty you feel in the
situation when using a normal level of assistance (e.g. cane,
companion, guide dog, etc). On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 represents no
difficulty and 5 represents extreme difficulty. N/A represents not
applicable.

1. General Public Transport
1.1. How difficult do you find travelling to familiar areas?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

1.2. How difficult do you find travelling in unfamiliar areas?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

1.3. How difficult do you find moving about in crowded
situations?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

1.4. How difficult do you find travelling at night?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

_________________________________________________
2. Bus

Yes

2.1. Do you travel by bus?

No

If YES, please answer the questions below. If NO, go to
question 3
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2.2 Is it important for you to be able to use the bus?

Yes

No

2.3. How frequently do you use the bus?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

2.4 How difficult do you find getting to the bus stop?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

2.5. How difficult do you find reading bus numbers?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

2.6. How difficult do you find boarding the bus?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

2.7. How difficult do you find manoeuvring on the bus?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

2.8. How difficult do you find alighting the bus?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

__________________________________________________________________

3. Tube (London Underground)

Yes

3.1. Do you travel by tube?

No

If YES, please answer the questions below. If NO, go to
question 4
3.2 Is it important for you to be able to use the tube?

Yes

No
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3.3. How frequently do you use the tube?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

3.4. How difficult do you find getting to the tube station?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

3.5. How difficult do you find navigating in the tube station?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

3.6. How difficult do you find using escalators in the tube
station?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

3.7. How difficult do you find using stairs in the tube station?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

3.8. How difficult do you find reading tube arrival boards?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

3.9. How difficult do you find boarding the tube carriage?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

3.10. How difficult do you find manoeuvring inside the tube
carriage?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

3.11. How difficult do you find alighting from the tube
carriage?

1

2

3

4
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4. Train (Network Rail)

Yes

4.1. Do you travel by train?

No

If YES, please answer the questions below. If NO, go to
question 5

4.2 Is it important for you to be able to use the train?

Yes

No

4.3. How frequently do you use the train?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

4.4. How difficult do you find getting to the train station?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

4.5. How difficult do you find navigating in the train station?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

4.6. How difficult do you find using escalators in the train

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

4.7. How difficult do you find using stairs in the train station?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

4.8. How difficult do you find reading train arrival boards?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

4.9. How difficult do you find boarding the train carriage?

1

2

3

4
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4.10. How difficult do you find manoeuvring inside the train
carriage?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

4.11. How difficult do you find alighting the train carriage?

1

2

3

4

5

N/A __

__________________________________________________________________

Questionnaire Part 2
1. List three things that cause you the most stress when using
private or public transport:
……………….……………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………

2. Do you own a Taxicard?

Yes

No

3. Do you have a freedom pass?

Yes

No

4. Do you have any other health problems that contribute to
limitations in getting around?

Yes

No

If yes, please (specify)
..............................................…………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………….
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5. Do you limit travel by yourself due to your vision loss?

Yes

No

6a. How often do you ask someone to accompany you when
you leave your house?
Always

Usually

Sometimes

Never

6b. If so, who accompanies you?
………………………………………………………………………….

7. Are you satisfied with your current level of travel?

Yes

No

8. Have you ever had any kind of training to help you use
public transport? If so, please provide details below:
………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………….………...

9. How do you plan your journey?
Online travel planning

□

Contact transport organisations by telephone

□

Ask a family member or friend for help

□

Other (Please specify) ………………………………………………

10a. Do you use a mobility aid?
Guide Dog
Cane
Other (Please specify) ………………………….
10b. If so, in what situations?
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Outdoors

Indoors

Unfamiliar areas

Other (Please specify) …...………….

11a. Do you believe that your ability to travel by yourself is
less than that of people with normal vision?

Yes

No

12b. If yes, in which situations?
Outdoors

Indoors

Unfamiliar areas

Other (Please specify) …...………….

_________________________________________________
Questionnaire Part 3 - Life Space: this part of the
questionnaire will address how frequently you travel on a
regular basis

1a. Can you access other rooms in your home besides the
room where you sleep?

Yes

No

1b. How often do you access these rooms?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

2a. Can you access areas outside your home such as your
porch, deck or patio, hallway of an apartment building or
your garden, driveway or garage?

Yes

No
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2b. How often do you access these areas?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

3a. Can you access areas in your local neighbourhood, for
example a local shop?

Yes

No

3b. How often do you go there?

4a.

Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

Can

you

access

places

outside

your

neighbourhood, but within your town?

Yes

No

4b. How often did you access these places?
Less than once week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

5a. Can you access places outside your town?

Yes

No

5b. How often do you travel outside your own town?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily
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6. For each of these tasks, did you use aids, equipment or
help from another person?
Personal assistance
Equipment only
No equipment or personal assistance required
_________________________________________________
Questionnaire Part 4 - About you: All information in this
section is strictly confidential

Date of Birth: _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ _
Are you:

Male

Female

Do you live alone?

Yes

No

Postcode:……………………………………….……

Do you have problems with your vision? Yes

No

If yes, please (specify)
..............................................…………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………….

(Please turn over for the last page)
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Visual Ability – Please tick the statements that are relevant to
you when using your usual vision aid:

I cannot tell by the light where the windows are

□

I cannot see the shapes of furniture in a room

□

I cannot recognise a friend if close to his/her face

□

I cannot recognise a friend who is at arm’s length away

□

I cannot read a newspaper headline

□

I cannot read a large print book

□

I cannot recognise a friend across a room

□

I have difficulty recognising a friend across the road

□

I have difficulty reading ordinary newspaper print

□

I have full visual ability

□

End of questionnaire

Thank you very much for taking part. Your participation
is extremely important for us to find out more about this
much neglected aspect of daily life.
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Transport Survey II

This questionnaire takes approximately 5 minutes to complete and asks
you to rate on a scale between 1 and 5, the difficulty you experience
when completing certain transport tasks. You only need to fill in the
sections for the transport modes you use. Please answer as many
questions as you can.

All information provided in this questionnaire will NOT be linked to
individual personal data and will be strictly confidential. Please do
NOT write your name on this survey.

Thank you for giving your time to help us with this project

Tranzacct Client ID no.
(Clinical assessment)
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Questionnaire Part 1
Directions: Read each mobility situation given below and circle the
number that best expresses the level of difficulty you feel in the
situation when using a normal level of assistance (e.g. mobility or visual
aid). On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 represents no difficulty and 5 represents
extreme difficulty. N/A represents not applicable.

Council A Transport Modes
1. Day Care Transport
1.1. Do you travel by Day Care Transport? Yes

No

If YES, please answer the questions below. If NO, go to question 2

1.2. How frequently do you use Day Care Transport?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

1.3. How difficult do you find getting in the vehicle?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



1.4. How difficult do you find moving inside the vehicle?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



1.5. How difficult do you find getting off the vehicle?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



_______________________________________________________
2. ScootAbility
2.1. Do you travel by Scooter?

Yes

No

If YES, please answer the questions below. If NO, go to question 3
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2.2. How frequently do you use a scooter?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

2.3. How difficult do you find accessing a scooter?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



2.4. How difficult do you find getting on a scooter?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



2.5. How difficult do you find moving on a scooter?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



2.6. How difficult do you find charging a scooter?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



2.7. How difficult do you find getting off a scooter?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



________________________________________________________
3. Taxi / Black Cab
3.1. Do you travel by taxi / Black Cab?

Yes

No

If YES, please answer the questions below. If NO, go to question 4

3.2. How frequently do you travel by taxi / black cab?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

3.3. How difficult do you find booking a taxi / black cab?
1


2

3

4



5
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N/A ___

3.4. How difficult do you find getting in a taxi / black cab?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



3.5. How difficult do you find moving inside a taxi / black cab?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



3.6. How difficult do you find getting off a taxi / black cab?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



________________________________________________________
4. Minicab
4.1. Do you travel by minicab?

Yes

No

If YES, please answer the questions below. If NO, go to question 5

4.2. How frequently do you travel by minicab?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

4.3. How difficult much difficulty do you have finding a minicab?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



4.4. How difficult do you find getting in a minicab?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



4.5. How difficult do you find moving inside a minicab?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



4.6. How difficult do you find getting off a minicab?
1


2

3

4



5
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N/A ___

5. Carer Transport
5.1. Do you travel by carer transport?

Yes

No

If YES, please answer the questions below. If NO, go to question 6

5.2. How frequently do you travel by carer transport?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

5.3. How difficult do you find organising carer transport?
1

2



3

4

5



N/A ___



5.4. How difficult do you find getting in the vehicle?
1

2



3

4

5



N/A ___



5.5. How difficult do you find moving inside the vehicle?
1

2



3

4

5





5.6. How difficult do you find getting off the vehicle?
1
2
3
4
5


N/A ___



N/A ___



________________________________________________________
6. Buddying/walking
6.1. Do you walk/use buddying?

Yes

No

If YES, please answer the questions below. If NO, go to question 7

6.2. How frequently do you walk / use buddying?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily
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6.3. How difficult do you find organising buddying?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



6.4. How difficult do you find kerbs?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



6.5. How difficult do you find crossing the road?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



6.6. How difficult do you find walking along pavements?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



________________________________________________________
London Public Transport Modes
7. General Travel
7.1. How difficult do you find travelling to familiar areas?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



7.2. How difficult do you find travelling in unfamiliar areas?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



7.3. How difficult do you find moving about in crowded situations?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



7.4. How difficult do you find travelling at night?
1


2

3

4



5
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N/A ___

8. Bus (London Public Bus)
8.1. Do you travel by bus?

Yes

No

If YES, please answer the questions below. If NO, go to question 9

8.2. How frequently do you use the bus?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

8.3. How difficult do you find getting to the bus stop?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



8.4. How difficult do you find reading bus numbers?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



8.5. How difficult do you find getting on the bus?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



8.6. How difficult do you find moving on the bus?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



8.7. How difficult do you find getting off the bus?
1


2

3

4



5

N/A ___



________________________________________________________
9. Tube (London Underground)
9.1. Do you travel by tube?

Yes

No

If YES, please answer the questions below. If NO, go to question 10
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9.2. How frequently do you use the tube?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

9.3. How difficult do you find getting to the tube station?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



9.4. How difficult do you find getting around the tube station?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



9.5. How difficult do you find using escalators in the tube station?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



9.6. How difficult do you find using stairs in the tube station?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



9.7. How difficult do you find reading tube arrival boards?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



9.8. How difficult do you find getting on the tube carriage?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



9.9. How difficult do you find moving inside the tube carriage?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



9.10. How difficult do you find getting off from the tube carriage?
1


2

3

4



5
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N/A ___

10. Train (National Rail)
10.1. Do you travel by train?

Yes

No

If YES, please answer the questions below. If NO, go to Part 2

10.2. How frequently do you use the train?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

10.3. How difficult do you find getting to the train station?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



10.4. How difficult do you find moving around the train station?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



10.5. How difficult do you find using escalators in the train station?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



10.6. How difficult do you find using stairs in the train station?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



10.7. How difficult do you find reading train arrival boards?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



10.8. How difficult do you find getting on the train carriage?
1

2



3

4



5

N/A ___



10.9. How difficult do you find moving inside the train carriage?
1


2

3

4



5
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N/A ___

10.10. How difficult do you find getting off the train carriage?
1

2

3



4

5



N/A ___



________________________________________________________
Questionnaire Part 2

1. Do you own a Taxicard?

Yes

No

2. Do you have a freedom pass?

Yes

No

3. Do you limit travel by yourself due to your mobility/vision?
Yes

No

4. Do you have any other health problems that contribute to
limitations in getting around?

Yes

No

If Yes, Please specify
…………..……………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………..

5a. How often do you ask someone to accompany you when you leave
your house?
Always

Usually

Sometimes

Never

5b. If so, who accompanies you?
………………………………………………………………………..
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6. Are you satisfied with your current level of travel?
Yes

No

7. Have you ever had any kind of training to help you use public
transport? If so, please provide details below:
…………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………
…………………...............................................................................

8. How do you plan your journey?

□

Online travel planning

□

Contact transport organisations by telephone

□

Ask a family member or friend for help

□

Other (Please specify) ………………………….…

9a. Do you use a mobility aid?
Yes

No

9b. If so, please specify:
Walking stick

Crutch

Wheelchair

Three wheeler

Other (Please specify): ………………………………..…
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Questionnaire Part 3 - Life Space: this part of the questionnaire will
address how frequently you travel on a regular basis

1a. Can you access other rooms in your home besides the room
where you sleep?

Yes

No

1b. How often do you access these rooms?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

2a. Can you access areas outside your home such as your porch,
deck or patio, hallway of an apartment building or your garden,
driveway or garage?
Yes

No

2b. How often do you access these areas?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

3a. Can you access areas in your local neighbourhood, for example
a local shop?

Yes

No

3b. How often do you go there?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

4a. Can you access places outside your own neighbourhood, but
within your town?
Yes

No
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4b. How often do you access these places?
Less than once week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

5a. Can you access places outside the Borough of Council A?
Yes

No

5b. How often do you travel outside the Borough of Council A?
Less than once a week

1-3 times a week

4-6 times a week

Daily

6. For each of these tasks, did you use aids, equipment or help from
another person?
Personal assistance
Equipment only
No equipment or personal assistance necessary
________________________________________________________
Questionnaire Part 4 - About you: All information in this section will
not be linked to individual data and is strictly confidential

Date of Birth: _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ _
Are you:

Male

Female

Do you live alone?

Yes

No

Postcode:………………………………………….
Do you have problems with your vision?

Yes

No

If yes, please specify below:
………………………………….………………………………………
…………………….……........................................................................
.................................................................................................................
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Visual Ability – Please tick the statements that are relevant to you:

I cannot tell by the light where the windows are

□

I cannot see the shapes of furniture in a room

□

I cannot recognise a friend if close to his/her face

□

I cannot recognise a friend who is at arm’s length away

□

I cannot read a newspaper headline

□

I cannot read a large print book

□

I cannot recognise a friend across a room

□

I have difficulty recognising a friend across the road

□

I have difficulty reading ordinary newspaper print

□

I have full visual ability

□

End of questionnaire
Thank you very much for taking part. Your participation is
extremely important for us to find out more about this important
aspect of daily life.
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